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ABSTRACT

AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT NEEDS FOR CAREER
AND VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT WESTOVER

AIR FORCE RASE, MASSACHUSETTS

.

August 1976
Thomas W. McClain,
BePauw University
,
M.A. , American International College
Ed.B. , University of Massachusetts
B.A.

Directed by:

Dr. Arthur W. Eve

Problem

As a result of the deactivation of Westover Air Force Base,
Chicopee, Massachusetts, in April 1973, land and facilities at the base

were made available for public reuse.

Under the direction of the civilian

Westover Task Force, the base was partitioned into sections for industrial,
commercial, educational, recreation and conservation purposes.

One

specific recommendation was that an occupational training program be

developed within the educational section in order to provide skilled manpower for the future industrial park at Westover as well as for the

surrounding communities in the greater Springfield area.
There is ample evidence to support this recommendation

.

Data

obtained on the distribution of high school graduates, the location of
vocational schools, and the occupational course offerings by schools

clearly showed the need for more and varied training.

In addition, a

review^ of manpower studies of the area demonstrated that while the labor

xv

The statistics used to analyze the data were percentages, chisquare, and t-tests.

C onclusions

Based upon the information obtained in this study, the following
conclusions were reached:
1.

Career and vocational education are significant reforms in

American public education which are growing in popularity.
2.

The deactivated Westover Air Force Base offers a unique

opportunity for schools in the surrounding area to acquire
buildings and land which could be utilized for developing
career and vocational programs.
3.

The business sector around Westover needs skilled personnel
in a number of specific fields.

4

.

High school -students in the Westover area lack opportunities
for vocational training.

5.

Students in the Westover area are interested in taking career
f

and vocational programs currently not available to them.
6.

Teachers in the school systems surrounding Westover concur
that students need more and varied career and ‘vocational

programs, but underestimated students' level of interest in

these areas.

Recommendations
Specific suggestions were outlined for a career development center
at Westover which would provide career education resources for helping
all students in participating school districts better determine their
xvii

market was tight, skilled positions were available in selected fields,
underscoring the necessity of vocational training programs within the
public schools.

Purpose

The purpose of the study was to gather data regarding the career
and vocational educational interests and needs of secondary education

students in the communities surrounding Westover in order to develop

recommendations for appropriate programs at the former air base.

Methodology
Questionnaires were administered to students and teachers in twelve
school districts which could .potentially be

sewed by Westover.

The

quota method of nonprobability sampling was utilized whereby predetermined

numbers of samples by grade, sex, and curriculum were selected for testing.
The results showed a close relationship between predetermined
quotas and actual numbers obtained.

Eleven hundred students and 230

teachers were surveyed which represented 9 and 31 percent of the respective

populations.

This was determined to be a generalizable sample.

The survey instruments each contained about fifty- five items
and
covering background information, student need for career skills,
specific
interest in career and vocational education programs including

vocational courses.

Most of the items on the teacher questionnaire were

career
facsimiles of the students' except for one section on current

programs

xvi.

career objectives and a vocational training component to offer specific
occupational training for employment after high school.

Linkages were

also spelled out for adult and continuing education, community service,

and with the Westover Industrial Air Park.

Recommendations for future research included sampling other
populations, developing better instruments to compare client interest
in vocational courses with, labor market demand, and developing systematic

procedures to insure that the users of the needs assessment information
have adequate input prior to the study.

xviii

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem

In April 1973, the United States Department o£ Defense, then

under Secretary Elliot Richardson, announced its decision to deactivate

We stover Air Force Base, Chicopee, Massachusetts.

This action, and

subsequent decisions by the United States Congress, designated some
2,300 acres of land and facilities to be excess to the needs of the

United States Government
The deactivation of We stover came as a shock to the residents of

Hampden and Hampshire Counties who, for over thirty years, had grown
accustomed to the drone of jet engines and welcomed, armed forces
families to their community life.

The base had been named after Major

General Oscar Westover, first Chief of the Air Corps, and since its

activation in 1940, it had served as a bombardier training base and a
port of embarkation/ debarkation during World War II, as a headquarters

of the Military Airlift Command up to 1955, and then as a major base of
the Strategic Air Command.

Currently the base is under the command of

the Air Force Reserve who control the runways and hangars to support

their operation.

The 2,300 acres declared surplus is now under the

jurisdiction of the General Services Administration, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, who will grant title to public and
land.
private programs and businesses who qualify for the buildings and

1

:

2

To plan for the civilian reuse of Westover as well as to help

counteract the anticipated adverse economic impact and loss of
employment resulting from Westover’ s realignment, the Economic

Development Administration, United States Department of Commerce,

provided a grant to the City of Chicopee (also acting
the

Tom

on.

the behalf of

of Ludlow) for the conduct of a base evaluation and reuse study.

The City of Chicopee, in turn, contracted with Wolf and Company, New
York, in August 1973, to undertake this study.

Their report was completed

in May, 1974.

The Wolf Report, as it is called, was accepted in its entirety
by the Westover Task Force, a civilian board of community leaders

selected to direct the future public reuse of Westover.

partitioned the base into sections of

.land

appropriate for industrial, warehousing

The report

which could be most

and.

commercial development,

health, educational, and public recreation and conservation use (Figure
:

1 1).
.

While the report by Wolf and Company made general recommendations
for educational, use, it was the Westover Task Force Subcommittee on

Education that formalized a more comprehensive direction for educational
purposes.

Excerpts from that report capturing this direction is as

follows
In response to suggestions made by area public school
administrators, the Subcommittee endorses a collaborative
occupational center grouping the communities of Hampshire
County together with Chicopee and Holyoke. The purpose of

^folf and Company, Plan for Civilian Reuse of Surplus Property
(New
at Westover, A Report to the City of Chicopee and Town of Ludlow
York, May 1974,’ pp. 1-101.
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4

plan is to serve the occupational needs of the cities and towns
of the area as outlined.
.

.

The development of a Westover Occupational Resource Center
(WORC) functionally related to the economic needs and trends of
its region and the predicted demand for newly trained and retrained

manpower represents an entirely unique resource. Historically,
there has been some concern about the directness of the relation
(It has been suggested
between industry/ training delivery systems.
that this relationship has been disfunctional. ) The WORC, properly
established and implemented, would:
1.

supply occupational educational needs of depressed areas -isolated clientele and its disadvantaged students;

2.

directly ascertain the needs of industries for skilled manpower;

3.

provide a delivery system of skilled manpower on demand and
offer unique resources which may be postulated as extremely
attributive to business and industries considering relocation
to Massachusetts or plant development and expansion in
Massachusetts
.

The report goes on to endorse that linkages with the University of

Massachusetts - -Amherst and the two area junior colleges, Springfield
Technical Community College and Holyoke Community College, be established
to offer services and courses in technical and higher education for area

residents.

The area designated for educational reuse is found in Area F on
Figure 1.2.

It consists of approximately 71 acres of land and 13

structures:

three public schools, seven dormitories, a dining hall, a

youth center, and a day care facility.
The seven dormitories and the dining hall were the buildings

identified for occupational training purposes.

The three schools have

School
been turned over to the City of Chicopee for use by the Chicopee

Department.

youth
The City of Chicopee has also received title for the

Westover
^George Membrino, Education Subcommittee Report to the
Task Force (Chicopee, Mass., May 31, 1974), pp. 3-4.

5
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6

center which is in the process of being renovated as a Teleconinunications
Center for utilization by the Chicopee School Board as a telecommunications training site for high school students.

The Day Care Center has

been granted to the Holyoke/Chicopee Head Start Program who are in the

process of developing programs to service area children.

A brief description of the buildings designated

for occupational

training is as follows:

Seven dormitories (5,900 designation)

-

brick structure of

three stories, constructed between 1958 and 1960.

Each

structure contains 72 bedrooms and several dayrooms for an

area total of about 25,000 sq. ft.

Dining Hall (Building 5906)

-

13,100 sq. ft., brick and

concrete construction in 1958.
sections:

It consists of three major

a dining area, of 6,800 sq. ft., kitchen and

serving area of 5,600 sq. ft., and a large heat-reduction

room of 1,700 sq. ft.
Hie dormitories were built at a cost of around $13.00 per square
foot and the dining hall at approximately $32.00 per square foot.

Assuming that the cost of constructing the buildings today would be
double the original cost

-(and this is

most likely on the low side)

,

estimated value of the buildings for occupational use would total
$5,540,000 (Table 1.1).
is already in place.

This represents a sizeable investment which

Thus, a substantial savings in capital needs

could be realized by using these buildings which, could be obtained
title-free by a qualified public agency.

the

7

Table

1.1

BUILDING VALUATION AT WESTOVER

Yr. Built

Building
5901 (Dorm)
'

1958

Replacement
Value*

Sq. Ft.

Total Cost

25,329

$334,000.00

$13.19

§668,000.00

327,090.00

12.91

654,000.00

Cost/Sq.Ft.

5902

t»

?!

If

5903

If

1!

t»

ft

H

ft

5904

f 1

1!

I?

f®

If

II

H

5905
5987

f!

5907

?!

1959

25,290

328,000.00

12.97

656,000.00

1960

25,245

338,000.00

13.39

676,000.00

315,000.00

12.48

630,000.00

447,000.00

32.21

954,000.00

IS

5606 (Dining
Hall)

1958

If

14,810

I9T7906 llTTvStoofTW

|S75467000T0¥

*Based on a cost per square foot twice (2x) the original cost.
Source:

Vincent McGovern, Director, Westover Metropolitan Development
Corporation and Civil Engineering Company, Westover Air Force
Base.

In addition, the grounds and surrounding areas are well established

and landscaped with ample parking available which increases appreciably
the net worth of the vocational education area.
In summary, the deactivation of Westover Air Force Base offered a

unique opportunity to plan for educational reuse of buildings and land
declared surplus by the United States government.
As evidenced by the Educational Subcommittee Report on the Westover

Task Force, career and vocational training was to take a predominant role
in the civilian reuse of Westover.

This decision was made on two primary

l

8

factors.

One was the fact that a major portion of the base was to be

developed into an industrial air park (Figure 1.1).

Thus, it was

anticipated that in the near -future a supply of skilled manpower would
enterprises
be needed to support new developing industrial and commercial
at We stover.

Secondly, there was growing awareness on the part of business and
the
educators alike, that students in high school were not receiving

work after
vocational preparation they need to be adequately prepared for
graduation.

Table 1.2 shows the distribution of high school graduates

from communities which border Westover.

The four year trend in the

selecting jobs
distribution of high school, graduates shows that students

while those
directly out of high school has increased 8.1 percent,
the same period.
selecting post -secondary education has fallen off during
to the labor market
In other words, more students were going directly

time of chronic
after high school than ever before, even during a

unemployment.

be receiving
Correspondingly, at a time when more students should
jobs, the actual
vocational training in order to better compete for

in a few vocational
number remains relatively low and is concentrated
areas.

16,000 high school
Table 1.3 illustrates that there are about

County plus Chicopee,
students in the eleven high schools of Hampshire
Holyoke, and Ludlow in Hampden County.

Out of this number

,

about 26

as determined by state
percent are receiving vocational training

requirements.

reveals that
However, farther examination of the data

two areas ot consumer
about two -thirds of these students are in the

homemaking and office occupations.

Table 1.4 presents thi_ fact

9

Table 1.2

DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
*

IN THE WESTOVER AREA

For the school districts in Hampshire County and Chicopee, Holyoke and Ludlow.
Source:

Massachusetts Bureau of Research and Assessment, Distribution of
High School Graduates (Boston: State Department of Education,™"
,

Bl^JTpTTTIOT
graphically.

Of those students graduating from vocational programs and

eligible for work (not going on to post -secondary training), 459 out of 868

were in office occupations (primarily secretarial, office machines, filing,
typing, and accounting).

While office

and-

consumer homemaking occupations are very valuable

programs, they tend to attract predominately female students.

Furthermore,

these are rather traditional programs and are continued by schools

without taking into account new manpower opportunities

m

such areas as

sales and merchandising, health related fields, auto mechanics, and the

metal trades field.

TRAINING

AREA
VOCATIONAL

WESTOVER

IN

THE
STUDENTS

IN

SCHOOL

HIGH

11
3139,

Form

Education,

Occupational

of

EDUCATION

Division
EMPLOYMENT

VOCATIONAL

FOR
Education,

FROM

AVAILABLE

of
GRADUATES

Department

PROGRAMS

SCHOOL

State

HIGH

1975,

Massachusetts

February

m
£
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The buildings and land at Westover could provide the opportunity
to develop career and vocational programs which would help students

make career decisions and then provide vocational preparation programs

on an area -wide basis, thereby avoiding duplication of services, reducing
costs, and providing courses that a given school system would be

reluctant to offer itself because of high equipment expense.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to gather data regarding the career
and vocational education needs of secondary education students in
school systems in Hampshire County plus 'Chicopee, Holyoke, and Ludlow
in order to develop recommendations for appropriate programs at

Westover Air Force Base.
Needs assessments for vocational education are not new.

Historically they have concentrated on determining the labor demand as
a basis for determining curriculum.

The concept of assessing client

needs for determination of vocational programs did not become a primary
factor until the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act of
1963 (PL90-576)

.

Under Title

I

of that Act, it specifically states

that:

.persons of all ages in all communities of the State.
will have ready access to vocational training or retraining
which is of high quality, which is realistic in the light of
actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and
which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit
from such training.
.

.

.

.

.

^Amendments to the Vocational Education Acts of 1963, Public Law
90-576, 90th Congress, H.R. 18366, Oct. 16, 1968, p. 1.
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Another source, Lindinan and Kurth, underscores the point of looking
at both sides of the demand issue in developing vocational programs by

stating that the vocational educator is encouraged:
-on the one hand to use the estimates of industry demands for
manpower to determine the amount and kind of vocational and technical
education. On the other hand, he is expected to use estimates of
social demand for education from which to gauge the need for
programs and the expected participation.
*

*

It is anticipated that, as a result of this study, the following

information will be known about the needs of high school students for
career and vocational programs at Westover
1.

The degree to which students have developed their career
plans

2.

The degree to which students have developed career planning
and preparation skills.

3.

The degree to which students are interested in taking career

and vocational education courses.
4.

Identification of those vocational courses which are of

major interest to students.

*

Definition of Terms

For purposes of this study, the following definitions of terms

will be used:

Vocational Education --those organized educational programs,
services, and activities which are directly related to the preparation

Erick L. Lindinan and Edwin L. Kurth, 'Dimensions of Need for
Vocational Education" in Dimensions of Educational Needs edited by Roe
L, Johns, Kern .Alexandra and Richard Rossmiller, Niational Finance
Project: Gainesville, Florida, Vol. 1, 1969, p. 152.
,
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of individuals for paid or unpaid unemployment

,

or for additional

preparation for a career requiring other than a baccalaurate or
advanced degree.^

Career Education -- a broadly defined, term which covers a wide
range of experiences both in school and in the- community which enables

individuals to make choices and to plan their future in the areas of
living, learning and working.

It includes educational experiences which

consist of self-awareness, career -awareness, exploration of options,

decision-making, and preparation in one or more alternatives to achieve
one's career objective.

Occupational Education - -a broad generic tern covering those
educational programs which have a career or vocational relationship, but

not limited to any particular delivery system.
Technical Education- -vocational education which offers both
practical and a substantial theoretical education which qualifies, one to

work as a technician.
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area- -that area surrounding a
commercial - industrial center which is so economically, politically, and

socially integrated that it presents itself as a unified area

.

Hampshire Educational. Collaborative (HEC)--a legal educational
agency under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 40 comprised of the

5

A Task Force Report for the National Association of State
Directors of Vocational Education, Defining Critical Terms in Vocational
Education (Charleston: West Virginia Department of Education, 1976)
p.

9.

^Geoffrey M. .Taylor, Annual Manpower Planning Report, Springfield
of
Chicopee -Holyoke Massachusetts SMSA (Boston: Massachusetts Division
Employment Security, 197 5), -p. 2.
,
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fourteen school systems in Hampshire County for the purpose of developing

cooperative educational programs.
Lower Pioneer Valley Educational Collaborative (LFVEC) --a legal
educational cooperative like the Hampshire Educational Collaborative

comprised of the five towns of Longmeadow, East Longpeadow, West
Springfield, Agawam, and Southwick in Hampden County.

Design of the Study

Methodology
To obtain the necessary information for this study, the survey

research approach was used.

It is a method of educational fact-finding

employed, to obtain personal and social, facts, beliefs, and attitudes.

Questionnaires and personal interviews are the two most common types of

survey research techniques.

For this particular study, two questionnaires

were developed, one for students and another for teachers.
There are a number of advantages as well as disadvantages to

survey research.

Hie advantages are that a great deal of information can

be obtained from larger populations; that for the amount and quality of
information they yield, they are economical ; and within sampling error,

they are fairly accurate.

The disadvantages are that the information

often does not penetrate below the surface, it is subject to sampling
error, and that participants may respond in a stereotyped maimer

according to how they think they should answer.

7

^ Fred H, .Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1973), p. 422.
-
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Sampling Procedures

The key to good survey research is the sample, or that part of a
large body specially selected to represent the whole.

employed the quota method of non-probability sampling.

procedure

in,

This survey
This is the

which the selection of subjects is based upon prearranged

categories in order to obtain a predetermined number of cases in each
category.

Public opinion polls have made this type of survey technique

popular and demonstrated its effectiveness.

This method was chosen

because it would not be disruptive to the regular school schedule and

would provide the maximum completion rate of the survey forms.
The schools selected for testing were the nine high schools in
Hampshire County plus Chicopee, Ludlow, and Holyoke high schools in

Hampden County.
11,997.

High school enrollment of these twelve schools totaled

Based upon this figure and knowledge of student enrollment,

quotas were established.

The following percentages represent a

comparison of the pre -determined quota with actual percentages obtained
from student and teachers:

Area

Sex:

Grade

Student
Pre -determined

Student
Actual

Teacher
Actual

Males

501

51.71

54.8%

Females

501

48.31

45.21

9th

251

221

-

10th

25%

291

-

11th

25%

301

-

12 th

251

191

-
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Student
Actual

Student
Pre -determined

Area

Teacher
Actual

Coll. Prep.

501

531

43%

General

251

m

28%

Commerc ia 1/bus ine s s

151

131

19%

51

61

5%

51

91

41

Curriculum:

Vocational/ technical
Other
Total number

600

Percent of total population

1100
91

51

230
31%

The visits to the schools were conducted during the two week

period of from June 2, 1975 to June 13, 1975.

During the last week o£

May calls were made to each of the high school principals to establish
a day and time for the completion of the survey.

It should be mentioned

that prior contact had been made with each school superintendent

requesting approval for this questionnaire.

There were no problems

except that one school system required school committee approval.

Administration of the questionnaire was left to the discretion of
the school.

Either they could appoint someone from their school, or

this researcher would do it.

number of ground rules.
1.

Regardless of this option, there were a

These were:

That the first page of instructions be read aloud to the
students

2.

There was no time limit except what was reasonable and
proper (15 minutes was recommended)

3.

There was to be a proper mix of students as established by
the pre -determined quotas (50 percent uaale and female, equal
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representation of grade level and proportional representation
from various curricula)

Since if is somewhat disruptive for a school to hand pick students
to take such a survey, it was generally agreed that a social studies

class from each grade would be utilized for testing.
to be the most homogeneous.

classes were to be used,

and.

These courses tend

After social studies classes, English
as a last resort, study halls.

The actual administration of the survey went generally as planned.
Only two schools were not completed in the original, two week period;
however, they were completed the following week.

schools administered the survey themselves

researcher to do it.

,

Six of the twelve

the other six utilized, this

A final tally of schools showed that seven schools

used students from social studies class, two used English classes,
one used a random sampling of homerooms (they had an extended homeroom

period that day) and two utilized students in study halls.

Once the

forms were completed and collected, from the schools , they were prepared
for statistical analysis.

The administration of the teacher questionmaire was much simpler.
In each school where students were surveyed, enough questionnaires were

left for the teaching faculty.

The principal then either passed them

out at a staff meeting to be returned to his office, or the form was

placed in the faculty members

'

mail box with a nratice from the principal

asking them to complete the questionnaire.

Principals were very cautious

about mandating their faculty to take the survey and for that reason

response rates varied from school to school.
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Instrumentation

The questionnaire developed for students was for the purpose of
learning about tne level of interest and need for career and vocational
education.

To develop a comprehensive career development program, a

combination of career education and vocational preparation must be
available to students, for students cannot prepare for a career if they
have not fully explored a variety of career fields and been taught to

make career decisions for themselves

.

The .questionnaires were written

to find out as much as possible about student interests and needs in

these two areas.

The format of the questionnaire was multiple -choice

and covered approximately fifty- three items (See Appendices A and B)

Section

I

of the student questionnaire asked for background

information which would, be necessary in determining from what population
the student came from (e.g.

,

school, age, sex) and also information

which related to where a particular student stood in regard to his/her
current career plans (e.g.. What are your career plans at this time?).

Section

I

also asked students about the reasons and* amount of time they

spent with a counselor.

This was done to determine what future support

might be needed to augment career guidance programs.
Section II focused on asking students what career skills they had
had

school and what additional training they felt they would need in

in.

order to get a job.

.

Thirteen skill areas were identified (e.g., "Knowing

where to go and what sources to use to find information about different
jobs")

Section III inquired into those areas which would reveal specific
information about students' interest and intent to take career and
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vocational training (e.g., "Which of the following best expressed your
interest in taking vocational/technical courses in high school?")

.

This

section also included a list of 25 general occupational groups from

which students selected their top three choices.
It should also be mentioned that a pilot test on the questionnaire

was conducted at Easthampton High School with eighteen sophomores.

A

discussion period followed the administrations of the questionnaire,
and as a result, several changes were made in the working of the

questions and omitting of one part of Section. II.
Mo pilot test was conducted on

-the

teacher questionnaire since

it was worded exactly like the student questionnaire except from the

teacher's point of view (e.g., "How definite are students you teach
in their career and vocational plans?”, instead of "What are your

career plans at this time?")

Analysis

The statistical analysis performed on the student and teacher
questionnaires was designed to show measures of central tendency,
variance, and inter -relatedness through tests of independence.

These

statistics were means, standard deviations, median, percentages, t-tests

and chi-square.

The t-test analysis was used to test for differences

between student and teacher responses to like questions.

The chi-

square analysis was performed to cross tabulate student responses and

characteristics as grade, sex, curriculum, and career plans.
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Assumptions of the Study

The assumptions of the study were as follows:
1.

Respondents would be candid and honest in their answers to
questions concerning the interest and need for student,

programs in career and vocational training in their schools.
2.

Respondents would react to attitudinal instruments in terms

of their own attitudes at the time of responding to the items.
3.

General information and data provided by the Massachusetts

State Department of Education, the Business Research Institute
at American International College, the Wolf Report, and other

published reports would be both valid and reliable.
4.

The twelve high schools sampled in the questionnaire survey

would provide a general izable study to other high schools in
the Westover area who might consider future participation in

formal career and vocational programs at Westover.

Limitations of the Study

‘

In order that the data gathered by this study can be viewed in the

proper light, the following limitations must be kept in mind:
1.

The study was concerned with only the information available

in this investigation and judged to be important to the

stated objectives of the study.
2.

The questionnaire data was limited to the nine high schools
.in

Hampshire County plus Chicopee, Holyoke, and Ludlow High

Schools in Hampden County during the Spring of 1975.

While

the student and teacher sample surveys were judged to be
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representatives of the population, sampling error must

be kept in mind when generalizing to the larger population.
3.

Student data on enrollments and the distribution of high
school graduates represented data up through the 1973-1974
school year.

Generalities deducted about these figures

mist consider the limited scope of this data.

Significance of the Study

With the deactivation of Westover Air Force Base, buildings and
land worth over $5 1/2 million dollars were made available title-free
to public schools in Hampden and Hampshire Counties for career and

vocational training purposes.

To plan for the development of such

programs, an extensive needs assessment had to be conducted to

determine area manpower needs, building suitability, current availability
of vocational programs, and interest and demand for career and

vocational training programs on the part of students.
It was shown previously in Table 1.1 that the number of high

school seniors selecting employment after graduation had been steadily

increasing over the last several years with over 34 percent selecting
employment directly after high school.

On the other hand, students

enrolled in vocational training represented only 26 percent of all high
school students, with those courses

constituting the major enrollments

being consumer homemaking and office occupations.

certainly viable areas for training, they

While these are

contain

students and rather restricted career fields.

primarily female

Present manpower needs

exist in a wide range of fields such as sales and merchandising, health-
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related

,

auto mechanics

,

and metal trades for which there are currently

limited resources in which to train students.

The primary emphasis of this study was to determine the interest
and needs for career and vocational programs by high school students in
the school system that could be serviced by Westover

.

Knowing such

information, careful attention could be given to developing programs

which match the needs of students as well as employment potential,
thereby increasing the opportunity for program success.

Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is presented in six major chapters.
I

Chapter

provides an overview of the dissertation and includes sections on the

background of the problem and the need for vocational training; the
purpose, significance, assumptions, and limitations of the study; how the

dissertation is organized; and defines significant terms which are of
importance to understanding the study.

In Chapter II a historical

overview of career and vocational education in America is reviewed.

This

includes vocational legislation, national studies on vocational education,

and the recent development of career education.

Chapter III covers information pertinent to the Westover area
such as the historical background for the base, characteristics of the

area such as population and occupational manpower needs, and current

vocational offerings in the high schools serving the region.

methodology used for the study is presented in Chapter TV.

The

This

includes literature related to questionnaire use in survey research,

item selection and construction of the questionnaire, the piloting of
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the instrument , and data collection procedures.

In Chapter V, the

data from the student and teacher questionnaires is presented and
analyzed.

Finally, Chapter VI includes the summary, conclusions and

recommendations

«
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CHAPTER

II

A

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF VOCATIONAL AND
CAREER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

Introduction

For your government as well as you, the time has come for
fusion of the realities of work- a -day life with the teaching of
academic institutions.!

Oi August 30, 1974, President Gerald Ford, at a commencement
speech at Ohio State University, endorsed a new concept concerning the

relationship of schools to the public and private sectors of business,
industry, labor and government.

He proposed "to bring education and

employers together in a new climate of creditability.

.

and to

suggest a new partnership of labor and educators to share in practical

problem- solving and research to create new jobs, speed energy selfsufficiency, and increase productivity.
«

While President Ford's remarks for

.

.new means to bring the

world of work and the institutions of education closer together." has

many ramifications, it underscores the point that one of the major
roles of education is social and economic utility.

Or to phrase it a

bit differently, one important focus of education is the preparation of

young people and adults for occupational roles.
1
Gerald R. Ford, President of the United States, "Remarks of the
President at the Simmer Commencement, Ohio State University," August

30, 1974.
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Vocationalism, the preparation of people for succeeding in work,
2

has always been a part of the Mexican education system whether this was
4

implicit or explicit.

However, the speech by President Ford indicated

a new level of national attention for preparing young people and adults

for career fields.

This is evidenced by a number of factors.

National

financing for vocational education has grown from $1.7 million in 1917
to over $3.5 billion in 1974.

Enrollments in vocational programs have

increased from an average of 13.0 percent

of high school students in

1960 to where the United States Office of Education is estimating that

more than 50 percent of high school students will be participating in
vocational education by 1977.^

Career education, a recent educational reform and an outgrowth of
vocationalism, began as a $9 million allocation of discretionary funds
from the Office of Education in 1971 which burgeoned to $61 million by
1974.^

To understand this grwrth in dollars and in enrollment in career

and vocational education programs, one must examine the events which

have led to this present state of educational policy.

^Marvin Lazerson and W. Norton Grubb, American Education and
Vocationalism: A Documentary History 1870-1970 (Ne^YorETTeachers'
College Press, 1974), p. 31.

\lary L. Ellis, A Report to the Nation on Vocational Education
(Flagstaff Project Baseline, Northern Arizona Universi ty 1975), p. 107.
,

4

Panel of Consultants Report on Vocational Education, Education
for a Changing Worl d of Work (Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing
Office,' 1963), p. 75.
**W. Norton Grubb and Marvin Lazerson, "Rally 'Round the Workplace:
Continuities and Fallacies in Career Education," Harvard Educational
Review 45, No. 45 (November 1975), p. 453.

6

Ibid.

,

p.

452.
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The Development of Vocational Education

Vocational, training can really be traced back as far as man

himself where the process of learning was unconscious imitation of the
basic skills required for food, shelter and protection.

Later, formal

tasks were assigned to family members and passed on from elder to younger
as a means of survival.

Early Egyptian and Babylonian cultures developed

formal structures in which young boys would intern with older men to

learn trades.

During the Middle Ages and Renaissance, workers formed

the hierarchy of apprentices, journeyman, and master guilds in order to

perpetuate crafts and to maintain standards.
Government involvement in vocational training was first established
in Britain as a national system of apprenticeship training in 1562.
Later, during a severe economic depression in the late sixteenth century,

the British government passed the English Poor Laws which authorized
taking children of destitute families and placing them with acceptable

masters in order to equip these children with a salable skill.

"This

«

approach was considered very successful and greatly influenced vocational
education in America."

7

From the earliest settling of America to the early 1800's there
were two educational systems.

One was the Latin grammar schools for the

wealthy for preparation for the professions of theology, law or medicine.
The other was apprenticeship programs for the common person.

Later,

public education for the masses was motivated by the religious desire
7

John F. Thompson, Foundations of Vocational. Education: Social
and Philosophical Concepts (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall,
1973), p. 58.
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to teach everyone to read the Bible and the Jeffersonian concept of a

graduated system of elementary through college training based upon
student ability.

However, it was not until the 1820’s that public funding
O

for education became accepted.

Among the many historical factors it was economics and politics
which have had the largest influence on fostering America's interest in
vocational ism.

As a result of three closely related events- -the Embargo

Act, the .Non- Intercourse Act, and the War of 1812- -United States markets

were closed to foreign manufactured goods.

Because of lack of

competition, ..America now had to "look in on itself."

The net effect

was to provide a stimulus to home markets which created a demand for

skilled manpower.

It was felt that in order to develop the nation’s

industrial and agricultural resources, leadership from technically

trained persons must be made available.

Congress responded to this need

by passing the MoriU Act of 1862 which provided federal land for the
establishment of colleges for agricultural and mechanical arts.

Its

purpose was "to promote the liberal and practical education of the
industrial classes in the- several pursuits and professions of living."

9

Thus, a precedent was established for using federal funds in education
to aid the country's economic interests.

With the rise of technology in the 1800’s, there was a corresponding
social change.

Many people left the rural areas for work in the cities

and immigrants poured in from foreign countries.

Huge industrial

8
Newton Edwards and Henman H. Richey, The School in the American
Social Order (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1963; pp. 327-328.
,

9

Thompson, op. cit.

,

p. 69.
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centers as Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis, and Pittsburgh flourished
in a response to capital, profits, and jobs.

Education, itself, was not exempt from new problems.
school began to emerge as a mass institution.

The high

As an illustration, the

number of 14-17 year olds in high school increased from 4 percent in
1930.
1850, to 28 percent in 1920, to 47 percent in

asked was:

10

The question

what kind of schooling should the youngsters of immigrant

and working class families have?

Concerned educators saw that if

students dropped out, they would be destined to deadend jobs.

The

their
response was that they should have education best suited to

Vocational education seemed to be the

background and aspirations.

its relevance to
answer since it would keep them in school because of

their futures.
called, was
Manual training, as early vocational education was

process that taught
based upon the belief that everyone gained from a

and economy.
the moral values of precision, logic, diligence

Educating

excessive bookishness
the mind through the hands was a way to balance
and abstract intellectual ism.

training were John D. Runke
Two of the early proponents of manual
Technology, and Calvin M.
President of the Massachusetts Institute of

Washington University
Woodward, Dean of the Polytechnic School of
St. Louis.

m

their schools to
They had each established shop areas in

compliment the classroom training.

However, it was not until the

that manual training gained
Philadelphia Centennial Exposition of 1876

^Lazerson, op. cit.

,

p.

22.
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prominence.

At that exposition, representatives from the Moscow

Imperial Technical School demonstrated technical training other than

The Russian procedures began

production-oriented apprenticeship.

with careful analysis of specific trades and organizing learning tasks
from simple to complex, varying the size of the class according to the
project, utilizing immediate feedback, and employing teachers with

occupational as well as pedagogical acumen.

11

The demise of manual training resulted because major proponents

had to dilute the specificity of training to broaden its appeal to fit
As Lazerson and Grubb conclude,

schooling as a cultural education.
however, it did have an impact

.proposed to train the hand in order to perfect
Me n™ ] training.
.more than anything else, manual
a general cultural education.
training changed the conception of what might legitimately be
taught in the schools; once this was accomplished, the shift to
vocational purposes seemed a logical development.
.

.

In.

1.906

two events took place which were to have a major impact on

the vocational, education movement.

The first was a major state-wide

Technical
study done by the Massachusetts Commission on Industrial and
Education, often called the Douglas Commission.

It was very critical

relish"
of what it found and titled manual training "a sort of. mustard

without any reference to an industrial end.

The report recommended that

productive
elementary education include instruction in the basics of
in agriculture,
industry, and that the high schools offer elective courses

n Larry

Stadt, Career Education Ngw
Illinois: McKnight
(Bloomington,
proaches to Human Development
173.
Publishing, 1973), p.
12

J. Bailey and Ronald W.

Lazerson, op. cit.» p. 17.
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mechanical, and domestic arts, and that class work such as mathematics
and science be related to industrial use.

As a result of this study, a state law was passed to make
vocational education a part of the public school, system.

milestone in the history of education.
professional associations.

"This was a

Thus other states, the early

.and the national study panels had the

.

benefit of this model to guide

The other event

in,

1906 which influenced the development of

vocational education was the formation of the National Society for the

Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE)

American Vocational Association.

the forerunner of the

,

The society's goals were:

To bring to public attention the importance of industrial
education as a factor in the industrial development of the
.the results
.to discuss various problems.
United States.
.and to promote the establishment of
of experiments.
14
institutions of industrial training.
.

.

.

Perhaps the most significant undertaking by the NSPIE was the push
for federal aid to vocational education.

While there was good indication

in 1910),
that vocational ism was growing (twenty-nine states had programs

trend,
the NSPIE "argued that only federal aid could accelerate the
as an
standardize programs, and ultimately legitimize vocational ism

integral to public education.
education.
There were several competing forces to promote vocational

the role of the
One group urged that the best approach was to expand
for specitic
agricultural extension services; another group argued

funding for vocational education programs.

^Thompson,. op. cit., p. 35.

^Lazerson, op. cit.

,

•

p.

27.

As a compromise, Congress

Ibid., p. 72.
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agreed to a ninety day study on the need for federal aid to vocational
education.

This Congressional report, based largely on previous

studies by the NSPIE and efforts by its executive director, Dr. Crowley
A.

Prosser, turned out to be "the most influential document of the

vocational education movement."

Lazerson and Grubb have summarized

the committee’s justification for federal aid as follows:
the need to enhance national productivity in the face of
international competition, the increment to individual’s earning
power, the stability of a trained work force, and the establishment
of true equality of educational opportunity that vocational ism
would bring
.

.

.

.

The report of the Commission on National Aid to Vocational

Education became the basis for the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 which was
the first commitment by Congress for federal financing of vocational

education below

.the

baccalaureate level.

Since 1917 there have been about a dozen acts of Congress which
have amended or expanded the original concept of the Smith-Hughes Act.

These Acts are summarized in Appendix G.

A

revi ew of this legislation

points out a number of noticeable trends in vocational legislation.

These are as follows:
1.

2.

Local authorities at the state and community level have
been given more flexibility in determining the vocational
training needs b£ that, locale.
.

Training programs have been expanded from the traditional
programs in agriculture and mechanics to include emerging
Examples are health
occupations of our technical society
only
care, distributive education, and electronics to name
a few.
..

3.

Planning and evaluation, for vocational programs has been
centralized at the state level with state departments o
education and state advisory councils.
..

16

Ibid,, p. 28.
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4.

Populations eligible for vocational training have been
expanded to cover a wide range of students (kindergarten
to grade fourteen, adults, disadvantaged and handicapped),
and unemployed or underemployed adults. In addition, day,
evening, and part-time programs are available

.

5.

Experimental, and demonstration programs have been promoted.

6.

A wide range of community

7.

A wide variety of support programs (guidance, transportation,

resources- (e.g. local employers)
have been encouraged to augment training and provide
flexibility for student training. Ex.ampl.es are work-study
and cooperative education.

and teacher in-service training) have complimented vocational
training

National Studies on Vocational Education

Through the years, the government has felt it necessary to sponsor
national studies on vocational education to investigate ways to bring
"what is" more in line with "what should be.”

The first

such,

study was initiated by President Roosevelt in 1936

as a result of dissatisfaction and controversy surrounding passage of the.

George Dean Act of 1936.

The Advisory Committee on Education, as it was

called, took two years to complete its study.

Positive aspects which

the committee noted were that federal aid since the Smith-Hughes Act

had facilitated the extension and improvement of vocational training and
had changed many attitudes of educators toward vocational education.

On the opposite side of the balance sheet, federal legislation was
found deficient "by promoting an overly-narrow concept of vocational
education, preparing students for a limited range of occupations,

encouraging dual educational systems, and complicating local school

administration."^
17

Ibid.

,

p. 42.
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While generally critical of vocational education the re-port
reaffirmed its applicability in the public schools and thought that
vocational training would increase in the future.

The report did not

have much impact as Thompson concludes:

Little credibility was given by vocational educators to the
recommendations of this study commission. Mare often that not,
was prepared
the recommendations were condemned (because) it
by persons who had no experience and little understanding of
vocational education and its specific needs.
.

The next major study was not until 1961.

.

.

It was initiated by

President Kennedy who, in a special message to Congress, expressed
these concerns about the direction of vocational education:

The National Vocational Education Acts first enacted by the
Congress in 1917 and subsequently amended, have provided a program
of training for industry, agriculture, and other occupational areas.
The basic purpose of our vocational education effort is sound and
sufficiently broad to provide a basis for meeting future needs.
However, the technological changes which have occurred in all
occupations call for a review and re-evaluation of these acts, with
,

a view toward modernization

To that end, I am requesting the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare to convene and advisory body drawn from the educational
profession, labor, industry, and' agriculture, as well as the lay
public, together with representatives from the Departments of
Agriculture and Labor, to be charged with the responsibility of
reviewing and evaluating the current National Vocational education
the
Acts, and making recommendations for improving and redirecting
program.

developed into
This advisory body recommended by President Kennedy
the superintendent
a panel of twenty-five consultants which was chaired by

of schools in Chicago, Dr. Benjamin C. Willis.

Their conclusions,

r id of Jork, were
published under the title. Education for a Chang ing_Wo

nearly all negative.
1

R

19

had
Their reports cited "that vocational education

Thompson, op. cit.

,

p. 37.

Panel of Consultants Report, op. cit., p. V
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not been responding to social and economic changes, had been largely

insensitive to labor market conditions, and had failed to serve diverse

populations."

20

More specifically, the consultants found:

-availability of vocational education varied considerably from
state to state.
-the typical high school program is limited in comparison to
needs of students and employers.

-vocational guidance leaves much to be desired.

-research is less than adequate in supplying information needed.
-vocational education is not sensitive enough to supply and
demand of the labor force.

-opportunity for choice is greatly limited because schools do not
have enough kinds of occupational programs.
-placement services are not provided on a regular basis.

-sendee and program opportunities to special needs and urban
populations is minimal.
The report of the panel was used as a basis for creating the

Vocational Education Act of 1963

.

The difference between this act in

contrast to prior acts was that it focused on servicing people--dis<

advantaged, handicapped., and unemployed who need retraining- -rather than
just occupational program categories.

Flexibility in student

programming was central to its purpose so that if a training need
existed, funds were available to meet the need.

Education Act
As part of the evaluation process of the Vocational
in 1966 and
of 1963, a national' advisory council was to be appointed

the act and to
every subsequent five years to appraise the results of

Bailey, op. cit.
21

,

p.

241.

69-110.
Panei of Consultants Report, op. cit., pp.
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make recommendations for

In 1968 the twelve member

iiripro\reiaents.

advisory council released its report entitled Vocational Education: The
Bridge Between Man, and his Work

.

This report stated that while there were a number of contributions
were
to vocational education as a result of the 1963 Act, these

primarily gains in enrollment and funding levels.

Enrollment had

compared to
increased about 14 percent following the 1963 legislation as
prior.
4 percent during the three years

From 1960 to 1966 total

federal share
expenditures for vocational education had tripled and the

had increased from 19 to 25.2 percent.
Likewise, a number of shortcomings were recognized.
were:

1)

Among these

of the
enrollment increases represented a narrow segment

world of work,

2)

the number of secondary students enrolled in

the number who could
occupational education is negligible compared to

profit from occupational preparation,

3)

vocational and general education

personal needs of students
operate largely independent of each other, 4)
into the conventional
and adults are not always met by fitting them

vocational educational programs, and

5)

vocational education programs

coordinated and sequential order.
tend to be fragmented rather than in a
council stated.
In their summary remarks the
far too many youths
There is a growing recognition that
to enter the labor
leaving school inadequately prepared
for
responsibility
the
assume
must
and that the schools
the
of
portion
larger
vocational preparation for a much
accommodating
now
are
they
population than

are

mar

.

the
schools

National Advisory Countil on VocaV°n
(iashington,
g
and His WorK_ l»asJ
Vnrat innal Education: The Bridge Between Man
* yp1968),
Office,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing

“h^fioS’
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They concluded with these six general recommendations:
1.

That vocational preparation should be a part of every
student's education.

2.

That the dichotomy between general education and vocational
education is false and must be eliminated.

3.

Planning for vocational education must include all students
and be the responsibility of the total school.

4.

Greater individualization of instruction and greater student
responsibility for his own learning are essential to
improving vocational education.

5.

Teacher education and retraining are vital in implementing
and maintaining new programs in the curriculum.

6.

Constant program evaluation and development axe essential
for the educational curriculum to keep pace with individual
and social needs. 23

Based upon the general, recommendations cited above, the advisory
council made twenty-three specific recommendations for legislation.

As

Thompson states, "Seldom have recommendations made by an advisory group
found their way into law as rapidly as those of the 1968 Advisory

Countil."

24

Even before the final council's report was made public,

Congress held extensive hearings and public review and enacted new

legislation amending the 1963 laws.

The most recent national study of vocational education was a
Baseline,
report completed in November of 1974 in conjunction with Project

of
Northern Arizona University, a prime contractor for the U.S. Office
National
Education for a study of vocational education monitored by the

Advisory Council on Vocational Education.
Nation on Vocational Education, 1975
2

^ Ibid.

24

,

Entitled A Report to the

the study reviewed the progress

Ihompson, op. cit., p. 43.
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and problems of vocational education as set forth in the 1968 Vocational

Education Amendments.
Dr. Mary Ellis, the primary author of the report, cited evidence

of a number of achievements in vocational education from 1971 to 1974
(Table 2.1).

Among these were a 28.8 percent increase in enrollments,

a 47.9 percent increase in funding, a major expansion of post -secondary
education, increased enrollments of handicapped and disadvantaged
students, enlarged work- study and cooperative training programs with the

business sector and positive increases in completions and job placement.
Ellis concluded:

While there is enough qualitative evidence to suggest that
vocational education programs have been servicing greater numbers
o£ persons during the four -year period examined for this report,
there is a dearth of qualitative evidence showing the extent to
which programs have achieved "high quality” as specified in the
Tnere is however
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968
enough information nationally to conclude that vocational
educators are attempting to better service students and to
broaden program options for both youths and adults.
.

,

The report analyzed a number of changing social and economic
conditions, among these being:

population growth date, continuing

of
problems of minorities and the disadvantaged, the increasing role

rapid
women, the changing labor market demands (most noticeably the

work force)
increase in white collar jobs and in technically skilled
and changing work values of a post-industrial era.
issues and
The final section of the report focused on major

recommendations for future programs.

Many of these recommendations were

points of
recapitulations of the 1963 and 1968 Advisory Committees,
youth, handicapped
inadequate counseling, the need to service more city
25

EXlis, op. cit.

,

p. 46.
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Table

2.1

SUMMARY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENTS, COMPLETIONS AND'
EXPENDITURES, AND GROWTH IN THESE CATEGORIES
1971-1974
Item

1971

Enrollment
Total
Secondary
Postsecondary
Adult

10,485,233
6,487,446
1,116,004
2,881,735

13,512,060
8,387,026
1,591,400
3,533,634

844,505
578,066
269,495
2,929,641
196,695
2,224,773
313,002
J, 073,192

975,623
833,432
505,897
5,202.761
495,978
2,757,640
393,185

50.19
31.90
6.46
3.06

62.97
40.14
8.98
3.66

Agriculture
Distributive Education
Health Occupations
Censumer/Homemateng
Occupational Home Economics
Office Occupations
Technical Education
Trade and Industrial
Vocational/100
Secondary/ 100 ages 15-19
Postsecondary/100 Ages 20 -24
Adult/100 ages 25-64
Completions
Secondary
Postsecondary
Mult (Preparatory)

Expenditures (Dollars)
Total
Federal
State/Local
Per Student
Secondary
Postsecondary

Percentage
Growth

1974

2^1821,170

28.871
29.281
42.591
22.621

15.531
44.181
87.72%*
9.321
152.161*
23.951
25.621
_36.08%
25.461*
25.831*
39,01.1*

19.611

'295,434

28.341
62.611
78.811

$2,399,025,018 3,547,8.83,028
551,442,453
393,926,863
2,005,098,155 2,996*446,575

47.891
39.991
49.441

238
554

254
604

74

70

6.681
9.051
-5.431

1,003.491
324,531
165,225

I,, 287,

874

527,724

'

.

Mult

^Significant percentage growth in enrollments
Source:

Education
L. Ellis, A Report to the Nation on Vocational
(Flagstaff: Project Baseline, Northern Arizona University,
1975), p. 107.

Mary
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and disadvantaged, the importance of responding to technological
change, and so forth.

The new caveats in the Ellis report concerned issues which have
surfaced since 1968.

For one, there is increasing demand for

accountability in vocational education, yet paucity of data to measure

A national uniform reporting system was

qualitative decisions.
specific recommendation

.

a

Another new factor siraee 1968 has been the

emergence of career education, a much broader concept of vocational ism.

There is a need now to differentiate career and vocation education
objectives at the national and state levels in order to provide

adequate funding for each and clarify coordination of their respective

advisory councils.

Other emerging issues tale into account the changing role of

women and the rapid expansion of post "Secondary vocational training.
of
Since secondary programs have always received the major share

between the two
funding, the report recommends an appropriate balance
to adjust for changing needs.

Likewise , increased coordination is

Comprehensive
recommended with manpower programs as authorized under the

Employment and Training Act of 1974.
of a unique role
The report concluded with a pragmatic vision
for vocational education.

direction draws
Oddly enough vocational education’s current
ideals of education
the.
to
servant
as
a
role
strength from its dual
education ha
Vocational
and as an instrument of manpower policy.
intelfrctual
the
neglecting
for
academics
been criticized by
manpower is ts tor failing
psycto social needs of its students and by
Now'
systematically.
problems
to meet socio-economic
ions
dir
in
vocational education has extended its program
on its un I
trade
doing,
ot
signs
shows
it
as
perhaps it can,
.

>
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undeclared role, lending pragmatism to academia and humanism and
depth to manpower development 26
.

In summary, vocational education emerged on the .American

educational scene because it was a viable alternative to academic

instruction and because of its commitment to the values of practical
learning and the socio-economic needs of society.

However

,

vocational

education has been a poor stepchild to traditional academic education
and until recently never enrolled over 10 percent of secondary students
into its programs.

The growth in vocational enrollments in recent

years can be traced to the stimulus of federal funds, and also to a new

reform in education called career education.

Why career education

merged, its concepts, and its relationship to vocational education

is

the subject of the next section.

The Development of Career Education

on the
In 1971, the concept of career education was sprung
(USOE)
American public school system by the U.S. Office of Education

assumed
Broadly stated, career education attempts to eliminate the

by
distinctions between academic and vocational learning programs
career and
blending both into the student's quest for a productive

rewarding life.

reform from
It represents a response for educational

community, and the general
students, parents, the bus iness - industry-labor
public.

new educational concept,
In order to provide a backdrop of this

have said about career
here is what a few individuals and organizations
education:
26

Ibid., p. 103.
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The goal
All education is career education, or it should be
of education should be to have students leave school for gainful
Our ultimate goal is a true
employment or to go on to school
and complete reform of the high school in the form of a contemporary
"
career development program in a comprehensive secondary environment
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

There is no more disconcerting waste than the waste of human
potential. And there is no better investment than the investment
Career Education can help make education and
in human fulfillment.
training more meaningful for the student, more rewarding for the
teacher, more available to the adult, more relevant for the
z
disadvantaged, and more productive for our country.
Career education has captured
educational community and the
school -based pro gran has been
expectation placed upon it by

the will and the imagination of the
public throughout this country. No
more lauded, nor had so much
educators and non-educators alike.
.

The National Education Association believes that preparation of
children for careers, vocations, and productive jobs should be a
a basic policy of education. Educational programs should be
^
for
developed for all children which will assure equal opportunity
see
will
Association
Ihe
development.
career and occupational
development
legislation to provide a comprehensive national manpower
education.
policy as the basic foundation for career and. vocational
similar programs
It will also assist its affiliates in implementing
and legislation.''®
.

.

.

of our
believe that we can meet the changing and growing needs
education
career
overall
the
through
country and of our children
curriculum and
concept with its wide reach into all areas of the
education.
of
levels
all
its continuing influence on
I'

Vocational_Guidance_
Sidney P. Marl and, "Career Education, Now,"
188092.
Quarterly 20 (1972), pp.
27

States, "State of the
^Richard M. Nixon, President of the United
Union Message," January, 1972.
2

testimony before the
Charles L. Lewis, Prepared Statement in
and Welfare on
Education
-Health,
Labor
on
tee
-Commit
U.S. Senate. Sub
30sts^
Gun_
in
printed
_gj
fiscal year 1975 appropriations and
September 14, 1974, p. 1.
29

..

,

*

Association
^Resolution passed by the National Education

Representation Assembly, June 22, 1971.
Career Education "in The
Roman C. Pucinski, "The Nature of
&jcatigm. (Princeton.
CareerE
Proceedings of the Conferences on
15*
1*972)
p*
Service
,
Educational Testing
31

,
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These are just a few selected quotes from a variety of people and
organizations.

However, almost without exception, the response to

career education has had overwhelming appeal to all facets of the

American public.

As will be shown later, there are a number of critics,

but they are in the minority.

To understand this wide appeal of career

education, it is necessary to look at the economic and societal

conditions which have led to this need for career education in our

public schools.

Career education has been defined in many ways, but before

proceeding further, it might help to have one general definition in
order to clarify the concept.

Kenneth Hoyt, former professor of

education at the University of Maryland and now Director of Career

Education at the United States Office of Education, defines career
education this way:

'

Career education is defined as the total effort of public
to
education and the community aimed at helping all individuals
to
become familiar with the values of a work-oriented society
and to
integrate these values into their personal value system,
that work
implement these values into their lives in such a way
individual.
becomes possible, meaningful, and satisfying to each
,

Career education centers on one major theme:
one's vocational career.

preparation of

Why this sudden emphasis?

Following are some

of the reasons.

Vocational Education
Representative Roman Pucinski, sponsor of the
realities
Acts of 1963 and 1968, cites these economic
1.

jobs available as
By 1980 there will be 30,000 types of
today
compared to 21,000

et.al., Careerjducal^^
Olympus Publishing Company, 19/Zj, p.
City:
to Do It (Salt Lake
32

Kenneth

—

P. Hoyt,

.
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2.

kindergarten students
By the year 2000, two-thirds of today's
existence.
will fill jobs not yet in

3.

change jobs seven
Today’s high school graduate can expect to
of four.
times in his career versus the current trend
special skills
By 1980, 80 percent of these jobs will demand
not a college
training,
technical
and
vocation
requiring
degree

4.

of the job opportunities will be
By 1975, less than 5 percent 33
help.
unskilled
to
available

5.

Marland, cites these
Former Commissioner of Education, Sidney

national statistics:
students go on to college
Currently three out of ten high school
getting
before
out
drop.
these
of
However one-third
ten high school
WcI5urea?e degree. This meaSs that eight out of
some sor
of
tramifc
students should be getting occupational
Tram g.
ti^such
get
are
students
only about one -fourth of all
school students (1 2 nullia i)
high
all
of
one-half
Consequently,
education.are being offered irrelevant
.

,

.

.

percent of all technical jobs
He goes on to state that only SO

qualified personnel from training
available each year are filled with
faming as compared to 38
Seventy percent of these go into
schools.
technical
and 35 percent in other
percent in the health occupations

fields
(NACVE)
on Vocational Education
The National Advisory Council
Vocational Training
as a result of the
ahlch became a statutory body
state oi techn
series of reports on the
Act of 1968 has issued a
concerns relevant to
report cited some major
training. Their sixth
career education:
1

.

risen each.^
adult »employment^
The ratio of youth to
anu y
strong
a
is
unrest
year since 1960. Student

«^Proceedings_of_JhSLi5Bf^^
"

3

-

nn fareer Education 1_May_1972_

Service,
priiicetonTEaucational Testing

^Marland, op. cit.,

P-

189.

),Pq

TT^IX
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force among both high school and college. Each year
750,000 youth drop out of high school and 850,000 drop
out of college.
2.

The present status of vocational counseling is shaky and
shabby:

-Elementary and secondary counselors are being eliminated
to save costs.
-Adult and community counseling agencies to deal with
vocational problems are almost non-existent.
-The employment service and vocational rehabilitation
counselors are evaluated in terms of caseload number
instead of the quality of service provided.
-Most counselors know little about the world of work outside
of education, and paid work experience is not a requirement
for counselor requirements or selection.

-Nineteen Congressional laws have been passed which provide
for counseling and guidance services, but there is not now
any current financial appropriations for these programs and
local sources allocate less than 4 percent of all funds to
counseling services.
3.

*

.The majority of youth have an "adulterated" view of college:

-They have been told that the key ingredient to success is a
college degree, yet less than 20 percent of all occupations
in the 70 s will require a college degree.
'

'

-Record numbers of high school youth are enrolling in college
year
while unemployment among college graduates is at a ten
high.
are enrolled
-Over 75 percent of all community college students
than
25 percent
less
while
programs
transfer
in liberal arts
ever attain a baccalaureate degree.
in
-Thirty-eight percent of Vietnam veterans enrolled
programs versus
vocational
taking
are
programs
educational
four-year college programs,^
60 percent who are enrolled in
for college graduates.
outlook
economic
bleak
the
despite

Education, SixthReport,
"^National Advisory Council on Vocational
Fruiting Office, 19/2J
June, 1972 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
pp.

2-4.
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Ken Hoyt, who has been previously mentioned, has taken a broader
look at the need for a change in education policies.

He cites several

contemporary problems as the cause:
-Many people are still not achieving the standard of living
that they have come to expect in the United States.
-General unhappiness among workers (especially women and
minority members) exists amid general wealth and technical
power

-Many youth and aged workers are excluded from jobs because of
specialization.

Yet Hoyt concludes much like the NAG/E report:.

At the heart of the problem is a false societal attitude that
worships a college degree as the best and surest route to
Unrest is sure to exist where only oneoccupational success
third try and less than one-sixth attain what more than nine-tenths
regard as the optimal pattern of education as preparation for work.
.

.

.

This unrest that Hoyt mentions is probably best exemplified by

youth who are turned off because school is irrelevant to them.

For

school
example, Louisville, Kentucky recently did a study on the high

dropouts to determine the reasons for if.

of 15,000 students.

Of these dropouts,

4

There were 1,900 dropouts out
percent quit because they had

and over 50
to go to work, 6 percent couldn't make it academically,

percent left due to lack of interest.

We

can.

37

market
conclude, then, that a variety of factors in the

have left many adults
place, in the school, and in societal attitudes

and the preparation for
and youth disillusioned with the value of work
to change those
Career education is seen as the vehicle

that work.

problems
36
•^
op. cit.

Hoyt, op. cit., p. 29.

Proceedings of the Conferences on Career
,

p.

8.
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Current Definitions and Models of Career Education

Career education was unveiled in 1971 by Former Commissioner of
Education, Sidney Marl and.

While he did not formally define career

education, he has spelled out some basic concepts integral to career
education.

These are:

-Preparation for a working career should be central to all
education.

-Classroom subject matter should be related to careers.
-"Hands-on" experiences should be utilized as an underlying
teaching Method.
-Career preparation should be a developmental task of awareness
orientation, exploration, preparation, work experience, and
placement.

-Learning experiences should not be restricted to the classroom.
-Career education should service students over their lifetime.
-Basic education, citizenship, and cultural development should
not conflict with career education, but be integrated together.

-Linkage should be made with business, labor and industry for the
support of career education.
,

-Every student should leave school with a salable skill.
that
Kenneth Hoyt, whose definition was used earlier, stresses
independence,
career education should lead to preparation for economic

of work.
personal fulfillment, and appreciation for the dignity
and long a proponent
To Rupert Evans of the University of Illinois

total effort of the
of vocational education, "career education is the
of opportunities for
community to develop a personally satisfying success
.

throughout lx
service through work, paid and unpaid, extending
38

Keimeth Hoyt, op. cit.

,

p. 1.

_

e.
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Mother educational leader. Grant Venn, gives
"Career education is

education reform.

this definition:

not a program, a course, a method or a specific

It is a concept, an approach to learning that

represents expanded options for youth in school and renewed opportunity
for those who have stopped school or are employed.

The United States Office of Education (USOE)

Implementation of Career Education

,

39
,

in its Handbook for

cites that there are five basic

components around which career education concepts are organized.

The first is the home and family unit which is the basic framework
The school should use this

for learning work values and cooperation.

unit to identify basic work concepts, to involve' parents in the

classroom to share experiences, and as a natural work place to try out
skills in such areas as food service, decorating, construction, and human

relations.

The second unit is the school where the goad is to underscore the
importance and contribution of classroom subjects for making a living,

thereby motivating students to see the practical aspects of school

Comprehen s ive career deve lopment programs

seks the

third components.

choosing career
This covers analyzing work values, self -understanding,
career choices
alternatives based on this understanding, and implementing

which provides
Hie fourth area is vocational skill training
successful entry into
students with specific competencies required for
the world of work.
fjgrivate and
The final area is cooperation and involvemaiit_o

public employers and labor organizations

The gam,! here is to pro /foe

.

Yesterday, Today
Grant Venn, "Career. Education in Perspective:
ITp.
and Tomorrow," NASSP Bulletin. (March 1973)
39

,
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an 'Opportunity for "real world" applications for students at actual

work sites and to advise school officials on ways to make school
experiences more relevant to the occupational society.
To implement some of these concepts and models, the USOE has
funded four pilot programs.

The School. -based Model

I

is an attempt to

acquaint students more fully with a variety of career opportunities

available to them and infuse academic skills, social development, and
career preparation for leaving high school for employment or post-high
school training.

The Employer-based Model II is

-a

plan to provide an optional

out-of-school program for appropriate students, most likely those who
are unmotivated in the regular school program.

In such a program,

would
students would select a personalized educational experience which
leave them with relevant intellectual and emotional skills.
the
The Home /Commuxiity-based Model III is designed to increase

employability and career options of out-of-school adults.
is to

The object

mass media,
bring together community agencies and services,

industry to
referral centers, training programs, and business/labor/
job transfer.
motivate and equip adults for job entry or immediate

-based Mp dgljV is
The last model, the Rural/Residential

families in establishing
structured to assist disadvantaged rural

improvement

in.

through an intensive
their economic and social conditions

program at a residential center.
being demonstrated.
These four models are in the process of
Atlanta, Georgia; Hackensack,
Models X, II and III are being piloted in

Arizona and Pontiac,
New Jersey; Jefferson County, Colorado; LaMesa,

50

Michigan.

aential, is being piloted at Glasgow,

Model TV, the Rural/Re

Montana, at the cite of a former

lt

Force base.

The preliminary

results of the projects are favorable, but this is only the result of

attitude questionnaires

40
.

Fuller evaluations should be forthcoming in

the near future.

In many parts of the country, individual school systems and states
have adopted aspects of the USOE model.

The states of Florida, New

Jersey, Illinois, Oregon, Louisiana, Michigan and Arizona have adopted

state-wide plans at selected sites.

The State of Massachusetts has also

initiated several programs in the area of career education.

Among the

state-wide efforts are Project CAREER (Computer Assisted Research for

Educational Relevance)

,

Project E/D (Educational Dissemination) Model

and Project CEDIS (Career Education Dissemination Information Service).

Project CAREER provides technical assistance and computerized curriculum

resources to public schools across the state as well as sponsoring

research and development activities for occupational education.

Project

state-wide
E/D Model is involved with the identification, assessment and

dissemination of exemplary programs, materials, and services to expand
occupational and related career development opportunities.

Project

and technical
CEDIS is concerned with providing educators with information

approaches for
support to assess, adopt and integrate new curriculum
career education.

Examples of two local programs within the state are

Industrythe Blue Hills Vocational Program and the Hampden County

Education- Labor Council.

In the Blue Hills program vocational teachers

Toward
Henry Brickell and Carol B. Ashlanian, ’’Attitudes
ERIC
Development,
Educational
for
Institute
The
Education,"
Career
40

068 636, 1373.

hi)
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from Blue Hills .Regional Vocational School visit neighboring comprehensive

high schools to help teachers in the latter institutions integrate
career education concerns into their courses.

The Hampden County

Industry-Education-Labor Council effort has been to sponsor a number of
in-service programs for principals, teachers and counselors concerning
the labor market picture as well as several career days for high school

students

Criticism of Career Education
Since 1970, there have been over 150 small research and exemplary

projects funded, more than 750,000 children have been enrolled in
career education "mini -models," and the USOE is supporting the

development of curriculum materials to acquaint students with 23,000
different occupations in fifteen broad career clusters.

It

would appear

that career education, which emerged at a period when dissatisfaction

with educational practices was at a peak, is the saving force in
education.

Yet, there are few critics who point

oiyt

some obvious faults

with career education.
Bailey and Stadt have identified eight shortcomings.
1.

Marland's abrupt call for immediate implementation of
career education caught many education professionals off
guard, especially those close to the subject as guidance
and vocational education.

2.

The United States Office of Education has been deliberately
nonprescriptive in detailing specific programs.

3.

Skepticism toward, such a new term as career education is
bound to occur when there is such proliferation of terminology
as vocational education, occupational education, technical
education, industrial education, employer -based education, etc.
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4.

Many people are suspicious of new movements in education and
are hesitant about getting on another bandwagon,

5.

Many of the leaders and advocates of career education are
identified with their past reputations in vocational education
and vocational guidance.

6.

While career development theory and research has been a
strong influence on the evolution of career education, this
literature is relatively unfamiliar to most educators.

7

The recommended shift to a process based curriculum for
career education as opposed to a content based curriculum is
not fully understood

.

Although career education looks promising, its major
curriculum components do not now exist and much of what has
been developed is "inadequate, illogical, and immoral."

8.

Richard Bodies, a recognized consultant in the field of vocational
counseling and career development, had these concerns about career
education.

For one, it is going to be more expensive, at least initially,

than current education with present costs running 30 percent higher
there is
Second, because the state of the art is relatively ill -defined,
a lot of "flying by the seat of one's pants."

Third, it is easy for

than
schools to adopt a "cosmetic approach" to career education rather

making significant changes in their system.

Lastly, Model

I,

the School

counseling and
based Program, is dependent upon the quality of guidance,
individual advice.

With the current ratio of one counselor to 550

attention will
students, the prospects are slim that the individual
I*.
result

42
expressed,
Harold Howe II, a director of the Ford Foundation, has

some general reservations.
41

of
It bothers him that almost 100 percent

Bailey, op. cit., p. 345.

42
Promise?",
Richard N. Bolles, Career Education: Threat or
Educational Horizons 51:4, 1973, pp. 10-15.
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the educational leadership has endorsed career education without much

opposition.

If career education is done properly, it will have to deal

with social issues, women’s liberation, and racism, and he’s not sure
school systems are ready for this.

Finally, career education could

dominate so much of the curriculum that basic communication and

computation skills, so badly needed in a rapidly changing economy, will
be overlooked along with such other basic concepts as citizenship and

social consciousness.
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In an article in Schoo l Review , Nash and Ague object to the

predominant conservative bias of career education and feel it is devoid
of helping students learn to cope with today's socio-political realities.

They fear that students will be indoctrinated with a "market-place

mentality" and will view jobs only for their economic success.

Their

recommendations include a reaffirmation of basic literacy, personal
awareness, and political skills as well as helping students select

work on the basis of personal joy and hope.
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Finally, the same authors, writing in the Peabody Journal of

Education

,

cite these hesitations about career education.

One, that

of life; second,
early specialization leads to a narrow utilitarian view

established
that career education learning must progress through an
student to
sequential order of fixed stages without permitting the

fundamental skills and
start over; third, that a specific repertoire of
that today’s skills
knowledge be required by all persons while ignoring

NASSP
Harold Howe II, "Remarks Regarding Career Education,"
41.
(March
p.
1973),
Bulletin
44
Education, and
Robert J. Nash and Russell M. Agne, "Careers,
pp. bo- / i.
Work in the Corporate States," School Review (November 1973),
43
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will not necessarily be tomorrow’s tools; and lastly, career

education programs may only reward those who follow the career

education model and thus fall into their own trap of rewarding credentials rather than performance.
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Summary

Vocational and career education represent significant reforms
Hie major impetus to

within the Mexican public education system*.

changing the essential academic character of schools was the SmithHughes Act of 1917 which provided federal funds for vocational training,

primarily in the fields of agriculture, trade and industrial education,
and home economics.

This Act was in response to the rise of the

factory system, mechanization, and the corresponding decline of the

apprenticeship system.
Since 1917, there have been a number of subsequent Congressional

authorizations which have expanded the areas of training (e.g.,
distributive education and nursing), populations to be served (e.g.,

unemployed adults), and service to students (e.g.
guidance and reimbursement for travel expenses)

r

.

counseling and

As a result

.

federal

appropriations for vocational education have burgeoned from about
$1.7 million in 1917 to over $3.5 billion in 1974.

The percentage of

percent
students enrolled has increased dramatically from about 13.0

percent by 1977
of high school students in 1960 to estimates close to 50
45

-The Final
Robert J. Nash and Russell M. Agne, ’Career Education(April
1973,
Education
of
Journal
Peabody
Learning,"
Impoverishment of
pp, 245-54.

'
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The entrance of career education in 1971 has added a new

dimension to vocational ism for public schools.

An outgrowth of the

Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, career education

lias

established

its own identity of blending academic pursuits with occupational

planning and development

.

Career education emphasizes the integration of

living, learning, and working aspects of life preparation by closing the

gap between an isolated school environment from the world of work.

Moreover, career education has application for all students, whether in

college preparation or the general curriculum.

Career education and

vocational education merge at the point where more specialized training
is required and a student or adult selects a vocational training program.

While career and vocational education has been viewed as antiintellectual and instilments of capitalism, they are nevertheless

receiving increasing support from all sections of the public.

Students

find these programs realistic, educators like their relevance, employers

find them practical and efficient, and the general public views them
as congruent with societal needs.

Hardly anyone could, disagree with the idea that education’s role
is

preparation for life.

Work is certainly one important part of life.

As long as man has a need and desire to earn a livelihood, he will

certainly need the skills of career and vocational education to prepare
him for his life’s work in our

modem

and technical world.
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CHAPTER III
MCKGROIMD INFORMATION ON WESTOVER AREA

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to assess student needs for career
and vocational programs at the former We stover Air Force Base in
Chicopee, Massachusetts.

Chapter II was a historical overview of

Career and Vocational Education.

It. was presented in order to show the

reasons how and why these educational programs have developed in the

United States.

Briefly stated, both career and vocational education

are educational reforms which seek to make education relevant for life

preparation and offer alternatives to narrow academic training.
Furthermore , the data presented in the previous chapters
illustrated that both career and vocational education were rapidly

increasing in popularity as evidenced by increased enrollments and
funding at the federal, state, and local levels.

Thus, it would seem

plausible that if facilities were made available for career and

vocational programs, and if these services were currently not available
to students, then, public school systems in the area would want to avail

themselves of these buildings.

Such an opportunity now exists in

Western Massachusetts.
In 1973 Westover Air Force Base in Chicopee, Massachusetts was

deactivated by the United States government.

As a result of this action,

the. needs
some 2300 acres of land and facilities were declared excess to
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of the Department of Defense.

Under the civilian reuse plan directed

by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, buildings and land
suitable for education reuse became available to school districts in

Hampden and Hampshire Counties.
The objective of this chapter is to provide background information

which will enable the reader to gain a broader understanding of a
number of topics as they relate to assessing student needs for career
and vocational programs.

First will be a brief history of Westover, its

deactivation, and how certain buildings and land became available for
public use.

This will be followed by a geographic and demographic picture

of Hampden and Hampshire Counties which encompass Westover and which

contain the cities and towns which will utilize Westover.

Next will

follow an important section on the labor market character and manpower
needs of the industrial centers which affect Westover

.

Finally, there

will be an examination of the public school population which potentially

could be served by a Westover career and vocational training center

Historical Development

Westover Air Force Base, located in Chicopee, Massachusetts
activated as a military base on April,

6,

1940.

,

was

It is named after Major

General Oscar Westover, first Chief of the Air Corps,

Since its

activation in 1940, it has served as a bombardier training base and a
port of embarkation/ debarkation during World Wax II, as a headquarters of
the Military Airlift Command up to 1955, and then as a major base of the

Strategic Air Command until 1974.
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The initial deactivation of Westover Air Force Base was announced

on April 17, 1973, by Secretary of Defense Eliot Richardson.

The

decision was submitted to the Committees on Armed Services of the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives

Report 389.

on.

August 31, 1973, via Disposal

Following discussions with representatives of the City of

Chicopee, Town of Ludlow, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and Congressional

delegation, a Supplemental Revision to the Disposal Report, was issued
on November 28, 1973.

The revised document identified some 2,300 acres

of land and facilities excess to the needs of the Department of Defense.^

Evacuation from the excessed properties began during the latter
part of 1973.

The 99th Bombardment Wing' of the Strategic Air Command

(SAC), host unit at Westover. was inactivated on March 31, 1974.
1, 1974,

On May

the base passed out of the hands of SAC and the Air Force into

the guardianship of the Air Force Reserve, whose 439th Tactical Wing

became host unit.

Regular base population presently consists of the

Air Force Reserve, Air Force communications and special projects units,
and SAC satellite unit.

The General Services Administration

(GSA.)

has

declared surplus the excessed properties and acquisition for civilian
reuse has begun.
To help counteract anticipated adverse economic impact and loss
of employment resulting from We stover's realignment, the Economic

Development Administration, USDC, provided a grant to the City of
Chicopee (also acting on behalf of the Town of Ludlow) for the conduct
of a base evaluation and reuse study.

The City of Chicopee contracted

erty_at_
^Wolf and Company, Plan for Civilian Reuse of Surplus Prop
York,
Westover, A Report to the~City of Chicopee and Town of Ludlo w (New
May 1974), p. V.
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with Wolf and Company in August 1973, and the report was completed in

May 1974.

That report, accepted in its entirety by the We stover Task

Force, a civilian advisory committee, laid forth the plan for the

public reuse of the surplus property at Westover.

The realignment

covered industrial, warehousing and commercial development, health,

education and training, and public recreation and conservation (Figure
3.1).

The area set aside for educational reuse is found in Area F on
Figure 3.2.

It was designated, because of its proximity to existing

schools and its lack of adaptability for business or commercial purposes.
This area consists of approximately seventy-one acres of land and

thirteen structures:

three public schools, seven dormitories, a dining

hall, a youth center, and a day care facility.

The three schools have been turned over to the City of Chicopee
for use by the Chicopee School Department.

The City of Chicopee has also

received title for the youth center which has been renovated as a

Telecommunications Center for utilization by the Chficopee School Board
as a telecommunications training site for high school students

.

The Day

Headstart
Care Center has recently been deeded over to Holyoke/ Chicopee

Program who will use it for early childhood education.
for
There are eight buildings which have been initially earmarked

occupational training purposes.

A brief description of the buildings

as follows

of three
Seven dormitories (5,900 designation) -brick structure
stories constructed between 1958 and 1960.

Each structure

is
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contains seventy- two bedrooms and several dayrooms for an area
total of about 25,000 sq. ft.

Dining Hall (Building 5906) --is 14,100 sq. ft., brick and concrete
constructed in 1958.

dining

are§.

It consists of three major sections:

a

of 6,800 sq, ft., kitchen and serving area of 5,600 sq.

ft., and a large heat-reduction room of 1,700 sq. ft.

The dormitories were built at a cost of around thirteen dollars per
square foot and the dining hall at approximately thirty-two dollars per
square foot.

Assuming that the cost of constructing the buildings today

would be double the original cost (and this is most likely on the low
side)

,

the estimated value of the buildings for occupational use would

total $5,540,000 (Table 3.1).

This represents a sizeable investment

which is already in place and Indicates that a substantial savings in
In addition, the

capital needs can be realized by using the buildings.

grounds and surrounding areas are well established and landscaped with
ample parking available which increases appreciably the net worth of
the vocational education area.

*

While the report by Wolf and Company made general recommendations
for educational use, it was the Westover Task Force Subcommittee on

Education that formalized the general direction for the occupational
training program.

Excerpts from their report on May 31, 1974 are as

follows:

In response to suggestions made by area public school administrators,
the Subcommittee endorses a collaborative occupational center
grouping the communities of Hampshire County together with Chicopee
and Holyoke. The purpose of this plan is to serve the occupational
needs of the cities and towns of the area as outlined
.

.

.

The development of a Westover Occupational Resource Center (WORC)
functionally related to the economic needs and trends of its region
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Table 3,1

BUILDING VALUATION AT WESTOVER

Yr. Built

Building
390rTDorffi)

1958

Replacement
Value*

Sq. Ft.

Total Cost

25,329

$334,000.00

$13719

$668,000.00

327,000.00

12.91

654,000.00

Cost/Sq.Ft.

5902

If

ff

ff

5903

ft

ff

IS

ff

St

ff

5904

ff

I!

ff

«*

ff

ft

5905

1®

1959

25,290

328,000.00

12.97

656,000.00

5987

If

1960

25,245

338,000.00

13.39

676,000.00

5907

ff

315,000.00

12.48

630,000.00

447,000.00

32.21

954,000.00

ff

5606 (Dining
Hall)

1958

ff

14,810

191,906 127773,000. GO

|57546700O0

*Based on a cost per square foot twice (2x) the original cost.
Source:

Vincent McGovern, Director, Westover Metropolitan Development
Corporation and Civil Engineering Company, Westover Air Force
Base

and the predicted demand for newly trained and retrained manpower
represents an entirely unique resource. Historically, there has
been some concern about the directness of the relation between
(It has been suggested that
industry/ training delivery systems.
this relationship has been disfunctional.) The WORC, properly
established and implemented, would:
1.

-Supply occupational educational needs of depressed areas
isolated clientele and its disadvantaged students;

2.

directly ascertain the needs of industries for skilled manpower;

3.

provide a delivery system of skilled manpower on demand and
offer unique resources which may be postulated as extremely
attractive to business and industries considering relocation to
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Massachusetts or plant development and expansion in
Massachusetts 2
The report goes on to endorse that linkages with the University of

Massachusetts -Amherst and the two area junior colleges, Springfield
Technical Community College and Holyoke Coirramity College, be established
to offer services and courses in technical and higher education for area

residents.

It concludes by stating that the priority given the proposals

"was largely determined by the size of educational population to be.

served and already existing conditions."

As will be shown later in this

chapter, the need for occupational training for high schools in the

communities surrounding Westover clearly represents an unmet need.

Geographical Description and Demographic Data

Westover Air Force Base is located on 4,200 acres in the northeast
corner of the City of Chicopee and the northwest corner of the Town of
Lud low.

These two communities are situated in the north central part

of Hampden County.

Directly to the north of Westover is Hampshire County.

The towns of Granby and South Hadley abut Chicopee and Ludlow to the

north

and.

provide somewhat of a quadrangle around Westover.

Generally

speaking, Westover sits at almost the geographical center of the two
counties.

From Westover it is 15 miles to the southern-most town of

Hampden County and 17 miles directly north to the northern border of
Hampshire County.

The eastern and western boundaries of Hampden and

Hampshire Counties are almost the same for both counties and Westover.
2
Western
George Membrino, Education Subcommittee Report to the
Task Force (Chicopee, Mass., May 31, 1974), pp. 304.
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sits 16 miles from the eastern edge and 24 miles from the western side

(Figure 3.3)

The Springfield SMSA is the area of definition for discussing

manpower

,

economic, and industrial demand information.

SMSA is defined

as "that area surrounding a commercial -industrial center which is so

economically, politically, and socially integrated that it presents
itself as a unified area."

3

Five cities and fifteen town in Hampden

and Hampshire Counties, plus Somers, Connecticut, comprise the Springfield
SMSA.

The cities are Springfield, Chicopee, Holyoke, Westfield and

Northampton.

The towns are noted on Table 3.2 and 3.3.

It can generally

be stated, that the SMSA represents the industrial concentration of the
two counties.

While in area it represents only

46,. 4

percent, the

Springfield SMSA contains 90.9 percent of the total population and 93.1
percent of the labor force (Table 3.4).

Population

Hampden County, the larger of the two, is composed of four cities
and nineteen towns.

These are listed in Table 3.2.

for Hampden County was 458,937

,

The 1970 population

up 6.94 percent from 1960

should be that two maj or urban areas

,

Springfield

.and

.

Of note

Holyoke, declined

over the last decade, while the suburban areas experienced a high rate

of growth.
Hampshire County encompasses one city and nineteen towns.

Its

population is about one quarter that of Hampden County but has grown

^Geoffrey M. Taylor, Annual Manpower Planning Report, Springfield
Chicopee -Holyoke Massachusetts SMSA (Boston: Massachusetts Division of
Employment Security, 1975) , p. 2.
,

COUNTIES*

HAMPSHIRE

5
3-3

Area.
HAMPDEN

the

Figure

in
IN
Statistics

TOWNS

included

AND

are

Metropolitan

CITIES

underlined

Standard

Towns

and

Springfield

*Cities
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Table 3.2

POPULATION TRENDS CITIES AND TOWNS OF
HAMPDEN COUNTY

Communities

1960

1970

#

15,758

21,717

+

37.811

Blanford

636

863

+

35,691
34.861

Agawam

Percent

Brimfield

1,414

1,907

+

Chester

1,155

1,025

-

11.251

61,553

66,676

+

8.321

13,029

+

26.561

+

15.331

94.961

*ChIcopee #

East Longmeadow

10,294

#

Granville

Hampden

#

Holland
*Holyoke

#

Longmeadow
Ludlow

#

#

Monson

#

Montgomery
Palmer

#

Russell

Southwick

#

*Spring£ield

#

Tolland
Wales

*West£ield

#

West Spring-field

Wilbraham

#

TOTALS

Source:

#

-

874

1,008

2,345

4,572

+

561

931

+

4.891

.

65.95%

52,689

50,112

-

10,565

15,630

+

47.941

13,805

17,580

+

27.351

6,712

7,355

+

9.581

157

333

+

112.101

10,358

11,680

'+

12.761

1,306

1,382

+

5.821

23.301

5,134

6,330

+

174,463

163,905

-r

6.051

101

172

+

70.291

659

852

+

29.291

26,302

31,433

+

19.501

24,924

28,461

+

14.191

7,387

11,984

+

62.231

429,152

458,937

+

6.941

Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission:
I960, 1.970 U.S. Census

*Cities

^Communities included in the Springfield SMSA

.
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Table 3.3

POPULATION TRENDS CITIES

.AND

TOWNS OF

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY

Communities

I960

1970

Percent

Amherst

13,718

26,331

+ 91.941
+ 14.461

Belchertown

5,186

5,936

Chesterfield

556

704

+ 26.621

Cummington

550

562

+

2.181

12,322

13,012

+

5.561

Easthampton #
Goshen

385

483

+ 25.451

Granby #

4,221

5,473

+ 29.661

Hadley

#

3,099

3,750

+ 21.001

Hatfield

2,350

2,875

+ 20.211

Huntington

1,392

1,593

+ 14.441

315

288

-

8.57%

29,664

-

1.311

Middlefield
*Northanpton

#

30,058

Pelham

805

937

+ 16.401

Plainfield

237

287

+ 21.091

14,956

17,033

+ 13.891

j

South Hadley #
Southhajnpton

2,192

3,069

+ 40.011

Ware

7,517

8,187

+

583

793

2,186

2,342

597

712

8.911
|

Westhampton
Williamsburg
Worthington

+ 36.021
+

j

7.141

+ 19.261
|

TOTALS

103,225

123,981

+ 20.111
j

Source:

Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission; 1960,
1970 U. S. Census

*

Cities

#

Communities included in the Springfield SMSA'
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Table 3.4

DATA SUMMARY
HAMPDEN § HAMPSHIRE COUNTIES
SPRINGFIELD SMSA

Population

§

1970

Hampden
Hampshire

Springfield SMSA:

458,937
123,981

78.71
21.31

582,918

100.01

529,922

90.91

Area

Hampden
Hampshire

529 sq. miles
622 sq. miles
1,151 sq. miles

100. 01

534 sq. miles

46.41

Springfield SMSA

Labor Force

1970

Hampden
Hampshire

Springfield SMSA:

Source:

45.91
56.11

188,400
50,500

78.9%
21.11

238,900

100.01

222,500

93.11

Massachusetts, Division of Enployment Security, Area
Manpower Review; Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke SMSA' , 'May
-v.
1575, pp.

in
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significantly since 1960 from 103,225 to 123,981, a 20.11 percent
increase (Table 3.3).

Geographical Features

The area has several unique geographical features.

Holyoke and Mt.

Torn

Mountain Ranges and the Berkshire Hills which service

skiers and picnickers.

The region also has a very large river basin,

known, as the Lower Pioneer

mountains.

One is the

Valley enclosed on both sides by scenic

The Connecticut River, the largest in New England, flows

through the heart of the region from North to South, with two of the
largest tributaries, the Chicopee and Westfield Elvers, flow through the

eastern and western section of the SMSA.

Labor market analysts have

noted in previous writings that because of the numerous reservoirs,
lakes, ponds, and scenic mountain ranges, the SMSA is generally considered
as having a "moderately high undeveloped tourism potential."

4

Transportation Features
Two major roadways. Interstate 90 (the Massachusetts Turnpike) and
Interstate 91 intersect the Springfield SMSA.

Interstate 91 runs north

and south along the Connecticut River and provides a route to the

northern and southern portions of the Boston Seaboard providing rapid
access to points north as far as Canada and south to Connecticut and New

York City.

The Massachusetts Turnpike connects such westerly points as

Albany, New York and Worcester and Boston to the east.

These two

roadways place most eastern U.S. markets within an overnight truck.

^Geoffrey M. Taylor, Area Manpower Review, Springfield-Chicopee
Holyoke, Massachusetts SMSA (Boston: Massachusetts Division of Employment
Security, 1974), p. IV.
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International air transportation is available at Bradley
International Airport in Windsor Locks, Connecticut , only twenty minutes

from downtown Springfield off Interstate 91

Population Distribution of Minorities
The Springfield SM5A has the second largest nonwhite population
in the state trailing only the Boston SMSA.

This represents approximately

26,000 nonwhites, or 4.9 percent of the Springfield SMSA's population.

5

This is higher than the state-wide average of 3.7 percent of the

population.

During the decade from 1960 to 1970, heavy iiraiigration of

Spanish sumamed people increased from about 1,000 to over 10,000.

As a

result, the Springfield SMSA group represents almost one sixth of the

Spanish - sumamed population of the state.

As characteristic in other sections of the country

,

both the non-

white and Spanish- speaking populations axe centered in the urban areas.
The city of Springfield contains 21,387 nonwhites (82.61 of the SMSA’s
total) and 5,5456 Spanish- speaking.

Holyoke

lias

1,254 nonwhites and

Chicopee, on the other hand, has fewer Spanish-

1,870 Spanish- speaking.

speaking (899) than Holyoke, but more nonwhite (1558)
areas

,

.

Two suburban

Westfield and West Springfield have surprisingly large Spanish-

speaking populations numbering 819 and 323 respectively.
the
The distribution of population by ages and ethnic group for

Springfield SMSA is presented in Table 3.5.

One noteworthy fact is that

-fifteen age
the percent of nonwhites and Spanish-Americans in the zero -to

range is considerably higher than the rest of the population.

•^Taylor, op. cit.

,

p.

5.

^Ibid.

To a lesser
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degree, this is also true for the sixteento -twenty-one age group.
The implication is that educational and
training efforts must be made

increasingly available to these minority group
members in order to
reverse many of the current trends like high
unemployment found in their
elders

Labor Market Characteristics of the Westover
Area
National Labor Market Trends

The United States has established itself as a world
leader in
almost every phase of industry and technology.

Yet, the decade of the

1970's is bringing about many changes which will have long
term impact

on the manpower needs of

'the

nation and the Western Massachusetts area.

To begin with, the industrial composition of the United States
is

changing from one of goods -producing to one of service-producing

.

Starting in the early 1950's the majority of this nation's workers
became employed in industries that render service, education, health care,
trade, repair and maintenance, government, transportation, banking and

insurance.

The production of goods (farming, building, mining and

manufacturing) has required less than one -half o£ this country's work
force since the late 1940's and currently employs only one- third of all

workers (Figure 3.4).

Growth through the 1970

'

s

is generally expected

to continue to be faster in the service -producing industries than in

the goods -producing sector.

However, the growth pattern will vary

within industry divisions.
7

U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Qutlsaok Handbook 1974-75
Edition (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office 1974) ,~p. 16
,

,

Figure

75

3.4

COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF WORKERS
IN SERVICE AND GOODS PRODUCING
INDUSTRIES

Source:

U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook
Handbook , 1974-75 Edition, p. 16

Figure

3

.

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY INDUSTRY
1972-1985

Source:

U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook
Handbook, 1974-75 Edition, p 17
.
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The factors 'underlying these changes are
many and varied.

However,

the major reasons are (1) the rapid population
growth of the 1960 's,
(2)

increased urbanization necessitating the need
for greater city

services, and (3) rising income and living
standards which bring about

accompanying demand for improved services such as
health, education and
security.^

Hie following chart (Figure 3.5) illustrates the
projected

employment growth of industry from 1972=1985.
growth will vary widely by industry.

As one

can.

see, employment

The largest percentage of change,

40 percent ox more, will be within the fields of services, finance,

insurance, real estate, and government.

(wholesale and retail)

,

The next group, trade

contract construction, manufacturing (durable

and nondurable) and transportation and public utilities will grow
between

15-25 percent.

Finally, mining and agriculture will decline; however,

this is a result of technological changes and mechanization rather than
a decline in the products of these fields.
i

Accompanying the trend toward more service orientation is the
shift toward white-collar occupations.

As Figure 3.6 shows, 1956 marked

the first time that white-collar workers (professional, managerial,

clerical and sales) outnumbered blue-collar workers (craftsmen, operatives,

and laborers)

.

One can expect that there will be a continuation of the

rapid growth of white-collar occupations, a fas ter -than. -average growth
among service workers, and a further decline of farm workers.

With this trend toward white-collar occupations, it is not
surprising that professional and technical workers will be the fastest

® Ibid.

Figure

3.6
77

COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF WORKERS
IN BLUE-COLLAR AND WHITE-COLLAR OCCUPATIONS

Source

U.S. Department of Labor,
Handbook 1974-75 Edition
,

Figure

3.7

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY OCCUPATION
1972-1985

Source:

U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook
Handbook , 1974-75 Edition, p. 20
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growing occupational group over the next decade, increasing
almost 50
percent during the period 1972-85.

The continuing emphasis on social'

sciences and medical services, plus efforts in the
socio-economic areas
Oi.

urban renewal, transportation, ecology, and alternative energy

usages will create a long-term need in this area.

Figure 3.7 shows the

percentage of employment growth by occupations throughout the mid-1980's.

Clerical workers are the second fastest growing occupation.

This

includes workers who operate computers and office machines, keep records,
take dictation, and type.

They will increase almost 40 percent.

The

need to process information continues to increase among all industrial
companies and organizations.
ITie

third fastest growing group is managers, officials, and

proprietors which will increase 30 percent between 1972 and 1985.

While

self-employed managers are expected to decline, salaried managers will
increase rapidly because of the need for management specialists.

Service workers include people who maintain law and order, assist
professional nurses, give haircuts, serve food, and provide cleaning
services.

They are the fourth fastest growing occupational group and

will increase about 22 -percent by 1985.

Sales workers will increase about 20 percent.

This is a result

of the increasing sales for many new products from rapid population
growth, business expansion and new product development

Hie sixth fastest growing occupation is craftsmen.

This includes

carpenters, tool and die workers, all-around machinists, electricians,
typesetters, and instrument makers.

Their- growth is expected to be

79

about 20 percent, somewhat slower than average as a result of

technological developments

Operatives or semi-skilled workers include both workers engaged
in assembling goods, in factories and operating machinery as well
as

those driving trucks, ouses and taxis.

Despite technological advances

they will increase 13 percent to 1985 as a result of increased

production needs and transportation of freight.
Laborers, those who lift, move, and

increase slightly between 1972 and 1985.

cany

materials and tools, will

The increased demand for

these jobs will be offset by increased production of mechanical equipment.

Farmworkers, including farmers, farm managers, laborers, and
foremen will decline in size almost 50 percent in the period 1972-1985
from 3.1 million workers to 1.6 million.

This is primarily a result of

continued improvement in farm technology.
However, when considering the total manpower picture, one should

remember that while growth is a key factor, more jobs will be created

between 1972-1985 from deaths, retirement and other labor separations than
from employment growth

9

(Figure 3.8).

In every occupational area, at

least 50 percent of the job openings will be created by replacement

Therefore, when considering occupational training programs,

needs.

preference should not necessarily be given to the most rapidly expanding
fields but to fields which provide stability, career mobility, and

personal satisfaction and growth for the individual worker.

Another source, the Christian Science Monitor

,

in a special

publication entitled "Careers for the 1980* s" emphasized that tomorrow's

‘

9

Ibid., p. 21.

ao

Figure

3.8

PROJECTED MANPOWER NEEDS DETERMINED
BY REPLACEMENT OR GROWTH
1972-1985

careers grow out of today's problems of overpopulation, food shortages,
violence, fear and the need for limited resources.

The career areas

they highlight are:
-Energy:

today's research will provide expanded industrial
expansion in engineering and manufacturing.

-Aerospace: NASA's budget was increased for the first time in
many years. Many contracts are now out for the space shuttle.

-Environment: while pollution standards have eased, recycling,
sewage treatment and air pollution remain and will provide many
new jobs.

-Communications and Computers: minicomputers are burgeoning into
areas never thought of before and expensive travel will heighten
electronic communication.

"^"Careers for the 1980's,'' Christian Science Monitor, March 18,
1974, pp. F1-F10.
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developing substitutes for depleting
exotic

fas used
for aerospace will be a growing field.
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as an energy saving

-Biological and Life Sciences:
the health related fields will
expand to meet the needs of greater medical
services.
-Agriculture:

food^eeds

^

to it are devoted the most extensive
scientific
nati °n
wil1 be expanding to meet the world's

-Government related: as government service
becomes more
•’management oriented”, employment will increase
for many
years
'
3
to come.

-Fashion and Retailing: new technology and
automation is
greatly expanding the field and bringing new jobs.
-Media Communications
television and newsprint will grow to
meet expanding news -oriented audiences.
:

Another way to look at future occupational needs is
to analyze
what jobs are currently in demand during our
present recession.

A

recent article in the" Wall Street Journal pointed
out that over 400,000
jobs were unfilled because of the lack of skilled
personnel.

jobs going begging are pipe fitters

Among

computer programmers, first class
*

welders, skilled machinists , tool and die makers
petroleum and chemical
,
engineers, salesmen with engineering backgrounds, executive
secretaries

with a foreign language, major repair auto mechanics, accountants
and
the foil range of medical personnel.

llu

Over 400,000 Jobs Go Begging in an Era of 8.5 Million Jobless.”
June 10, 1975, p. 18.

Ine Wall Street Journal

,

82
15
Other publications as Changing Times 12
Parade
and Business
,

Week"

4

,

have underscored the need for the same
jobs mentioned above and

included occupations related to banking,
wholesale food distributions,
law enforcement and security and
electronics technicians.
In sisianary, rapid population growth,
increased urbanization, and

rising living standards are influencing
the trend in this country
from a goods -producing to a service -producing
economy.

Manpower needs

of the future will center primarily in
white-collar jobs which are
professional, technical, clerical occupations,
managers, and service-

related workers.

However, it should be remembered that more jobs
will

be created by replacement rather than from
expansion.
this orientation to the national picture, our
discussion

A’ith

will turn to an analysis of the labor market
and industrial character of
the Westover area.

Industrial Characteristics of the Westover Area

The Springfield SM5A employs about 189,200 workers.

It is the

second largest industrial concentration in the
state, Boston SMSA being
the largest, followed by the Worcester and
Greater Lawrence SMSA's.

As

a means of comparison, the Boston SMSA employs
55.2 percent of all

workers in the state while Springfield SMSA has

8..

2

percent.

15

12

~

"Jobs Available- -Some Clues as Where to Look," Changing Times,
June 1975, p. 6.
13
14

"Where the Jobs Are," Parade

'"A

,

February 23, 1975, p.

Million Jobs Go Begging," Business Week

,

5.

March 17, 1975, pp. 44-6.

^Massachusetts Division of Employment Security, Occupation/ Industry
Research Department, Employment Review: A Monthly Report on Uniform
Payroll Employment Hours on Earnings of Production Workers 2. No. 2
[February 1975J pp. 1-8!
,
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Comparison of Industries

,

A breakout o£ the percentage of

workers employed by industry shows some interesting comparisons
across
the state (Table 3.6).

The largest single employer in the Springfield

S4SA is the manufacturing sector (30.51).

This is followed by

wholesale and retail (21.91), services (17.7%), government
(16.21),
finance , insurance and real estate (5.7%), transportation and public

utilities (4.71), and contract construction (3.11).
rioted that the top three, manufacturing,

It should be

wholesale and retail, and

sendees, constitute 70 percent of all employees.
The preceding breakdown of industries compares favorably with the
state and other major population centers except for a few notable

exceptions.

For one, the Springfield SMSA has a higher percentage of

employees in manufacturing.

However, within manufacturing

,

nondurable

manufacturing makes up a much larger percentage than in any other part
of the state.

The high concentration of companies in paper and allied

products, printing and publishing, chemicals, toys and games

,

and

apparel in the Springfield SMSA accounts for this high nondurable
proportion.

Another notable difference is the disproportionate number of
employees in government
and the state.

.

The proportion exceeds both the Boston SMSA

While no one has researched the reason, one plausible

reason is because of the many federal and state agencies located in the
area to service the western one-third of the state.

Examples are

agencies like the regional U.S. Distribution Center, the Veterans

Administration, the Department of Mental Health and the Internal
Revenue Service
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Table 3.6

COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF THE WORK FORCE
BY INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION

State
Manufacturing
Durable
Nondurable

1

Springfield
SM5A

Worcester
SMSA

26.01

30.5%

31.94

(13.61)
(11.4%)

(14.14)
(16.44)

(22.14)
( 9.84)

Boston
SMSA
19.04
(11.24)
7.84)

(

Contract
Construction

3.61

3.14

2.84

3.64

Transportation §
Public Utilities

5.24

4.74

5.24

5.44

22.41

21.94

20.94

22.74

5.94

5.74

5.6%

7.64

Services

22.31

17.74

19.74

27.84

Government

15.61

16.24

13.84

13.94

100.01

100.04

100.04

100.04

189.2

128.5

Wholesale
Retail

§

Finance, Ins., §
Real Estate

Totan nonagricultural
Work Force
(000’ s)

Source :

2310.6

1276.5

Massachusetts, Division of Employment Security, Employment
Review; A Monthly Report of Uniform Payroll. Employment ,
Hours and Earnings
of Production Workers, 2, No. 2, 1975,
"

PpPH
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Comparison by Occupations
force is by occupation.

.

Another way to analyze the labor

Table 3.7 compares the Springfield. SMSA by

occupation of employed persons.

The largest single occupational group

is clerical which constitutes 18.7 percent of all -occupations.

This

seems justifiable based on the area's high concentration of wholesale,

retail, service, government, finance and real estate which all require
a high degree of written communication.
clerics and typists

Secretaries, stenographers,

who work in these industries are by necessity in

high demand.

The second largest occupational group is operatives which contains
17.5 percent of all workers.

Examples of occupations in this area are

semi-skilled workers such as machine and drill press operators, welders,
punch stamping workers and sewers and stitchers..
degree of manufacturing and allied industries ,

Based upon the high

tfiiis

percentage of

employees is justifiable.

Professional, technical and related is the third largest group.
The need for these workers cuts across all major industries.

Manufacturing

uses professionals in all types of electrical and! .mechanical engineers
draftsmen, and technicians for quality control.

employ a high number of medical personnel such as
technicians.

The service fields
.-nurses

and medical

The many public schools and institnUt'ions of higher

education in the area employ thousands of teachens
professional staff.

,

professors and

Finally, occupations such as accountants, computer

running
programmers, and planners help provide data, to keeep things
smoothly.
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Table 3.7

OCCUPATION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS
SPRINGFIELD SMSA, 1974

Professional, Technical § Related
Engineers
Medical § Health
Teachers, Elem. § Sec.
Other Professional

1.

Rank

Percentage

Occupation

14.41
1.5%
2.81
3.71
6.41
7.91

Managers and Administrators

2.

7.41

Sales
Retail
Other Sales

3.

4.31
3.21

Clerical
Stenos and Typists
Sec’y.
Other Clerical

4.

,

Craftsmen, Firemen and Related
Construction Craftsmen
Mechanics and Repairmen
Mechanics § Other Metal Craftsmen
Other Craftsmen

5.

Operatives Except Transportation
Durable Goods Mfg.
Nondurable Goods Mfg.
Nonmanufacturing

6.

18.71

4.41
14.31
14.11
2.81
2 . 8%

2.61
5.91

17.51
7.81
6.81
2.9%

7

Transportation Equipment Operatives

3.21

9

.

8

Laborers , Nonfaxm

3.51

8

.

9

12.21

5

.

Services Except Private Household
Cleaning and Food Service
Protective
Personal , Health and Other Services
.

6.5%
1.61
4.1%

10 .

Private Household Workers

0.5%

11

11 .

Farm Workers

0.61

10

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
Source:
'

189,200

Annual Manoowqi
Massachusetts, Division of Employment Security
^
January 19,5, p.
SMSA,
Holvoke
Springfield-ChicopeePlanning Report.
^

Q
9.
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The fourth largest employee category is draftsmen, foremen and
related (14.11),

This includes such skilled occupations in manufacturing

as industrial electricians, plumbers and pipefitters, skilled machinists,

molders, mechanics and repairmen

;

pressmen, compositors and typesetters

in the printing trades; and carpenters and masons in the construction
field.

The next largest group is service workers (12,2%).

Employees in

these occupations are ones which provide cleaning services (janitors,

maintenance), food (cooks, waitresses), protective (guards and watchmen,

police and fire), and personal health (cosmetologists, child care,
nurse aides)

.

Such services are needed as a result of new health

standards, more mobility on the part of the public, and problems

associated with large urban areas such as crime.
These top five occupational categories constitute 75 percent of
all occupations.

The remaining six areas are managers and administrators

(7.9%), sales personnel (7.41), laborers (3.51), transportation

equipment operators (3.21), farmworkers (0.6%), and private household
(0.5%).

In summary, the labor market character of tfoe Springfield SMSA

shows that it is one of the most highly industrialized communities in
the state, accounting for over 30 percent of all employment in the

manufacturing industry.

However, comparison by oiccupation shows that

the clerical field runs first in number of employed followed by

operatives and professional, technical and related!.

This ranking is

realistic based upon the area's high concentration! of wholesale, retail,
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service, government, finance and real estate companies.

As an

aggregate, they compose 72 percent of all workers.

Given this overview of the industries and occupations within the
Springfield SMSA, we will now turn and look at the future employment

demand in the Westover area.

0ut3.ook for Employment Demand in the Westover Area

For the past three years, the Business Research Institute (BRI)
at

Mexican International College

in Springfield, Massachusetts has

been conducting bi-annual studies of the private sector labor market
demand within the Springfield SMSA.

Its reports are commissioned by

the Hampden County Manpower Commission, the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) prime sponsor in the Springfield area.

The

frequency and scope of its studies has made it the most authoritative
source of information of manpower demand in the Western, Massachusetts
area.
Its most recent published survey, carried out in July and August,
1975, includes over 450 interviews with area firms and a twelve week

survey of want ad listings in local newspapers.

These interviews

represented 80 percent of firms employing 50 or more employees and 100
percent of firms employing 250 employees

.

In their latest publication they noted that the simmer ot 1975

"indicates that the Hampden County labor market is in the worst

^Business Research Institute at American International College,
"Investigation into the Quality of the Hampden County Labor Market
During August 1975," Springfield, n.d., p. 2.
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condition since the 1930's.'

It goes on to say that per firm demand

for employees has fallen some 43 percent across the country and that

starting wages have fallen off more than 3 percent, much worse than the
BRI had predicted.

Just as discouraging was that fewer than 6 percent

of new openings offered wages over $4.51 per hour which was down from
percent last year.

7

This presented a rather dismal picture to an economy

already considered, depressed.
There is another trend in the structure of demand for workers
that BRI regards as very serious:

employers in the Springfield SMSA

are shifting away from the need for unskilled positions.

In relation to

all job openings (semi-skilled, clerical and professional)

,

unskilled

worker demand has dropped from 53 percent in 1973, to 39 percent during
1974, and finally to about 33 percent during the summer of 1975.

While

portions of this contraction can be attributed to the current recession,
BRI feels that its trend analysis over six bi-annaul studies "indicates

that a considerable portion of it is independent of the current labor

market.

What is the implication

of these facts to the educational system?

It is that young people coming out of school are going

training in order to compete in the labor market.

-to

need better

As the BRI report

concludes
To the degree that the unemployed and new later market entrants
lack appropriate preparation- -this market promises them little
more than frustration and low pay- -high turnover positions at
best. A mechanism for occupational planning and education
consistent with this shift in the structure of demand f<j>£ labor
appear to be one major alteration to public assistance.
17

Ibid.

,

p.

16.

18

Ibid., p. 33.

19

Ibid.
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Utilizing data recently collected from employer interviews and
newspaper want ads and subjecting this to several statistical tests,
BR1 was able to derive clusters of jobs according to their wage-rates,

turnover, and demand

.

Its ranking according to "quality of demand" is

listed as follows
1

.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Business Administration and Clerical
Allied Health
Scientific/Engineering
Machine Trades
Data Processing
Automotive Fields
Publ ishing/Media
Metal Mechanics
Maintenance Technology
Food Assembly and Processing
Beauty Trades
General Fields
Construction Trades
General Industrial
Electronic
Art and Related
Needle Trades
.

More specifically, their survey indicates that the top jobs which
are high wage and low turnover have remained fairly consistently strong
10.

across their studies.
1

.

2

.

3
4.
.

5.

6.
7.
8

.

9

.

These jobs are:

Machinists
Registered nurses
Secretaries
Managerial Trainees
Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN)
Clerk Typists
Key Punch Operators
Cooks
Managers
Programmers

These findings are consistent with the BRI's ranking of job
clusters with the exception of cooks which would fall within the tenth

ranked cluster of food assembly and processing.

Otherwise

,

the remaining

91

nine occupations coincide with the top five job clusters.

The

omission of any jobs from the scientific/ engineering cluster (third
ranked) was most likely based upon a situation in which, though there

was a high demand for the jobs, most often they required a baccalaureate
degree.

This would eliminate that cluster based upon the criteria of a

public manpower training program.
In summary, the demand for workers in the Springfield SMSA is at
its lowest level since the 1930 's and that employers are looking for

skilled personnel primarily in the business, clerical, health, machine,
and data processing fields.

The implications for educators are that

relevant skill training programs are critical for those students who

plan to enter directly into the labor market after high school.

With this background in employer demand we will turn now to
an examination of what the schools in Hampden and Hampshire County are
providing for students in the way of skill training.

Opportunities for 'Public Vocational Education
in the Westover Area

One of the implications from the preceding section on manpower

demand was that employers are requiring a higher skilled labor force.
This raises the question as to what opportunities exist within the
for
public school sector for students to obtain the work skills needed

employment in today's local labor market.
reviewed.
To examine this issue, a number of topics will be

First

Hampden
will be a look at the availability of vocational education in
of
and Hampshire Counties, followed by an analysis of the distribution
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high school graduates, and then a review of enrollment patterns in
current vocational education programs.
will be discussed:

Finally, two related issues

public school enrollment trends -to 1982 and the

travelling distance of potential sending schools to Westover.

Availability of Vocational Education in Hampden

Hampshire Counties

and,

The state of Massachusetts has been very progressive in the field
of vocational education by providing incentives to local school

communities through a 50 percent reimbursement for local vocational
schools and as high a reimbursement as 65 percent for regional vocational
schools.

The result has been the building of thirty-eight local

vocational schools and twenty regional vocational schools with three
now under construction and five being planned across the state.
However, as one examines Figure 3.9, it is obvious that the

western one-third of the state has lagged behind the eastern sections
The closest regional

of Massachusetts in developing vocational schools-

vocational school is Pathfinder located in Palmer .

While located in
(

Monson,
Hampden County, it serves only the rural communities of Palmer,

New Braintree and Belchertown in Hampshire County.
There are a number of good vocational schools in the two
counties.

Northampton,
These are in the communities of Chicopee, Holyoke,

Springfield -and Westfield.

However, these schools have full enrollments

suburban
and each year must turn, away many tuition students from
students.
communities to meet the increasing needs of their own

The

Northampton will open
planned addition to Smith's Vocational School in
up room, for 400 more students.

However, the Superintendent of Smith's

Cemmeeity

Wiese*

Rtgisnof

_
FACILITIES

EDUCATION

MASSACHUSETTS

IN
VOCATIONAL

PUBLIC

.
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has stated that even i£ expansion plans were complete today rather
20

than two years from now, they would still not meet the student demand
In another city, Westfield, the bond issue to double the size of
their vocational school failed to gain a majority vote of the city

council.

^

In summary, the five vocational schools and our regional vocational
school in Hampden and Hampshire Counties serve about 3100 students.

Out

of a total high school population, for the two counties of approximately
35,500, this represents only 8.5 percent of all students.

22
"

This

relatively small number of students being served by vocational schools
is a prime indication of the need for additional facilities and programs

for students.

Distribution of High School Graduates

Another way to analyze the need for career and vocational training
among high school students is to examine where recent graduates go after

high school.

Table 3.8 shows a four -year summary of the distribution
I

of high school graduates from 1970-71 to 1973-74 for the eleven schools

of Hampshire County and Chicopee, Holyoke and Ludlow.

23

20

Stateiaent by Stanley Dowgert , Superintendent -Director Smith's
Vocational School, personal interview, Northampton, Mass., March 11, 1975.
,

2l
Donald Ebbeling, "Westfield's Hope Slip on School Aid,"
Springfield Daily News , May 20, 1975, p. 1.

^^Massachusetts Department of Education, Bureau of Educational
Information Services in Division of Research, Planning and Assessment,
Massa chusetts School Directory 1974-75 (Boston, n.d.), pp. 1-58.

^Massachusetts Department of Education, Bureau of Research and
Assessment, Distribution of High Sc hool Graduates- -1974 (Boston, n.d.),
pp.

1-10.
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Table 3.8

DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
*

IN THE WESTOVER AREA

YEAR

TOTAL
GRADUATES*

4

YEAR

2

COLLEGES

YEAR

COLLEGES

OTHER
POST
SECONDARY

MILITARY

WORK

OTHER

1970-71

2,843

29.11

26.61

6.8%

4.91

26.11

5.51

1971-72

3,061

26.11

29.11

7.1%

4.61

30.61

7.51

1972-73

2,961

25.71

24.3%

5.41

3.81

32.81

7.91

1973-74

3,373

24.6%

24.71

5.2%

3.71

34.21

6.61

State
Total
1973-74

62,133

34.61

14.41

6.5%

3.11

32.31

9.11

-10.0%

+10.31

-1.3%

+®.6i

+1.91

-2.51

DIFFERENCE

1

!

For the school, districts in Hampshire County and Chicopee , Holyoke and Ludlow.
Source:

Massachusetts, Bureau o£ Research and Assessment, Dist ribution of
High School Graduates
(Boston:
State Department oFTEeTucation,
“

197417^71^20;

In general, the data shows these trends:

*

-that the number of students going to four-year colleges is
decreasing slightly each year.
-that the number of students going to two-year junior colleges
has declined but seems to be leveling off the last couple
of years.
-that the percentage of students selecting employment directly
out of high school has been increasing steadily over the past
four years

-that students going to such, other places as the military have
no distinguishable pattern

Also presented in Table 3.8 is a comparison with the state totals
for 1973-74,

The high percentage of students going to two-year colleges

96

is most likely a result of the proximity of two community colleges in

the area.

The other noticeable point is that the percentage selecting

work is about

2

percent higher than the state average.

The overriding point which should be made here is that large

numbers of students select employment after high school and the number
is increasing yearly.

The question now remains, are these students

receiving training to prepare them for this employment?

That is the

next point of discussion.

Present Enrollment of High. School Students in Vocational Training

Taking the school systems of the Hampshire Educational Collaborative
(HEC)

24
,

Chicopee, Holyoke, Ludlow, and the Lower Pioneer Valley

Educational Collaborative (LFVEC)

25

there are about 22,605 high school

students in ninth through twelth grades.

Of this number

,

about 23.1

percent or 5,230 students are enrolled in vocational programs (Table
3.9).

However, if consumer homemaking and office occupations are

subtracted from the total of students taking vocational education,
there remains an adjusted vocational enrollment of 6.4 percent.

In most

school systems there is a considerable difference between total

vocational enrollment and the adjusted figure.

For instance, in Ludlow

about 50 percent of students take vocational training, but the adjusted

^The Hampshire Education Collaborative is a legal collaborative
under Massachusetts law for the purpose of operating joint programs
Cooperating school systems include Amherst-Pelham,, Belchertown,
Easthampton, Gateway Regional Granby, Hadley, Haaspshire Regional,
Hatfield , Northampton, South Hadley and Ware
,

25
The LFVEC, like HEC, is a formal Collaborative under Massachusetts statutes. The participating school systems include East
Longmeadow, Longmeadow, Agawam, Southwick and West Springfield.
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figure is 1,3 percent.

The other school systems show a difference

(except for Chicopee), but the difference is not so dramatic

Vocational Enrollment by Occupational Training Program

.

In the

preceding paragraph it was shown that somewhere between 23 percent and
6

percent of high school students were receiving vocational training,

depending upon what one is willing to accept as vocational training.

An analysis of the specific occupational training areas shows other
dramatic differences.
In Hampshire County slightly more than one half of vocational

students (57.51) are being trained in office or typing occupations

such as stenography, bookkeeping, and data processing.

This is

followed by trade and industrial programs (auto mechanics, construction
trades and so forth) which enroll 21,6 percent of students, consumer

homemaking (14,8%), and finally agriculture, distributive education,
and health make up the remaining 6

.

2

percent (Table 3 10)
.

.

The high percentage of office training is due to the low cost of
establishing such a program.

Virtually every school has such a course.

However, trade and industrial programs are much more expensive.

consequence

,

As a

only one hundred students in Hampshire County receive

trade and industrial training other than those Northampton students

enrolled in Smith's Vocational School.

It should be pointed out

that Northampton has almost three times as many vocational students as

any other school district in Hampshire County.
In Hampden County, office occupations are still the largest

training category.

In the Lower Pioneer Valley Education Collaborative
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Form

Massachusetts

Education.
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(LPVEC) this accounts for 82.9 percent of vocational training in

those schools.

However, with four vocational schools and Pathfinder

Regional, the number of students in trade and industrial, courses has

increased considerably.

The net result

is that Hampden County has a

greater balance between training programs than Hampshire County (Table
3.11).

Vocational enrollment by sex

.

It is impossible to view vocational

Unfor-

training without studying the distribution of training by sex.

tunately, much of today's training is still characterized by stereotyped
For instance. Tables

job roles.

3.i.2

and 3.13 show that health/consumer/

homemaking and office training are female dominated; agriculture, and
trade

find

industrial are male dominated.

Distributive education begins

to approximate a balance of males and females.

In general, more

females are being trained for vocational occupations than males

approximately 55 percent to 45 percent respectively for the two counties.

Enrollment of disadvantaged students in vocational education

.

Disadvantaged students, as defined by the State Department of Education,
are persons who have academic, socio-economic, cultural

,

or other

handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in regular educational
programs

.

^

Such handicaps may be a result of poverty

,

neglect

delinquency, or cultural or linguistic isolation, but not incxuding

physical or mental handicaps.

^Massachusetts State Board of Education and State Department of
Education, State Plan for Vocational. Education (Boston: July
p. 81.

1,

1973),
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Tables 3.14 and 3.15 show the enrollment of such students in

vocational education.

While the reporting of this data may not be

complete, the overwhelming implication is that relatively few disadvan-

taged students are enrolled

in.

a number of reasons for this.

vocational education.

There are possibly

One reason is that many vocational schools

are very selective in who they admit, and many educationally disadvantaged

students cannot meet these requirements.

Another possible reason is that

the trades themselves have been selective historically, and as a result
there are very few minority craftsmen.

Consequently, there are limited

role models in industry or minority instructors to teach the programs.

Enrollment of handicapped students in vocational education

.

The

data for handicapped students shows an even greater imbalance than for

disadvantaged students.

Table 3.16 shows the number of known handicapped

students by age, community and affliction.

For the communities of

Hampshire County, Chicopee, Holyoke and Ludlow, there were approximately
3,900 handicapped youngsters, 784

of'

thirteen to twenty- one.

Tables 3.17 and 3.18 point out that in

However

,

which were in the age range of

the two counties there were only twenty- five handicapped students in

vocational training.

This is a disgraceful number of students given the

current knowledge we have today on employability for the handicapped.
It should be anticipated that with the recent state law for

special education, Chapter 766, more attention will be given to the

vocational needs of the handicapped.

However, much work remains to

develop appropriate vocational assessment techniques and training
programs for the handicapped.
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High School Enrollment Trends in Selected Areas of
"
Hampden and Hampshire~Counties

"

The purpose of analyzing high school enrolliasnt trends from 1970
to 1982 is to determine the potential population to be

sewed by the

Westover Career Development Center over the next seven years.

The

school systems included in this survey were in the Hampshire Educational

Collaborative (HEC)

,

Chicopee, Holyoke, Ludlow and the Lower Pioneer

Valley Educational Collaborative (LPVEC) consisting of West Springfield,
Southwick, Agawam, East Longmeadow and Longmeadow.

Generally, high school enrollment will continue to climb slightly,

reflecting the high birth, rate during the 1950's.

However, by 1979

through 1982 high school enrollment will begin a decline expected to
last through the middle 1980's.

by a lower dropout rate.

The decline, however, will be modified

Enrollment will begin to peak from 1976 to

1978, then begin a decline in all school, systems (Figure 3.10 and Table

3.19).

In 'summary, the population for high schools involved in the

planning process to date shows that on the average there will be between
22,100 and 23,400 students grade nine to twelve who can potentially be

served at the Westover Career Development Center.
served only

5

Even if Westover

percent of this population, that would be meeting the

vocational needs of about 1,100 to 1,200 students, far below the state's
goal of 30 to 40 percent.

Distances to Westover from Area High Schools

Westover is located in a very central spot geographically.

Every

high school and vocational school in Hampshire and -Hampden Counties is

111

Figure 3.10
'GRADES 9 TO 12

ENROLMENT TRENDS: 1970 TO 1982

HAMPDEN AND HAMPSHIRE COUNTIES

Students

of

Number

112

Table 3.19
GRADE 9 to 12 ENROLLMENT TRENDS: 1970 to 1982

Hampshire

1970

1971

1972

Amherst -Pel ham

958 1011

1064

Belchertown

345

368

Easthampton

895

Gateway

350

1974 1975

1973

1976 1977

1973 1979 1980 1981

1982

153

1221

395

393

376

416

421

448

463

451

445

438

423

946

806

779

790

818

850

856

843

835

830

836

841

41

443

461

463

514

545

572

592

622

63 4

647

628

568

548

537

524

518

222

222

.1

1298 1362 1353

<

1348 1329 1304

1255 1232

Granby

hbo

4fe9

462

487

508

539

553

573

Hadley

313

2

70

242

209

220

230

225

212

2!8

211

214

Hampshi re

265

285

505

593

644

694

708

715

724

709

70!

690

675

Hatfield

165

166

187

20J

201

211

222

216

224

217

198

192

1510 1490 1480 1460

1.335

1325

143 'logs

1028

449

438

Northampton

1445

So. Hadley

!

.

Ware

1466 1429 1353 1335 1445. 1465

184 1159

458

197

477

1186

n si

490

536

1

8

1232

1219

547

551

531

1

1

196 1174 1163

492

381

425

1

”

433

HEC Total

6838 7028 7210 7348 7538 7938 8090 8129 7997 7972 7888 7675 7440

Chicopee

3984 4o4g 4217 4187 4120 4081 3949 3825 3746 3672 3658 3622 3591

Holyoke

2596 2688 2716 2767 2784 2877 2764 2294

Ludlow

1350 1373

CHI Total

7930 81 10 8329 8436 8396 8452 8416 8345 8431 8340 8276 820! 8115

1401

1482

1492

1494 1503

3

1

38 3147 3121 3033 3053

1526' 1547

1521

1497

1

486 1471

Lower Pioneer
Va ley
1

Agawam
E.

Longmeadow

Ldngmeadow
South* i ck

.

1375 1440

1471

1523

1115

111?

1

1053

1255 1292

515

1511

1595

190 1227 1227

1325 1366 1372 1409

622

1759 1743

1726

1262

1238

1221

1528 1494 1478

1456

1676 1696 1738 1773
1233

1256 1271

1458 1509

1552

1293

683

651

1930 5962 !9!7 1798 1816 1737 1/76 1736 1638 1678 1643

1609

589

621

68?

692

734

751

746

73!

7!6

W. Springfield

1875

LPVEC Total

6073 6366 6496 66 8 6595 6/39 6898 6988 7043 7023 6909 6/85 6663

Grand Total

21291 21504 22035 22402 2252S 2312S 23404 23462 2347' 23335 2297: 22665 22218

!

f"

Source:
•

and
Massachusetts State Department of Education, Bureau o£ Research
197b.
'May
to
1982,
Projections
Enrollment
School
.Assessment ."Public
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within a thirteen mile radius of Westover except for Gateway
Regional
and Ware High School.

Easy access is made possible by Interstates 91,

491 and 90 (Figure 3.11).

However, because of the geographical terrain, linear miles
do not

equate to road miles.

Table 3.20 shows a more accurate picture of the

distances and estimated time to Westover from high schools in Hampden
and Hampshire Counties which could potentially be served by WestoVer

Within twenty minutes of Westover are South Hadley, Chicopee, Granby
and Ludlow.

Within thirty minutes are Holyoke, Easthampton, Agawam,

Belchertown, West Springfield, and Longmeadow.

Thirty-five minutes

away are Northampton, Hadley, Amherst, Southwick and East Longmeadow.
The remaining schools of Gateway, Hampshire Regional, Ware and Hatfield

vary from forty-five minutes to an hour-and-fifteen minutes away.
It would seem reasonable that a thirty-five minute ride to

Westover could be justified for high school students.

Based upon that

criteria, fifteen schools in the two counties could be potential users

of Westover.

•

Summary

This chapter has provided background Information on a number of
subjects relevant to assessing student needs for career and vocational

programs at Westover Air Force Base.

It began with a brief overview

of the deactivation of Westover and the events which led to the

opportunity to develop educational and vocational programs on seventyone acres of land on the former base property.

The buildings specified

for vocational training purposes represented a total investment of $5.5

O
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SCHOOLS

HIGH
COUNTIES

SELECTED

HAMPSHIRE

FROM

AND

WESTOVER

HAMPDEN

TO
IN

MILEAGE

Table 3.20

MILEAGE TO WESTOVER FROM SELECTED HIGH SCHOOLS
IN HAMPDEN AND HAMPSHIRE COUNTIES

High Schools

Distance
(miles)

Time
(minutes)

Aiaher s t - Pe lham

17

:35

Beldiertown

13

:25

Easthampton

12

:

Gateway

30

27

:75

Granby

7

:15

Hadley

20

:

35

Hampshire

60

21

:

Hatfield

25

:45

Northampton

17

:

35

4

:

10

21

:

50

Chicopee

5

:

15

Holyoke

5

:

15

Ludlow

7

:

20

Agawam

IS

:

30

East Longmeadow

17

:35

Longmeadow

15

:

Soutfawick

20

:35

West Springfield

15

:

South Hadley

Ware

30

30
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the bRI s research is that young people leaving high school will
have
to be trained with a skill in order to be competitive in the labor

market.

The last section of this chapter deals with the opportunities for

vocational education in the Westover area.

The five vocational schools

and one regional vocational school enroll fewer than 8.5 percent of the

high school student population.
high school graduates elect

Yet, each year over one- third of the

work directly after high school, and the

number appears to be increasing.

.

School systems in the Westover area

do offer a number of certified occupational education courses, but these
tend to be dominated by the field of office occupations which enroll

over 50 percent of all occupational education students.

In almost all

cases, the program offerings represent traditional sex role stereotyped

occupational areas.
Finally, the number of disadvantaged and handicapped students

enrolled in occupational training programs is very minimal.

While there

are reasons for this such as program selectivity and expense, vocational

training programs may offer these students the last opportunity to
acquire a marketable skill, thus avoiding public assistance.
In conclusion, Westover would appear to offer a solution to many

of the problems of the region.

It is within a thirty-five minute bus

ride of fifteen high schools and could serve a high school population
of over 22,000 students.
and

Assuming that facilities could be modified

programs developed, a vocational training center at Westover could

provide a critical link between the schools and business and industry
to give students the necessary skills for preparation into the world of

work.
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million dollars.

The intent of the training itself would be to serve

the manpower needs of the surrounding areas through a collaborative

approach of the cities and towns.
The area surrounding Westover is composed of a number of cities
and towns in Hampden and Hampshire Counties.

In general, this represents

a population of over one half million people and encompasses almost 1200

square miles of land.

The labor force of about 200,000 persons is

concentrated within the major cities of Springfield, Holyoke, and
Chicopee.

The transportation network around Westover is excellent with

two major interstates intersecting within, a few miles of Westover

connecting it to all major eastern cities.
Industrially, the Westover area which is covered in the Springfield

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)

manufacturing area.

,

is characterized as a

Manufacturers such as Monsanto

,

Smith and Wesson,

and National Blank Book employ slightly over 30 percent of the labor
force.

Wholesale and retail services, and government follow as the

next largest employment sectors.
National employment trends are reflected at the local level.

The

trend nationally is toward a service economy to provide services in the
fields of health, transportation, finance

,

communication and computers.

The Business Research Institute at American International College has

been analyzing the Springfield SMSA's labor market regularly for the
past three years.

While the market for jobs is as tight as it has been

since the 1930 s, there are jobs available in the more skilled fields,
!

business administration and clerical, allied health, scientific and
engineering, machine trades and data processing.

One implication from
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The next chapter will investigate the interest and demand for
career and vocational programs as measured by survey questionnaires to
students and teachers in the Westover area.
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Measuring Student Needs for Vocational Education

vocational education planners have always been concerned about

developing programs which were sensitive to the labor market needs. 1
However, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 added a new

dimension to vocational planning.

The purpose of Title 1 (Vocational

Education federal Grants to States) of the 1968 Act is to assist states
in providing vocational education

...

so that persons of all ages in all communities of the state
will have ready access to vocational training or retraining
which is of high quality, which is realistic in the light of
actual or anticipated occupational opportunitit.es for gainful
employment, and which i s suited to their needs , interes ts and
ability to benefrFTr^~sucH~^aihjngT^~~(un3er lining added)
.

.

.

,

What Congress seemed to be saying was that in the planning process of
vocational programs, the client demands must be recognized.

Lindman and Kurth writing about the dimensions of need for
vocational education state the problem, this way:

The vocational educator

is encouraged:

... on the one hand to use the estimates of industry demands for
manpower to determine the amount and kind of vocational and
technical education, to provide. On the other hand he is expected
to use estimates of social demand for education from which to
5
gauge the need for programs and the expected participants.Marvin Lazerson and W. Norton Grubb, American Education and
Voc at ional ism (New York: Teachers College Press, 197477 pp. 48-9.
?

.Amendments to the Vocational Education Acts of 1963, Public Law
90-576, 90th Congress, H.R. 18366, Oct. 16, 1968, p. 1.
3
Exick L. Lindman and Edwin L. Kurth, "Dimesisions of Needs for
Vocational Education," in Dimensions of Educational Needs edited by Roe
L. Johns, Kern Alexandra and Richard Rossmiller, Matronal Finance Project
Gainesville, Florida, Vol. 1, 1969, p. 132.
-

,
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CHAPTER

IV

ME1K0IX}LGGY

Introduction

This study was carried out to assess student career and

vocational needs for possible program implementation at the former
Westover Air .Force Base.

Thus far in the study, a brief history of

career and vocational education was presented in Chapter II to show how
career and vocational programs have developed as alternatives to

traditional classroom education.

This was followed by Chapter III which

covered a 'number of informational points regarding the land and buildings
at Westover, the demographic characteristics of the area, the manpower

and industrial demand of the Springfield SMSA, and public school oppor-

tunities in vocational education.

The purpose of this chapter is to

discuss the rationale and methodology used in survey questionnaires

given to 1100 students and 230 teachers in the Westover area to measure
potential use of the base for career and vocational programs.
sections of this chapter are as follows:

The major

the purpose of measuring

student needs for vocational education, survey research theory, the

questionnaire design, pilot instrumentation , and data collection.
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Vocational education planners must be particularly
sensitive to
client needs and interests because the development
of occupational
canpeten.ce determines for many their lifelong
career routes.

To that

degree programs must be tailored to the unique
needs and interests of
clients.

On the other hand, programs cannot be planned
in a vacuum.

Present and future employment prospects are a very
real factor since
the marketplace represents the opportunity to actualize
one's skills

and vocational abilities and to be economically self-sufficient.

interest and manpower demand go hand - in - hand

.

Client

That is the vocational

planner's dilemma and challenge.

Survey Research

As was just discussed, one of the factors which should be accounted
for in vocational education planning is the need

clientele to be served.

To obtain this information, some type of

research method needs to be employed,
data.

of the proposed

in.

order to obtain the necessary

The research method most applicable to the objectives of this

study is survey research.
Kerlinger states that survey research is a useful tool in educational
fact-finding to obtain personal and social facts, beliefs, and attitudes.
The principle method employed by survey research is to select and

study samples chosen from the large population "to discover relative
incidence, distribution and interrelations of sociological and psycho-

logical variables."^
4

Fred H. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973), p. 410.
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There are a number of advantages as well as disadvantages to

survey research.

The advantages are that

great deal of information

a.

can be obtained from large populations; that for the amount and quality

of information they yield, they are economical; and within sampling
error , they are fairly accurate.

The disadvantages are that the informa-

tion often does not penetrate below the surface, it is subject to
sampling error (i.e.
populations)

;

,

subjects treated are not typical of the larger

and finally, that participants may respond in a stereotyped

manner according to how they think they should answer.
Survey research is not necessarily a new approach to gathering
information through direct contact with individuals.

Warwick and

Lininger state that its use can be traced back to Egyptian and Roman
times where large scale surveys were used for tax, military conscription
and other administrative decisions.

Later social reformers in England

and France in the 1700's and 1800*s used surveys to gather complete and

accurate data on the problems of their time

.

The growth of surveys and other social research is heightened by

twentieth century man's quest for knowledge and understanding of
problems.

Coupled with developments in statistical processes like

probability sampling, survey research has developed into a multi-purpose
information gathering tool.
The key to good survey research is the sample, or that part of
a large body specially selected to represent the whole.
5

Ibid.

,

A sample should

p. 422.

^Donald P. Warwick and Charles A. Lininger, The Sample Survey
Theory and Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975), p. 2.

:
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be representative, which means that it
should have approximately the

characteristics of the population relevant
to the research in question.

Kerlinger states that a researcher can
never be positive that his
sample is representative, but that the
more nearly his sample reflects
the characteristics of the larger
population, the more certainty he can

assume about his data.^

There are two types of sampling, probability

.and

non-probability.

Probability sampling is a form of random sampling
by which "each member

of the population or universe has an equal chance
of being selected." 8

Mother way of describing

it is a process through which the subjects or

items are chosen by chance methods such as flipping
coins, drawing

numbered balls from an urn, or through tables of random
numbers.
The second form of sampling is non -probability sampling.

Warwick

and Lininger state that there are five common types of
non-probability
samples.

Haphazard Collection- -individuals or groups who are at hand or
convenient, such as a. classroom of students or people passing
by a street corner. This approach is hard to. « defend and seldom
of scientific interest.
Judgment Sampling- ~a deliberate attempt to ciaoose representatives
™icir^xe~rf typical A problem is that selection is arbitrary and
often varies according to who is making the selection.
.'

’

Quota Sampling - -selection is based upon preaarranged categories of
sample elements to obtain a predetermined number of cases in each
category.
It is the type that has become popular in public
opinion polls. The disadvantage lies in there being no positive
way of knowing for sure whether the subjects or items selected
are representatives of the larger population even though they
meet the quota. Proponents of this method state that even if it
lacks the theoretical basis of random sampling, it is as effective
7
8

Kerlinger, op. cit.
Ibid.

,

p.

118.

,

p.

42.
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as random sampling because random sampling rarely has
better
than 80-90 percent completion rate anyway and therefore
lacks

true randomness

E^ert^ Sampling --is very similar

to judgment sampling except that
experts" select the population to be sampled. While these
determinations are often "shrewd and canny," they are a very
risky basis for generalization.

Purposive Samples --are samples of certain subgroups in the
population 'chosen for their importance in testing a certain
hypothesis. For example, if one were studying the adaptation of
rural migrants to urban conditions, one might test the reactions
of individuals in established communities versus very new areas.
Again, the validity of the study depends upon the methods used to
draw the samples.
For purposes of this study the quota sampling method was employed.

There were three specific reasons for this.

First, there was no adequate

way to randomly sample all the students since there was no standardized
way records were kept by school systems.
alphabetically, others did not.

Some schools kept names

Some listed students by homeroom, others

by grade level, and others by their curriculum

Second, even if it were

possible to random sample all the students, there would have been
problems.

Schools’ administrators wbuld have resisted pulling students
#

out of their classes.

Consequently, it was much easier to elicit their

cooperation by working with the regular school structure of going into
classrooms.

If questionnaires had been sent home or mailed to students,

the return rate probably would have dropped dramatically.

Third,

quota sampling was manageable within the time and monetary constraints

of the study while random sampling would not have been.
With this brief overview, we will turn to a description of the
questionnaire design., pilot instrumentation and data collection procedures

Warwick, op. cit.

pp. 72-4.
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used in the assessment of student needs
for career and vocational
programs at Westover.

Questionnaire Design

Warwick and Lininger imply in their work.
The Sample Survey:
lheory_ffl^I^act3xe_, that the greater amount
of variance in survey

research may not come so much from sampling
techniques as from questionnaire design and interviewing. 10

They suggest that relevance and

accuracy be paramount in designing a questionnaire.

"Specifically, he

or she should have an explicit rationale for each
item in the

questionnaire covering not only why the question will
be asked but what
will be done with the information,." 1^

These thoughts directed the

item selection for the questionnaires to be administered
to students and
teachers.

Each item was selected for a specific purpose based upon

what was critical in planning for career and vocational
programs at
Westover.
It should be mentioned here that three resources assisted
greatly

in the development of items for the questionnaires.

The first of these

was a publication of the Center for Occupational Education at the

University of Massachusetts entitled Career Education Potential and
Alternatives

in.

the Southern Berkshire Region: A Study of Schools with

Limited Resources
10

12
.

As part of that needs assessment study, several

Ibid.» p. 126.

11

Ibid.

,

p.

127.

12

Kenneth Ertel and Robert Schift, Career Education Potential and
"
Alternatives in the Southern Berkshire Region: A Study of Schools' with
Limited Resources Center for Occupational Education (Amherst, Mass.:
University of Massachusetts, November, 1973), pp. 1-158.
-

.

,
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questionnaires were developed for
students, teachers, parents,
and
coiremmity leaders.
The format used and several
specific items were
applicable to the Westover study. The
second resource was a study
from
the University of Minnesota, called
A Study to Assess
'

Job Training 13

Techniques used in their
data collection procedures as well
as specific items on their
questionnaire were helpful.
.

Finally, the major items concerned
with assessing career education
skills needs was drawn on from The
Act of Developing a Career 14
a
textbook on career education. Because of
the systematic nature of this
.

work, behavioral objectives in the book
could be conveniently translated
into questionnaire items.

However, as will be shewn during the section

on pilot instrumentation, many of the
items were -rewritten to be better

understood by students.

Student Questionnaire

The student questionnaire was divided into
three major sections:
background questions, questions on career education,
and career planning
questions (see Appendix A).

Section

I,

Background Questions, covered

those items necessary to characterize and identify
a given student.

For

example, the first four questions would be standard
to most student

surveys

:

name of student’s school, sex, grade lewel, and the course of

^Research Coordinating Unit for Vocational Education, University
of Minnesota, "A Study to Assess Minneapolis Residents Perceived
Needs
for Job Training: Building the Bridge," Minneapolis Public Schools,
Special School District No. 1, April 5, 1974, pp.. 1-19.
14

a_

Robert R. Carkhuff and Theordore W. Friel,, The Act of Developing
Career (Amherst, Mass.: Human. Resource Development Press, 1975),
pp. 1-229.

'
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study (general curriculum, commercial or business, vocational/
technical , college preparation and other)

Questions five, six, and seven were for the purpose of determining
the degree of thought, type of career plans and the certainty of a given

student’s career plans.

The objective here was to attempt to assess the

maturity of thinking by students in relation to their career plans:

had

they investigated a career field, what were their educational level
expectations , and how definite were they in their plans?

Knowing this

information 'would give planners some sense of knowing where students were
in their career thinking.

Also, question six, "What are your career plans

at this time?" was designed to indicate the number o£ potential dropouts

and those going directly into a job after high school in order to give
some initial indication of the potential users of a career development

center at Westover.

Another important aspect of these background questions concerned
cross -tabulating opportunities

For example, taasring what curriculum

.

students were in, the responses of students in the commercial and

business program could be compared to students

irs.

another curriculum

such as college preparatory or general studies

Hie last item in the Background Section was of a slightly different
nature than the other questions

.

Question eight 'sought to determine the

with
reasons why a student saw a coimselor and the amonsat of time spent

him on a given problem area.

The primary purpose (here was to determine

how much time is received by students with regard
to their careers:

fco

problems related

getting into a training program: or school or selecting
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a career field.

Such knowledge would be beneficial in
planning future

career guidance activities to assist the
schools.
The purpose of Section II was to assess
what career skills
students were presently being taught in schools,
and whether students
felt that they needed additional help in
a given career area to prepare

them to get a job.

Since career education encompasses most of
the skills

needed to help a student select, plan for, and
succeed at a job,
information on these areas would be beneficial to
planners
a comprehensive career development program.
to help students at a much earlier age (e.g.

in.

designing

Such a program would begin
,

late elementary and junior

high level) to assess their own abilities and interests,
to become
knowledgeable of the wide range of jobs, and to begin to
think about a
future vocation.

The career areas that students were asked to respond to were
as
follows
1*

Knowing how to divide all occupations into major categories
and job families.

2.

Knowing how to define their career values .into what they want
to know, what they want to do, and how they want to live their
lives.

3.

Knowing where to go to ask what sources are used to find
information about different jobs.

4.

Knowing how to ask questions about a job to get the information
to determine whether they’d like the jolh or not.

5.

Knowing how to choose a career that might; be interesting based
upon what is important to the individual

6.

Knowing how to lock at jobs that they can be promoted to after
they choose their first job.

7.

Knowing how to determine the knowledge, .attitudes and skills
required of a job.
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their school and work
if they are qualified

12.

Knowing how to act and what to say during
a job interview.

13.

Rowing what things are most appropriate for them
to
do

m

to know and
order to get promoted on a job after they
get hired.

While certainly the above thirteen items
do not represent all the
areas of career education, they do represent
the major skills an

individual needs to select, prepare for, and
obtain a job.

Initially students were asked to respond to each
of the thirteen

’

items by answering whether or not they had had
school instruction in

this area, how well they could

do the career skill, and whether they

would like additional training in that area.

Following the pilot

instrumentation, it was decided to drop the question,
"How well can you

do this career skill?" since it was found that students
thought it
redundent to ask both how well could you do a given skill
and whether
you needed additional help.

The final instrument contained two judgment

questions for each career area;

"Have you had school instruction in this

area?" and "Do you need additional training in this area to help
you get
a job?"

The last section of the student questionnaire (Section III) covered
items related to obtaining information about a student’s interest in

taking future career or vocational programs.

For example, students were
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asked to rate their interest in
taking career and vocational
technical
courses, when they would prefer
to take such training if it
was offered
to than, and if they would be
willing to ride school transportation
thirty minutes one way to take
advantage of an appropriate opportunity.

The final area of Section III
listed twenty-five occupational
clusters from which students were
asked to choose the top three occupational areas in which- they would
like to work. Finally, they were
asked
to name specifically the actual jobs
they imagined for themselves in that
cluster.

The purpose of this area was twofold:

one, to determine what

specific occupations students were
interested for planning potential

programs at Westover, and secondly, to
assess how closely student
perceptions of what they were interested in
match®! current job opportunities in the Westover area.

The very last question was open-ended
to enable students to give

any suggestions about career and vocational,
education that they would
like to see adopted at their school.

The objective of this question was'
,

to allow for students to either vent their
feelings or to make comments

which could be shared with school administrators
or incorporated into
the design of a program at Westover.

Teacher Questionnai re

The primary objective of teacher questionnaires was
to provide an
adult as well as professional verification of student
perceptions.

Approximately three-quarters of the questions asfcad of the teachers
were
duplications of the student questions except worded from the
teachers

perspective (see Appendix

B)

.

For example, student question number five

-
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asked, "How much thought have you given
to deciding what job or occupation

you want to do during your life?".

The corresponding question for

teachers (also #5) was, "In general, how much
thought have the students

you teach given to deciding what job or occupation
they

want, to

do

during thier life?".

Similarly

were asked,

".Do

,

in Section II on career education skills,
the teachers

you

coiner this skill in

your curriculum?” and "Do your

students need additional training in this area to help
them get a job?"
in contrast to the student questions of "Have you
had school instruction
in- this area?"

and

"ft)

you need additional training in this area to

help you get a job?".

Mother minor difference between the student and teacher
questionnaire was the very last section of each where they were both
asked to select specific occupational areas that they (students)
were
interested in or that teachers thought were in demand and of interest
to students

.

The alternatives for students were adopted from the study

at the University of Minnesota, whereas the alternatives for teachers

were taken from the Southern Berkshire Study.

The reason for this was

that the Minnesota study offered students a wider range of options,

almost open-ended in their selections, while the alternatives for
teachers represented courses that would likely be alternatives for
students based upon the more traditional high school vocational courses.
The major difference between the student and teacher questionnaires

was Section III of the latter.

'That

section called "Questions about

Current Programs in Career Education" covered eight questions regarding
counseling, career education, local community involvement in schools, and
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vocational preparation alternatives for students.

Its intent was to

determine how teachers, those supposedly closest to students, felt
about the alternatives and programs available to their students.
example, the sixth question, "Students with 'Special Needs'

For

(physically,

emotionally, intellectually, handicapped) have adequate resources

available for vocational preparation,” wasn't asked anywhere else, yet
it was important to address the requirements of special needs students.

Mother question

in this section was asked about the time counselors have

available to assist with career decisions.

This question was

significant because it provided a cross-check to the student's question

regarding the time they spent with a counselor.
One last point bears mentioning briefly, and that is that the
teacher questionnaire contained appropriate background questions (e.g.,
school, sex, and number of years teaching) to properly categorize the

respondents so that suitable generalizations could be made about the
data.

Scaling

A

scale, like a test, is a measuring instrument.

used in two ways:

It is generally

"to indicate a measuring instrument and to indicate

the systematized numerals of the measuring instrument."^

Stated a little

more simply, scales are a way of dividing questionnaire responses into
an organized form so that some value can be given to a response in order
15

Kerlinger, op. cit.

,

p. 492.
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that inferences can be made about either the response or respondent (s)
In the two questionnaires used for the Westover needs assessment, the

following four general scales were used:

checklist, intensity, frequency,

and ranking scales.

The checklist scale is the simplest.
to check the item or items which apply.

It merely asks the respondent

Examples of this type were the

background questions such as sex, grade level, and curriculum.

Another type of scale used was the intensity scale often referred
to as the "Likert scale."

1

An example of this scale was in question

'

number seven of the student questionnaire where the student was asked

how definite he was in his career plans.’

The response alternatives were:

very definite, fairly definite, fairly indefinite, and very indefinite.
An example of this scale used in the teachers

’

questionnaire was

in.

Section III where the respondents were asked to indicate their degree of
agreement or disagreement with a given statement.
responses were:

1)

strongly agree,

2)

The alternative

agree, 3) disagree and 4) strongly

disagree.

A third type of scale used was a frequency

scale.

This scale

provides alternatives to answer a question with "how much" or "how often."

An example of this was number five on the student questionnaire.

The

question and alternative answers are as follows:

How much thought have you given to deciding what job or
occupation you want to do during your life?
(1)
(2)

'

1

I

don’t think, talk, or read about it much at all.

I think, talk, or read about it only once in awhile, like
a couple of times a year.

Warwick, op. cit.

,

p.

154.
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(3)

I’ve read a little about it or talked to a few people
about it and think about it like a couple times a month.

(4)

I’ve read a lot about it or -talked to snany people about
it a great deal, like once a week or more.

The final kind of scale used was one that ranked responses.

This

type was used in both the student and teacher questionnaires where they

were asked to choose occupational preferences (e.g.

,

Questionnaire and Section IV Teacher Questionnaire)

.

#53 Student

Students were asked

to choose (rank) their top three occupational preferences in order;

teachers were to rank occupational education experiences according to the

following scale:
4.
3.
2.
1

.

High need and interest
Average need and interest
Low need and interest
Not needed

As stated before, questionnaire scales provide a means to measure
the responses of a question so that statistical inferences and interpre-

tation can be made about a response, the question, or the respondent (s)

Pilot Instrumentation

The objective of piloting or pretesting a questionnaire is to
evaluate the instrument before actually giving it to larger numbers.

Warwick and Lininger state that, "One point that cannot be overemphasized
is the absolute necessity of pretesting the questionnaire and other
17
'

critical parts of the survey."

They guard agaimst "swivel-chair" pre-

tests which are carried out in the researcher’s office.
17

Ibid., p. 161.
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The career planning questionnaire for Westover
was piloted, on May
20,

1875 at Easthampton High Sdiool in Easthampton,

Massachusetts with

eighteen high school sophomores in a social studies class.

The objectives

were to determine the time it took to administer the survey,
the

clarity of the instructions , the applicability and relevance of the
questions and answers, the suitability of the format, and any omitted
areas

The survey was given to the above students and was found to take
about between ten and eighteen minutes to administer.

The verbal instruc-

tion given at the beginning and the written instructions within the
instrument proved satisfactory to the students.

The questionnaire format

was satisfactory except that- some answers ran onto the next page and one

page forgot to say "continued" where other answers followed.

These were

corrected on the final copy.
The major problem area was Section II, questions on career
education.

Students found it difficult because some concepts were hard

for them to grasp (e.g.

,

"job clusters" and "promotion ladders")

.

The

students thought the section was good but that the skill areas should be

written in student language

.

One of the comments which came out of the

discussion was from one boy who said, "I didn't realize that there was
so much to know about getting a job."

In general, the students thought

the career education section was good, but that it needed to be written
in simpler terms.

Further consideration of Section II led to another decision to
reduce the response categories from three to two.

"How well can you do

this career skill?" and "Would you like additional training in this
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area?" were combined into one question "Do
you need additional training
in this area to help you get a job?".

The rationale for this was that

the ultimate goal of career education is to
prepare a student to get a

job and that the career skill area should be
measured against that
criteria, not whether they can simply

perfom the skill or not.

The pretest of the questionnaire was very
helpful and enabled a

number of deficiencies to be removed from the
questionnaire.

The teacher

questionnaire was not piloted because it contained a
major portion of
the student questionnaire.

It was therefore assumed to be clear and

understandable

Data Collection

Sampling Procedures
This survey employed the quota method of non-probability sampling.
This is the procedure in which the selection of subjects is based
upon

prearranged categories in order to obtain a predetermined number of cases
in each category.

Public opinion polls have made this type of survey

technique popular and demonstrated its effectiveness.

As mentioned

earlier , this method was chosen because it would not be disruptive to the

regular school schedule and would provide the maximum completion rate

of the survey forms.
The schools selected for testing were the nine high schools in

Hampshire County
1

R

18

plus Chicopee, Ludlow and Holyoke high schools in

-^Amherst Regional, Easthampton, Granby, Hadley, Hatfield,
Northampton, South Hadley, Hampshire Regional and Gateway Regional.
Belchertown, also in Hampshire County, was not included in the study
because they belong to Pathfinder Regional Vocational School and were not
interested in being a part of the Westover planning project.
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Hampden County.
11,997.

High school enrollment of these twelve schools totals

Based upon this figure the following objectives
(quotas) were

set.

Total Sample

-

600

Male

-

501

Female

-

501

12th

-

251

11th

-

25%

10th

-

251

9th

-

251

College Prep.

-

501

General Studies

-

25%

Commercial/Business

-
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Vocational/Technical

-

51

Sex

:

(1:20)

Grade Level:

Curriculum

Other

3 is

Hie visits to the schools were planned for the two week period of
frori

June 2, 1975 to June 13, 1975.

During the last week of May calls

were made to each o£ the high school principals to establish a day and
time for the completion of the survey.

It should be mentioned that prior

contact had been made with each school superintendent requesting approval
for this questionnaire.

There were no problems except that one school

system required school committee approval.

Administration of the questionnaire was left to the discretion of
the school.

Either they could appoint someone from their school, or
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this researcher would do it.

number of ground rules.

Regardless of this option, there were a

These were:

1.

That the first page of instructions
be read aloud to the
students

2.

Ihere was no time limit except what was
reasonable and
proper (15 minutes was recommended

3.

Ihere was to be a proper mix. of students
as established by
the predetermined quotas (50 percent males
and females, equal
representation of grade level and proportional
representation
from various curricula)

_

)

Since it is somewhat disruptive for

a'

school to hand pick students

to take such a survey, it was generally agreed
that a social studies class

from each grade would be utilized for testing,
the most homogeneous

.

ihese courses tend to be

After social studies classes

,

English classes were

to be utilized, and as a last resort, study halls.

The actual administration, of the survey went generally as
planned.

Only two schools were not completed in the original two week
period;
however, they were completed the following week.

schools administered the survey for themselves

,

Six of the twelve
the other six utilized
#

this

e searcher to

i

cto

it.

A final tally of schools showed that seven

schools used students from social, studies class, two used English classes,

one used a random sampling of homerooms (they had an extended, homeroom
period that day) and two utilized students in study halls.

Once the

forms were completed and collected from the schools, they were prepared
for statistical analysis.

The administration of the teacher questionnaire was much simpler.
In each school where students were surveyed, enough questionnaires were

left for the teaching faculty.

The principal then either passed them
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out at a staff meeting to be
returned to his office, or the

fom was
placed in the faculty members’ mail
box with a notice from the
principal asking them to complete
the questionnaire. Principals were
very cautious about mandating
their faculty to take the survey and
for
that reason response rates varied
from school
to school.

It should also be mentioned
that teachers from two schools were

not surveyed.

In one school the principal was
very reluctant to ask

his faculty to respond because of
the added burdens of other end-of-year
activities.

The other school was missed because of
an administrative

error in which the forms were left but
never distributed.

oversight was found, many of

'the

When the

teachers had left for the summer.

Nevertheless , the teacher’s surveys which were
obtained (230 out of about
800) were felt to be an adequate representation
and of sufficient size

to depict a valid sample.

Ed i ting and Coding
In the design of the questionnaire, special preparation
was given
#

to incorporating procedures which would facilitate
keypunching and

statistical analysis,
£i on ..-digit

hxamples of this were providing space for a

numerical identification code, and numbering each question-

naire item so it would correspond to a card column on the
standard IBM

key-punch card.
The first step in editing and coding the survey form was to give
each questionnaire a four digit identification (ID) number.
two reasons for this identification.

There are

First, it provided a method of

going, back to any one question should the need arise.

For instance, if
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the key puncher accidently
omitted some numbers from a card,
that card
could be found, the identification
number printed out, and a crosscheck made with the survey form.
The second reason for an identification
number was to distinguish one card
from another.
For instance, if
'

student and teacher forms did not
have separate and distinct identifica-

tion numbers , they could be accidentally
mixed which would confuse the
statistical process.
In the survey for Westover, student
identification

number started at 0001 and went up
consecutively to approximately 1100.
The teachers on the other hand started
at 9000 and went up to about 9235.
The other code added besides the four-digit
identification code
was a two-digit school code.

The students would write their school on

the line provided on the form and this
would later

digit number ranging from 01 to 20.

Like the ID

foe

coded as a two

amber,

its purpose was

to differentiate one school from another.

Following this coding, the major work was t© edit
(or clean) the
forms.

This entailed making sure that each answer was
clearly marked,

that there weren't more answers checked than
requested, that the pages

were in order, and that there were no stray or comfusing
marks.

It was

during this editing process that hand tabulations were
made of students
specific job interests (question #53) and the comments from
both the
student and teacher questionnaires.

Once coded and edited, the forms were sent to a keypuncher who
transferred the answers and codes on the surveys

tro

IBM keypunch cards.

After the information was keypunched, it was run

esn

a computer to obtain

the appropriate statistical information in order to interpret the

results of questionnaire survey.

'

'
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Summary'

Hus

chapter on methodology has given an
overview of the rationale
and procedures used to survey
approximately 110ft students and 230
teachers
in twelve school systems surrounding
Westover. Since the 1968 Vocational
Education Amendments which suggested
that vocational opportunities for
students be "suited to their needs,
interests,

and.

ability.

.

.» educa-

tional planners have been more
cognizant of client needs in designing

programs.

Needs assessment studies by the University
of Massachusetts

and the University of Minnesota in
recent years have incorporated these

features

The research method employing a sample
survey is one of the most
effective methods to assess needs on a large
scale.
was used

m

this study.

Such a procedure

Hie particular technique utilized was the quota

sampling method where- prearranged categories
of sample elements are

established in order to obtain the predetermined
number of cases in
each category.

Public opinion polls 'have made this method popular
as

well as demonstrated its effectiveness

Questionnaire design and pretesting of the instrument were
critical features in the development of this sample
survey.

Careful

thought was given to making sure that all questions were
relevant and

would yield helpful data.

The pilot -testing of the instrument with

high school sophomores at Easthampton High School provided good
feedback
and, as a result, several changes were made.

The surveys were administered to twelve schools in the Westover
area during the first two weeks in June, 1975.

Some minor problems were
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encountered since this was near the end of
the school year.

In

general, the schools were very cooperative
and the appropriate number

and type of students and teachers were
surveyed

Following the administration of the
questionnaire, the foims were

coded and edited for preparation for keypunching.

Prior thought in the

design of the questionnaire form facilitated
easy coding and keypunching
ftice

keypunched, the data was ready for statistical
analysis.

chapter. Chapter V, will present and analyze the
data.

The next
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chapter

y

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
OF THE DATA

Introduction

A description of

the Methodology employed to assess
students in the

Westover area who are potential users
of the base for career and
vocational programs was presented in
Chapter IV.
students and 230 teachers participated

.in

Approximately 1100

the questionnaire survey which

was conducted during the first two
weeks in June 1975.
The purpose of Chapter V is to present
and analyze the data

obtained from the student and teacher
responses in the questionnaires.
This will be accomplished through four
major sections:

of student survey results,
3)

2)

1)

a presentation

a presentation of teacher survey results,

a comparison of selected student knd teacher
questions, and 4) an

analysis of the data.

Student Survey Results
Sample Student Populat ion

Twelve schools were selected for participation in the
study.

The

criteria for selection was proximity to Westover Air Force
Base and
expressed interest in becoming a part of future occupational
development

programs at Westover.

The schools, the number and sex of students

taking the survey, and the percentage of high school enrollment
is
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presented in Table 5.1.

The actual number of students
participating

was 1100 but 16 students
could not be identified because
they omitted
their school on the answer
sheet. The results shm that
560 males
(51.7%) and 524 females
(48.31) took the survey.
s averaged to about
9.0 percent of the total
population of the surveyed high schools.
While
the number of males and
females participating varies across
schools, the
totals are very close to the
goal of 50 percent for each sex.
Furthermore,
the total number of student
questionnaires was almost double the
original
quota of 600.

J

Grade hevel_of Students
Ihe 1100 students who were
involved in this study were from grades

nine through twelve.

Figure

'5.1

depicts the percentage of students

in the survey sampled by their
grade level.

The greater percentage of

students (301) were from the eleventh,
grade, followed by 29 percent from
the tenth grade, 22 percent from the
ninth grade, mmd finally, 19 percent

from the twelfth grade.

percent from each grade.

This was a slight deviation of the goal
of 25
This resulted from some- schools releasing

their seniors early in the spring, just
prior to
the survey.

tite

administration of

When it was realized that some seniors would be
missed, more

emphasis was placed on obtaining responses of
juniors and sophomores.
The total number of seniors sampled equaled 209
which is still more than
the 150 seniors originally anticipated in the
predetermined quota.

this reason, it can be assumed that the students in
the sample were

representative by grade level.

For
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Table 5.1

.

sample student
population frcm high schools
in
HAMPffiN -AND HAMPSHIRE
COUNTIES

High School

Male

Female

1.

Holyoke H.S.

92

91

2.

Chicopee H.S.

85

102

3.

4.
5.

Percentage of
9-12 Enrollment

Total

•

183

6.61

187

11. li

Ludlow H.S.

67

54

121

8.01

Amherst Reg. H.S.

83

56

139

11.41

Easthampton H.S.

26

28

54

6.

Granby H.S.

22

18

40

7.

Hadley H.S.

28

34

62

28.21

Hatfield H.S.

18

11

29

14.31

24

37

2.71

53

116

9.8%

8.
9.

10.

n.
12.

Northampton H.S.
South Hadley H.S.

'

Hampshire Reg. H.S.

38

41

79

12.31

Gateway Reg. H.S.

25

12

37

8.01

560

524

1,084

Totals

—

13

-63

7.91

Percentages

51.71

•

,

48.31

9.01 (Average)

High School Curriculum of S tudents
Figure 5.2 illustrates the percentage of sampled,
students from
the various school curricula.

Twenty percent were from the general

curriculum (neither college preparatory or
occupationally-oriented
programs), 13 percent from commercial/business courses

,

6 percent from

vocational/ technical courses, 53 percent from college preparatory
programs, and 9 percent from other.

While it is very difficult to

determine whether or not this is representative of the actual
enrollments.

Figure 5,1

HIGH SCHOOL GRADE LEVEL
OF SAMPLED STUDENT POPULATION

Figure 5.2

SCHOOL CURRICULUM OF SAMPLED STUDENT
POPULATION

Percentage

High School Curriculum
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these percentages do
come very
percent, 15 percent,

5

dose

to the

predated

quotas of 20

percent, 55 Percent, and
5 percent respectively

ns stated in Chapter
IV on Methodology, these
cpotas were determined
based uira„ knowledge
of the region and information
contained in Chapter
HI on student enrollment.
With some degree of certainty,
it can be
concluded tiistti
4-1* «
n Jie sample were
representative of the larger
population.
«*

-

Student Career Decisions

Questions number five. sin,
and seven in the student
questionnaire
were related to a student’s
future career.
The questions, the
alternative answers and
percent of responses are
presented in Table 5.2.
The first question in this
series, "How much thought
have you given to
deciding what job or occupation
you want to do during your life?"
showed that, in general,
students have given a lot of
thought to what
job they want to do. Twentytwo percent (225) said that
they spent a
great deal of time reading or
talking about it, and 55 percent
said they
thought, talked, or read about
it a couple times a month.
The remaining
23 percent checked that they thought
about a job only a couple times
a
year or not at all.
The next question,

,r

What are your career plans at this
time?"

shewed that about 56 percent of the
students had decided on either a
two

or four year college, 17 percent on
taking some specialized training

after high school before getting a job,
and about a quarter of the
students (241) planned on military sendee or
a job after high school.

Some

2

percent (twenty- two students) planned to drop
out of high school.

•

.Table 5.2-

STUDENT RESPONSES RELATED TO
TO CAREER DECISIONS

guestion^S
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How much thought have you given, to
deciding what job or
occupation you want to do during your
life?
Percent of
Responses

Alternatives
don’t think, talk, or read much about
it at all.

1.

I

2.

I think, talk,

Use
3*

4

71

or read about it only once In -awhile
a couple times a year.

’.161

“

a 1;i le about 11
talked to a few people
about it and, think about it, like
a couple times a month

sst

6 r6
1 t ®bout it: or talked to many
people about
?
f? deal,
f IZ
it
a great
like once a week or more'.

221

'

*

N»1033

^estim

•

#6_

What are your career plans at this time?
Percent of
_Responses

Alternatives
1.

Not planning on .finishing high school.

2.

Going to get a job right after high school
or join
the Armed Services*

3.

21

Going to get about one year of training after high
school and then get a job.

•

241

Si
.

4.

Going to a two year vocational/technical school after
high school and then going to get a job.

5.

Going to a two year junior college and then get a jib.

6.

Going to a two vear junior college and then transfer to
a four year college.

7.

Going to a four year college.

121

121
'

St

361
N*=1QS1

Question #7

How definite are you in vour career

Alternatives

lVIanc at i-Kic

+
Percent of
Responses

1.

Very definite.

181

2.

Fairly definite.

471

3.

Fairly indefinite.

261

4.

Very indefinite.

91

N-1089
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Students also indicated that they were
quite definite in their

career plans.

definite

m

Sixty-five percent stated they were fairly
or very

'

their plans with the remainder of
the students (351) being

fairly or very indefinite in their
career objectives.
In general, the large majority
of students seemed to indicate that

they had thought about their future
and knew where they were headed., at
least in terms of the next step.

Counsel ing Programs

The series of questions concerning counseling
were to determine how

much help a student received in career
guidance.

These questions focused

upon quantitative rather than qualitative
measurements

.

Hie questions

asked students were whether they had talked
with a counselor this past

year about a given problem and how much time
they spent talking about
the problem.

The results in Table 5.3 shows that 6 percent
of the students
talked with a counselor about personal problems
and the average length of
time of discussion was one hour.

Over one half of the students (561)

spent time talking with a counselor about school
related problems for an

average of forty- two minutes per year.

Only 13 percent of students saw

a counslor about enrolling in a training or
vocational program while in

high school for an average of thirty-six minutes with
a counselor.

On

the subject of entering a training program or college
after graduation,
35 percent said they had talked with. a counselor about this
for an

average total time of forty- two minutes per year.

Fi nal ly,

33 percent

of the students stated they had discussed with a counselor what
job or
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Table

5.3

STUDENT RESPONSE RELATED TO

HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELING
PROGRAM
-

Question

Did you talk with'
a counselor about
this problem?

:

COUNSELING AREA

Personal problems (family,
dating, drugs, etc.)

B.

School problems
(grades, scholarships,
etc.)

561

Getting into another
training or vocational
program while in high
school

131

Getting into a training
program or college after
graduation.

351

C.

D.

E.

NO

YES

A.

What job or occupation
am best suited for.

How many hours this
year did you spend
talking about this
problem?
'

941

61

OF HOURS

1:00

N=1G90

hrs.

N-73
441

:42

N-1087

hrs.

N=608
871

:

N-10S9

I

#

36

hrs.

N*146

651

;42

N-1082

hrs.

N~374
|

I

331

N-1080

occupation they were best suited for.

671

:

32

hrs.

N=353

The length of time averaged

thirty- two minutes per year.

From this data, one could interpret that only about one-third of
all high school students ever tali with a counselor about career -related

objectives.

For those one- third who do talk with a counselor, the total

time spent discussing career-related matters averages about thirty-five

minutes a year.
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Career Education Skills
In the second major section of the questionnaire, students were

asked to respond to thirteen career skill areas by answering whether or
not they had had school instruction in that career skill area and

whether they felt they needed additional training in that area to help
them get a job.

Examples of several career skill areas were knowing

where to go to find information about a job and knowing how to act and

what to say during a job interview.
The results of each specific item is presented in Table 5.4.

The

area of most instruction was in "Knowing how to get the education and
training

I

need to prepare for a job," (42%), yet 75 percent of the

students wanted additional help in that area.

The career area least

taught was "Knowing how to divide all occupations into major categories
and job families."

Eighty-eight percent said they hadn't been instructed

in this area and correspondingly, 60 percent said they needed additional

training.

In general, three- fourths of the students indicated that they

had not had school instruction in the thirteen career skill areas and
the same percentage wanted additional help.

Student Interest in Career and Vocational Training Programs

Questions forty-nine through fifty- two dealt with student interest
in career and vocational education.

The questions, answer alternatives,

and percent of responses appear in Table 5.5.
The results to the first two questions received a surprisingly

high response.

Over 76 percent of students said that they were

interested in taking career education courses, with 51 percent stating

TABLE 5.4
STUDENT RESPONSES RELATED TO INTEREST
IN CAREER AND VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Have you had
school instruction in
this area?
CAREER SKILL AREA
a.

x.

c.

e.

f.

Do you need additional training in
this area to help you get a job?

Definitely
Do

Probably

Probably
Do Not

“DiHHTf

YES

NO

Knowing hew to divide all
occupations into major categories and job families.

12%

881

201

Knowing how to define- ny
career values into what I 'want
to knew, what I want to do and
how I want to live ny life.

281

721

•291

jobs.

311

621

'331

Knowing how to ask questions
about a job to get the information to determine whether
I'd like the job or not.

291

711

331

411

Knowing how to choose a career
I might be interested in based
upon what is important to me.

371

631

311

381

211

101

161

841

311

461

161

71

271

751

311

191

51

771

321

421

201

61

421

S81

321

431

191

61

311

691

541

411

181

71

271

731

371

581

171

81

Knowing hew to act and what
to say during a job interview.

291

711

371

381

191

71

Knowing what things are most
appropriate for me to know and
to do in order to get promoted
on a job after I get hired.

161

841

351

441

1SI

51

.

Do

Do Not

1,

'

401

".-291

'^31

'201

~43l

181

111

'

'

'
-

81

Knowing where to go to and
what sources to use to find

.

information about different

d.
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Knowing how to look

at.

:

'

61

71

jobs

promoted to after.
choose my first job.

that I can be
I

g.

hi

Knowing how to determine the
knowledge, attitudes and
skills required of a job.

.

Knowing how to determine
whether or not I meet the
employee requirements for a
job.

i.

j*

-

Knowing how to get the
education and training I need
to prepare for a job.

231

-

Knowing where and how to locate
sources of information which
'

list jobs that are available.

Knowing how to write a brief
history of my school and work
background so that an employer
can tell if I’m qualified for
'

a job.

t*‘

1

Ave. N=1079

-

Ave. N=106l

TABLE 5.5

*

STUDENT RESPONSES RELATED TO STUDENT
CAREER EDUCATION SKILLS
^££tion_l49

Alternatives
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Which of the following best expresses your interest in talcing
career educa t i on courses which will help you plan your future
Mille SThighTschool?
Percent of
Responses

1.

I

am very interested.

514

2.

I

am only slightly interested.

274

3.

4.

*1 am not interested now but
could be in the future.
I

174

am definitely not interested.

54

1.

N-1G8S
Which of the following best expresses your interest in talcing
vocational/ technical courses in high school (example:
automotive, data processing, child care) to help you prepare
to
r
enter a job?
'

Alt ernati ves

'

Percent of
Respons es

I

am very interested.

351

2.

I

am only slightly interested.

281

3.

I

am not interested now but could be in the future.

181

4.

I

am definitely hot interested.

201

'

N-1036

Question

#51

If the school provided travel to take vocational/technical
training at another location or school, when would you prefer
to take this training?

Percent of
Responses

Alternatives
1.

During the morning (9-11:30)

474

2.

During the afternoon (12-2:30)

13S

3.

Later afternoon (2:30-5)

44

4.

In the evening after school.

54

5.

I'm not .interested in taking vocational/technical training.

314

N-1Q74

Question #52

If vocational/ technical 'training courses that you need in order
to prepare for 'your future career were offered at another school,
would you ride school transportation 30 minutes one way to take
"
advantage of that training?
'

Alternatives

Percent of
Responses

1.

Yes

624

2.

No

384
fkf_

.

f

Af A
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that they were very interested.

On the issue of taking vocational/

technical courses , 63 percent said they were interested, 35 percent very

interested and 28 percent slightly interested.
Students were queried on two additional issues in this section.

The first was when would they prefer to take vocational training if they
had to travel to another location.

Of those who indicated an interest

in taking such courses, the overwhelming number (471 out of 691) said they

preferred the morning session.

The second question was on the issue of

whether students would be willing to leave their school and travel thirty
minutes one way to take vocational, preparation courses.

The vast

majority (621) said yes they would

Occupational Preferences of Students
The last question of the survey form probed what occupations
students were most interested in.

Knowing such information would help

decision-makers weigh future vocational training oararse alternatives as
well as gauge whether students were realistic in career goals in light

of current labor market demands.
on.

Twenty-six job clusters were presented

the survey form and students were asked to select their top three

areas of interest.

The results axe presented in TMble 5.6.

Ironically, the top ranked occupational choice was "other."

reason for this was because such a high percentage
students completed the questionnaire.

.of

The

college-bound

When these students were asked

to name the specific job they had in mind, those selecting "other"

wrote occupations such as dentist, engineer, therapist
ranger and veterinarian, all professional jobs.

,

lawyer, forest

Discounting "other"

.

Table S.6

RANKING OF OCCUPATIONALCLUSTER PREFERENCE
OF SAMPLE STUDENT POPULATION

Occupational Cluster Preference

Rank *

Other
1

Child Care and Education
Health

2

3

Air Transportation

*

4

Accounting- Data

5

Building Trades

6

Office

7

Audio-Visual
Community Service
Land Transportation

Recreational and Tourism

Electricity-Electronics
12

Journalism
13

Environmental
14

Fashion and Apparel
15

Entertainment
16

Foods
17

Agriculture Production

18

Consumer-HomemaJcing
19

Agribusiness
20

Marine
21

Metal Working
22

Sales and Marketing

Hotel -Motel -Hous ing
Insurance - F inance

Personal Service

23
24
~

2

Ave. N=992

26

*Based upon a weighing of the first, second,
and tihird preference by each
student.
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the top ten occupational
interest areas were:

child care and
uca.ion, health, air
transportation, accounting-data,
building
trades, office, audio-visual,
community service, land
transportation,
and recreational and
tourism.
To examine this topic
from another perspective, a
cross-tabulation

was accomplished to
select those occupations which
were picked by
students who had previously
identified themselves as 'Very
interested in
vocational education" (question
*50). Additionally, the
occupations were
separated by male and female
preference. Table 5.7 denotes the
results.
The findings show a totally
new ranking. For males, the
top ten ranked
preferences were: land
transportation, building trades,
electricityelectronics, accounting-data,
air transportation, audio-visual,

•

agriculture production, environmental
and agribusiness, health, and
recreation-tourism which tied for tenth.
For females the top ten
preferences were: childcare-education,
health, office, air transportation,
accounting-data, fashion-apparel,
conpumer-homemaking, audio-visual,
recreation -t°urism, and community
service. The category "other”
was
omitted since cross -tabulation with
specific occupations within the
cluster was impossible to obtain.
In summary, the findings of these
two tables indicate that
1) because

the list was technically oriented,
many students selected the category

"other" which showed their preference toward
more professionally-oriented
jobs, and 2) the ranking of occupational
preference differed by degree

of student interest

in.

vocational education and by sex of
student.

Table 5.7

RANKING OF OCCUPATIONAL
CLUSTER PREFERENCE BY STUDENT
POPULATION WHO WERE IDENTIFIED
AS "VERY INTERESTED
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION"

Occupational Cluster
Preference - Males

Rank*

Land Transportation

1

Childcare -Education

2

Health-

3

Office

4

Other

5

Air Transportation

Building Trades
Other

Electrician-Electronics

Accounting

Data

-

Air Transportation

Agribusiness

Fashion -Apparel

8

Consumer --Homemadcing

9

Audio -V isual

12

J

Community Service

131

Metal Working

14

Community Service

Entertainment

6
7

8

tie
10

}

11

12A

Foods
tie

5

9'

Kecreation-Toorism

ul tie

Recreation-Tourism

4

Accounting -Data

10^

Health

1

3

7

Agriculture Production

Rank*

2

6

Audio-Visual

Environmental

Occupational duster
Preference - Females
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13
'tie

Journalism

14

Sales and Marketing

isj

Personal Service

Entertainment

15

16

Land Transportation

16

17

Journalism

17

Sales and Marketing

Child Care

18

Agribusiness

Fashion and Apparel

19

Building Trader

19

20

Hotel -Motel

20

21

Marine

Food

Marine
Office

Selected:

Consume r -Home-making
Hotel -Motel
frisuran.ee ~ F inance

Personal Service
as ed

21

22

N=X68
Not

18

upon first choice selection.

N=183
Not Selected:
Insurance -Finance
Electrician -Electronics
Metal Working
Agriculture Production
Environment
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^EIl^JjTakul at ion of Student Data to Determine Interest

m

Career and Vocational Education

Cross - tabulation of data permits a comparison of
questionnaire

information across two or more dimensions of variables.

Of particular

interest in this study was knowing the characteristics of
students who

were most interested in career and vocational/ technical education.
Knowing such information could assist dec is ion -makers in planning
future

programs in these areas.
the chi-square.

The statistic used to analyze the data was

It is a non- parametric statistic used to test nominal

When it is used to test for the significan.ce of difference between

data.

two or more groups, it is said to be a test of independence. 1

Interest in Career Education

.

Students were divided into two groups

based upon whether they had indicated in question #49 that they were "Very"
interested in career education or were "slightly" interested and not
interested.

These two groups were then compared across five different

dimensions:

1)

5)

sex, 2) grade level, 3) curriculum, 4) career plans, and

how definite they were in their career plans.
Table 5.8 compares career education interest and sex of students.

The chi-square is highly significant (p <

.001)'.

An analysis of the table

shows that a much higher proportion of females are interested, in career

education than males.
Table 5.9 compares interest in career education and grade level
of sampled students.

It indicates that across grades nine through twelve

there was equal interest and disinterest in career education.
1

Ninth

Janet T, Spence, et al., Elementary Statistics (New York: AppletonCentury-Crafts, 1968), p. 201.
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Table

5.8

CHI -SQUARE ANALYSIS QF STUDENT

INTEREST IN CAREER EDUCATION
’

BY SEX

No.

Females

Very Interested

553

441

551

Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

S23

591

411

j

!

Males

Chi-square
Sig. level

Table

5

22.93

p^

DF

1

.001

.

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT
INTEREST IN CAREER EDUCATION

BY GRADE LEVEL

Grade level
No.

Very Interested
Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

i~9

10

11

12

557

211

291

311

191

rsi

241

281

301

191

Chi-Square
Sig. level

2.09
N.S.

DF

3
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Table 5,10

CHI-SQUARE .ANALYSIS OF STUDENT
INTEREST IN CAREER EDUCATION

BY CURRICULUM

Curriculum

“

Very Interested

.No.

Gen.

Bus.

548

16

12

5

59

7

23

13

7

47

10

'

Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

521

Voc.

Coll.

Chi-Square
Sig. level

18.56

Other

p

<

,

DF

4

001

graders were slightly more uninterested than other grades,
but this was not

enough to mate any significant difference.
High school curriculum and career education interest is compared
in

Table 5.10.

The results of

differences (p < .001).

'the

chi-square test indicate highly significant

Students in the general curriculum, business/

commercial » vocational/ technical and other programs indicated a low
interest in career education while students in the college preparatory

curriculum responded just the opposite, a very high interest.

A comparison of career education interest by student career plans
is presented in Table 5.11.

There are highly significant differences

across career plans (pC.QOl).

Generally speaking, the sooner students

expect to get a job, the less interested they are in career planning.

Those dropping out of high school, or taking jobs within two years after
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STUDENT
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-SQUARE
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high school showed low interest while students planning for a junior
college or four year college indicated high interest;-.
Finally, Table 5.12 analyzes interest in career education by how

definite students are in their career plans.

Interestingly enough,

the more definite students are in their plans the More interested they
,

are in career education.

Vice-versa, students who stated they were fairly

or very indefinite in their career plans demonstrated low interest in

career education.

This was significant at the .05 level.

Interest in Vocational/Technical Education

.

As with career education,

students who indicated they were "very" interested In vocational/ technical

education and those who were "slightly" interested or not interested

were compared across the same five variables.
The first of these comparisons is shown in Table 5.13.

There does

not appear to be any difference by sex in interest in taking vocational
courses.

Females appear to be slightly more interested than males, but

.

this difference is not significant statistically.

Similarly, when interest in vocational courses is compared across

grades nine through twelve (Table 5.14) the interest: appears to be the
same regardless of what grade a student is in.

What differences do appear

are in grade ten where students show less of an interest, and grade

eleven where they show a proportionately higher interest.

However, the

overall comparison indicates a non- significant level of difference.

Table 5.15 compares vocational interest by ceirriculum.
differences are found here (p < .001)

.

Students in

'the

Significant

general curriculum,

business and vocational areas showed high interest in taking vocational/
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Table

5.12

chi-square analysis of student
interest
IN CAREER EDUCATION BY HOW
DEFINITE

THEY ARE IN THEIR CAREER
PLANS

No.
I

Very Interested
Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

Very

Fairly

Fairly

De£»

De£.

Xndef.

556

211

525

481

Xndef.

231

81

'

161

451

^

291

——

101

-

Chi-Square 9.06

DF

Sig. level p(. 05

Table

5.13

Oil -SQUARE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT
INTEREST
IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL EDUCATION

BY SEX

'

Very Interested
Slightly Interested
and Not Interested
j

’

No.

Males

355

481

52%

669

541

461

Females

Chi-Square 3.75
Sig. level

N.S.

DF

1

3

Table 5.14
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CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT
INTEREST
IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNI CAL EDUCATION
_BY GRADE LEVEL

Grade Level
No.

Very Interested
J
\

9

10

11

12

'

Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

355

231

261

331

181

677

241

30%

291

171

Chi-Square

3.30

Sig. Level

Table

DF

3

N.S.

5.15

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT INTEREST
IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL EDUCATION

BY CURRICULUM

Curriculum
No.

Gen.

Bus.

Voc.

Coll.

[

Other

Very Interested

349

231

171

Ill

411

91

Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

658

181'

101

41

591

91

Chi -Square

41.31

Sig. level p^.OOl

D?

4
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technical courses, while students in college
preparatory indicated low
interest.

Whan students were analyzed by their career plans (Table
5.16),
there were significant differences
(p< .001).

Generally, the sooner

students expect to enter a job, the higher their level of
interest in

taking vocational courses.

Those dropping out of high school, getting a

job after high school, and those anticipating one to two years of
training
after high school and then a job are much more interested in specialized

training than those planning on going to two or four year colleges.
Finally, Table, 5.17 compares students interest in vocational

education to how definite they are in their career plans.

The chi-square

analysis shows no significant differences whether or not students have

very definite or very indefinite career plans.

Suggestions by Students'
Space was left at the end of the questionnaire for students to make

suggestions about career and vocational programs that they would like to
see in their school.

made comments.
areas:

Slightly more than 10 percent

<d£

the students (146)

Their suggestions could be categorized, into four main

the need for career education, the interest in more specialized

training, criticism of school system, and dissatisfaction with counseling.

Those comments related to career education touched upon the need
for more resources to find out about jobs, what job suits the respondent
best, bringing speakers into the classroom to talk about jobs, more

information on how to choose a college, and how to plan one’s career.

Table

5.12
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CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT INTEREST
LN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL EDUCATION

BY HOW DEFINITE THEY ARE
IN THEIR CAREER PLANS

No.

Very

Fairly

Fairly

Very

De£.

De£.

Indef.

Indef.

Very Interested

358

191

461

251

81

Slightly Interested
and Not Interested

677

18%

481)

261

81

Chi-Square

0.34

Sig. level

N.S.

DF

3

Student reniarKS -related to more specialized training ran something
like this:

"Social studies and gym should be eliminated and vocational

courses put in, " 'More health-related courses and labs are needed in the
#

schools," "Why not set up a room to create an actual office setting/' and
'Vocational courses prepare you a lot more than English or science

courses do."

Comments which were critical of the school systems hit hard on the

bending over backwards for the college bound, and the need,
courses in the vocational area for the other students.

for more

Several students

said that their school poorly prepares them for post-high school ventures,

and one girl concluded, "There’s really nothing which can be done here.
The school really doesn't help you out."
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Hie responses related to the school guidance
indicated that more
time should be available to help students
learn what career they should

choose, guidance services should be expanded,
and guidance doesn't

help at all in many instances.

Teacher Survey Results

Sample Teacher Population
len high scnools out of twelve potential schools
participated in

the teacher survey.

Table 5.18 lists the schools, males and females,

total numbers, and the percentage of high school faculty participating.
Two hundred

and.

thirty teachers completed the questionnaire 54.8 percent
,

were males and 45.2 percent were females.

This number represented about

30 percent of all the high school faculties.

A sample cross-check was

done in several of the participating high schools to determine the

percentage of actual male and female teachers

In every instance there

.

were slightly more males than female teachers.

On this basis the higher

percentage of males appears to be valid.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the percentage of teachers from the various high
school curricula.

Twenty-five percent taught students in the general

curriculum, 19 percent in commercia 1/business

,

5

percent in vocational/

technical , 43 percent in college preparatory and 4 percent from an area

different than the other four.

A comparison between the curricula of

students and teachers shows that while the percentages do vary slightly,

there is a very high correlation between the two (r-.93,

p<

.05).

We

can conclude that there is a good probability that the teachers sampled
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Table 5.18
SAMPLE TEACHER POPULATION FROM HIGH
SCHOOLS.
IN HAMPDEN AND HAMPSHIRE COUNTIES

Percent of High
School Faculty

High School

Male

Female

1.

Holyoke H.S.

41

35

76

2.

Chicopee H.S.

12

9

21

17.21

3.

Ludlow H.S.

11

6

17

15.71

4.

Amherst H.S.

13

8

21

25.91

5.

Easthampton H.S.

3

3

6

10.91

6.

Granby H.S.

5

13

18

32.71

7.

Hatfield H.S.

1

1

8o

South Hadley H.S.

19

20

9.

Hampshire Reg. H.S.

8

5

13

4

126

104

10,.

Gateway Reg. H.S.
Totals'

Percentage

54.81

45.21

Total

•

•

'

61.31

2

10.01

39

45.91

13

21.01

17

48.61

230

1001

30.81 (average)

represent proportionally the same curricula from which the students came.
However, there is no way to ascertain that the sampled students were

taught by teachers who were also in the sample, although this was

undoubtedly true in many instances.

Teacher Assessment of Student Career Planning

Questions number five, six, seven and eight on the teacher's
survey form corresponded to student questions number five, seven, fortynine, and fifty respectively.

The questions were slightly reworded in

Figure

5.3
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SAMPLED TEACHER POPULATIONS BY

CURRICULUM PRIMARILY TAUGHT
TO STUDENTS

©

w
etf

©
O
©
o,

High School Curriculum Primarily
Taught by Sample Teachers

order to be from the teacher’s frame ©£ reference.

The questions,

alternatives, and percent of responses are found in Table 5.19.

Hie first question

in.

the series asked, "In general, how much

thought have students you teach given to deciding what job or occupation
they want to do during their life?"

Very few teachers (81) indicated

that students thought about it very often.

The large majority (781) felt

students only read, talked, or thought about an occupation a couple times
a year or a couple times a month.

Fifteen percent of teachers felt that

students didn't think about a job much at all.

'lable 5.19

teacher responses related to
STUDENT CAREER DECISIONS
Question #5

£_te®ral
8

life?

*

hc

fJch
"

Y

' J °b
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th °U£ht have students you teach
given to
occ'*» tI<»
Y ~»t to do durtafttri"

Alternatives
1.

Tuxiy

2

Percent of
Responses
don't think, talk, or read
much about 'it at all.

“*

So

'

‘.

151

“ mlr
411

3‘
'

4*

ttle ab0Ut it * tal5c to a
think^bf,
aboutt it a couple times a month.

^

people and
371

read * talk » an<J think about it
very often, like
once a week or more.
81

N=219

Question #6

How definite are the students you
teach in their
career and vocational plans?
Percent of
Respo nses

Alternatives
1.

Very definite

2.

Fairly definite

3.

Fairly indefinite

4

Very indefinite

21

241
544
.

204

N=22$

9^i±^2Lll
.
•

With regard to learning about career
education
(plannuig for a future oco^tiraiJ'ioiFltiHents
today are;

Alternatives

*

1.

Very interested

2.

Only slightly interested

3*

Not interested now but will be in the future

4.

Definitely not interested

Percent of
Respon ses
214
514
274
14

K-225

Question

98

With regard to taking vocational/technical
education (specialty training for employment)
most students today are:

Alternatives
1.

Very interested

2.

Only slightly interested

3.

Not interested now but could be in the future

4.

Definitely not interested

184
-

594

221
14

N=219
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In response to the
question, "How definite are
the students you
teach in their career and
vocational plans?", two percent
of the teachers

answered

very definite," 24
percent "fairly definite,"
54 percent
fairly definite," and
20 percent "very indefinite."
The third question
(#7) asked, "With regard to
learning about

iare^isniUon

(planning for a future occupation)
most students today
are:", the teachers'
assessment of students were:
21 percent 'Very
interested, 51 percent "only
slightly interested," 27 percent
"not
interested now but could be
in the future," and 1 percent
"definitely

not interested."
fhe last question in the
series probed how interested teachers

thought students were in enrolling
in vocational/technical education
courses.
Iheir answers were: 18 percent
"very interested," 59 percent
"only slightly interested," 22
percent "not interested now but could
be
in the future," and 1 percent
"definitely not interested."

Career Education Skills
Teachers were also asked to respond to
the same set of career skills
as the students were.

The skill areas remained the same but
the questions

were again reworded to the teachers' frame
of reference.
teachers were asked, "Do you cover this skill

in,

For example,

ymir curriculum?" as

compared to the student question, "Have you had school
instruction in
this area?"

Table 5.20 depicts the results of teacher responses
to

career education skills.
The results of the prior question, "Do you cover this
skill in

your curriculum?" showed that about one-third of the teachers
said they
gave instruction in those skills.

The skill area most taught to students

Table 5.20

teacher response related to
career .education skills
'Do

you cover
this shill in
your curriculum?

CAREER SKILL AREA'

YES

N°

173

Do your students need additional
training in this area to help them
get a job?

Definitely

Probably
Do

Probably
_Bq Not

Do Not

Knowing 'how to divide all
occupations into major categories
and job families.

a.

801

•All

401

121

31

651

521

421

4|

II

561

S3I

411

61

11

771

561

381

fit

01

601

561

371

71

01

671

531

371

91

11

401

'601

481

441

61

21

331

671

501

411

71

11

571

431

SOI

401

81

21

281

721

-Hi

331

121

11

621

511

401

81

11

631

551

361

81

11

761

511

401

71

21

b.

Knowing, how' to define their
career
values into what they want to
know,
Miat they want to do and how they
want to live their lives.
351

c.

Knowing where fo go to and what
sources <-Q use to find information
about different jobs:
-

-

Knowing how to ask questions about
a job to get the .information to
determine whether they'd like the
job or not.
e.

f.

Knowing how to choose a career
they might _be' interested in based
upon what is important to them.

Knowing how to look at jobs that
they can be promoted to after they
choose their first job.
Knowing how to determine the
knowledge, attitudes and skills
required of a job.
Knowing how to determine
whether or not they meet the
employer’s requirements for
a job.

l.

Knowing how to get the
education and training they
need to prepare for a job.
Knowing how to write a brief
history of their school and
work background so that an
employer can tell if they are
qualified for a job.

k.

Knowing where and how to locate
sources of Information which list
jobs that are available.

231

401

r

.

381

Knowing how to act and what to
say during a job interview.

371

Knowing what things are most
appropriate for them to know and
to do in order to get promoted on
a job after they get hired.

24|

•

‘

Ave. N=222

Ave. N=217

Table

S.21
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teachers opinions about current
PROGRAMS IN CAREER EDUCATION

a.

"Counselors have adequate” time"
to assist most students in
determining what occupation
they are best suited for.

.

Strongly
Agree
.

121

Agree

Disagree

22%
.

b.

Students neeci to have career
education integrated into the
curriculum to a greater degree
than it presently is so that
they
Jj-ijjjl better plan, their ca reers

Strongly
Disagree

381

231

421

491

61

31

41

241

621

101

51

211

541

201

571

351

61

21

61

181

451

311

Most teachers have implemented
career education into their
curriculum in order to better
relate academic subjects to
future occupational needs of
students
d.

e.

Local business, industry and
labor work regularly with
school personnel to insure that
students have the necessary skills
to meet employability standards
afte r graduation.
In order to prepare students for
tomorrow's jobs we need more

varied vocational/ technical
programs for our student s.
Students with "special needs"
(physically, emotionally, and
mentally handicapped) have adequate resources available for
vocational preparation.

h.

—

In order to offer students
vocational training opportunities not available at the
home school, busing students to
another site is sometimes a
necessary alternative.

221

65 %

91

51

High school students who don't
go on for post-secondary education have adequate vocational
skills to get a good job and
keep it

31

151

531

291

.

*!

Ave. N=223
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was "Knowing how to get the education and training they
need to prepare
for a job," (571).

The skill least taught was "Knowing how to divide all

occupations into major categories and job families,"

percent of teachers said they taught that skill.

in.

which only 20

Interestingly enough,

these were die same two questions the students checked as having
had the

most or least instruction in.
fthile one-third

of the teachers suggested that they taught career

skills in their classes, a much higher percentage thought students needed

additional training in those areas to help them get a job.

Slightly over

90 percent (91.1%) stated that students "definitely do" or "probably do"

need additional training.

There was not much variance between teacher

responses to this second part, but the area of help teachers thought was

most needed by students was in defining their career values, and the area
least needed was in knowing how to divide occupations into major

categories and job families.

Teac her Opinions about Current Programs in Career Education
-

f

The questions in this section were unique to the teachers’ survey
form.

The eight questions were presented in order to help substantiate

many assumptions which were being raised by this study.
and teachers’ responses are presented in Table 5.21.

The questions

The findings are

as follows:
1.

Only one- third of the teachers felt that counselors had
adequate time to help students in determining their
occupational suitability.

2.

Over 90 percent thought that there should be greater
integration of career education into the curriculum.
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3.

Only 2o pej cent felt that most
teachers had implemented
career education into their curriculum.

4.

Only one-fourth thought that business,
.industry, and labor
were involved with school personnel to
ensure students had
employability skills.

5.

Over 90 percent thought that school
needed more on varied
vocational/ technical programs for students.

6.

Eighty- six percent agreed that vocational
training resources
ior special needs students were not
available.

7.

Busing students to another site for vocational
training was
a viable alternative to 87 percent of
teachers if such
opportunities were not available at their own school.

8.

Eighty- two percent of teachers were of the opinion that
high
school students who didn’t go on fox post-secondary
education
did not have adequate vocational skills to get and keep
a
good job.

In general, the teachers were very opinionated and
most of their

responses indicated a need for expanded resources in career

and.

vocational

training for students.

Desired Vocational Education Experiences for Students
The ratings by teachers of vocational training courses which were
«

of need and interest to students are presented in Table 5.22.

Twenty-

nine specific occupational training areas in six clusters were suggested

with the opportunity to add additional, programs.

The teachers rated

these programs on a scale from one to four with one representing no need

and four representing high need and interest.

There was not a wide variance in mean scores.

The highest rating

was auto mechanics (3.56) and the lowest was plant maintenance (2.42).

division of the programs by high, medium, and low ranking of mean scores
is as follows.

A

Table 5.22
SAMPLE TEACHER RATINGS OF
DESIRED
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPERIENCES

FOR STUDENTS
MEAN
SCORE
3.38

33F
JJJ
3717
TT7W

TM
JTW
3726
377s

Rating Scale
rriigh needTand interest
3 -Average need and
interest
2 -Low need and interest
1-Not needed
:

Mechani cal

Auto Body
Auto Mechanics
Electronics
Machine Shop
Metal Fabrication
Plastics
Printing and Graphic Arts
Woodworking
Other (please specify)

Radio

§ T.V.

Repair, Air Conditioning

Services
3.19
2.80
2.76
2776
3.12
2.81
2.42
2.94
2.44
3.13

03

Child Care
Clothing, Garment Industry and, related jobs
,
Commercial Art
Cosmetology
Food Services and related jobs
Photography
Plant Maintenance
Recreational Fields
Tourism (Motel/Hotel)
Security and Law Enforcement.
Other (please specify)
Interior Decorating, Social Work

Business
3.41
3.34

2.99

37M
3J1

Business and Office Fields
Data Processing
Distribution, Marketing and Sales
Accounting and Finance
Other (please specify)
Computer Programming, Bilingual Secretary

Construction
3.49

7733
37 09

nr

Building trades
Furniture Construction
Plumbing
Other (please specify)

Electrical

Agriculture
2.64
TT98

08
Oo

Agriculture and related jobs
Environmental controls and related jobs
Forestry
Agriculture Mechanics
Other (please specify)

Health
3.29

§nr

Health related fields
Other (please specify)

Vetemarian technician
Ave N=198
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High

Medium

(3.16 and above)

(3.15-2.85)

Auto Body
Auto Mechanics
Building Trades
Bus. § Office
Child Care
Data Processing
Electronics
Health
Mech. Shop
Woodworking

Acct § Finance
Distrib. § Marketing
Environmental § Related.
Food Service
Metal Fabrication
Plumbing
Printing § Graphics

Low
(2.84 and below)

.

.Recreational

Security § Law Enforcement

Agric. § Rel.
Clothing § Rel.
Com 1 Art
Cosmetology
Forestry
Furniture Const.
Photography
Plant Maint
Plastics
Tourism
'

.

Programs suggested under "other" by teachers
were not included in
the preceding analysis because they represented
such a small number

even though they had relatively high mean' scores.

Comparison of Selected Student
and Teacher Questions

The student and teacher survey instruments were designed in
such
a way as to provide a means of comparison between several of
the questions

on the two forms.

The purpose was

to-

verification of student perceptions.
which permit comparison are:

have an adult and professional
Those areas on the questionnaires

career plans and interests, career skills,

and occupational and training preferences.

Career Plans and Interests

Questions asked of students and teachers related to career plans
and interests which were designed for comparison are listed below.

Wording for

'the

teachers' question when different from the students' is

enclosed in parenthesis.
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U
stu dents you teach)
wW S^\^aVe °CCUpatlon
>™ (they) want to
/C

’

deci^na

given to
do during

'

yoS (fte™ life,”

S^eefpSS

It

tSs

^

“

stutots

>™r

(their)

?

1

the fo11 °wing best expresses your
(students’) interest
^
v°5„ care er educati
in S
taring
— on~ courses which help you (them) plan

your (their)

1

&Hre7~

J

P

1116 following best expresses
your (students’) interest
in taking vocational/ technical
courses in high, school to help
you (them) prepare to enter a job?

In order to compare students and
teacher responses, a statistical

test of differences (t-test) was conducted.

Table 5.23.

The results are shown in

In every instance, student and teacher scores
were

significantly different (p<.001).

A closer look at the actual responses of students and teachers
shows that

.in

all instances teachers had underestimated students'
level

of interest in occupational plans and interests.

Students had given

considerably more thought to what they wanted for a job than teachers
realized, students were more definite' in their career plans than
teachers
thought, and students were much more interested in career and vocational

education than teachers imagined.

Career Skills
The same thirteen skill areas were presented in both student and

teacher survey forms.

The questions and responses are shown for students

on Table 5.4 and for teachers on Table 5.20.

No statistical

comparison

was done on these answers, but that is not necessary for a conclusion.
In general, two thirds of the students and teachers agree that career

education is not taught

in.

their schools and an overwhelming majority

Table

5.23
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED QUESTIONS
BETWEEN STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

O.U.

t-test

Student

1033

2.91

.81

Question #5

t-8.70

Teacher

1250

DF
219

2.38

.83

Question #5

p

< .001

Student

1089

i

2.26

Question #7

t-11.99
i

DF

Teacher
225

2.91

.72

1312

p

Question #6

< .001

S.D.

Student

999

1.74

!

.89

Question #49

BF

Teacher
225

2.08

.72

N

X

S.D.

Question #7

——

J———

Student

t-39.49

—

'

911

2.23

<

.001

t-test

1.13

Question #50
Teacher

p

1222

t-44.39

DF

:

219

Question #8
J

2.06

J

1128

.66

p

<.001
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(731-901) of students and teachers agree that students need these skills
to help them get a job.

In conclusion, career education is needed in

the public high schools.

Occupational and Training Preferences

While a good comparison between student and teacher responses to
occupational interests and training areas is difficult because of the

different nomenclature used in the two forms, it Is possible to draw a
general conclusion.

Students and teachers have similar ideas about what

students are interested in regarding occupational preferences.

comparison of Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.22 shows that

'die

A

following nine

occupations rank in the top half of every list:

Land Transportation (autobody § mechanics)
Child Care
Health
Building Trades
Accounting-Data
Office
Electronics -Electricity
Audio-Visual (graphics)
Community Service (security § fire)

A few exceptions were machine and metal

f

£ieXc&s , food services,
;

and distribution, sales and marketing which were high on the teachers'
list but low on students'.. An

item. high,

on the student list, but not

covered on the teachers' list was air transportation!
In general, students and teachers showed a higpi correlation between

the occupational areas of interest and need by students.

Career Guidance

There was not a direct comparison on the student or teacher form
as in the preceding areas on the subject of careen sguidance

.

However,
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there were two separate
questions which do relate and shew
interesting
results,
fable 5.3 on school
counseling indicated that, only
about onethird of the students ever
talk to a counselor on the
issue of what job
or occupation they were best
suited for. Correspondingly, one
of the
questions asked teachers was
whether counselors had adequate time
to
assist most students in determining
what occupation they are best suited
tor.
Their results are shown on
Table 5.21, item "a".
It indicates that
only one-third of the teachers
felt that counselors had adequate
time to
assist students in making career
decisions.

We can presume that both students
and teachers perceived that the
counseling needs for career guidance
are not being adequately met.
Suggestions by Teach ers
As with the student survey, responses
were solicited at the end

of the questionnaire about ideas or
suggestions they might have

regarding career and vocational programs

were similar to students':

.

Many of the teachers

'

comments,

too much emphasis on the college-bound

student, vocational programs needed to be
expanded, students needed

more information about careers, and that counseling
services lacked a
great deal.

The new ideas were that vocational and academic
teachers
_

should work more closely together, local involvement
with business was

critical in order to expand career and vocational efforts,
more structure

was needed in the school in order to instill in
students better work
habits and parents must become more involved if student
attitudes were

going to change.
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Analysis of the Data
In the preceding
pages of this chapter
the responses from the
student and teacher
survey questionnaires
were presented, The
purpose
section is to synthesize
that information and draw
some general

conclusions based upon it,
Rggres entativeness of ,w,i
1516

qUOta Sampl

this information.

“g method

of survey research

«s

used to obtain

Ihe quotas for students
were established based upon

knowledge of the school
systems and data contained
in Chapter III.
Teacher quotas were to
approxiamte student quotas as
closely as possible
The following is a comparison
of pre -determined and actual
percentages:
Student
Pre -determined
Sex:

Males
Females

Grade:

9th

Student
Actual

Teacher
Actual

SOI

51.71

54.81

SOI

48.31

45.21

251
,

Curriculum:

221

_

•

10th

2SI

291

11th

251

201

12th

25%

191

Coll. prep.

SOI

531

431

251

201

281

Comnerc ial/bus ines s

15%

131

19%

Vocat ional / technical

5%

61

51

Other

SI

91

41

General

Total Number

Percent of Total Population

600
51

1100
91

230

311
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j.n

general , the quotas for students and teachers were
very close

to planned except in one or two areas

the total number of students.

.

One notable improvement was

Almost twice as many samples were

obtained as planned.
Based on the sampling techniques used, the survey

samples obtained were representative of the population
being studied.

Student Career Decicions and Plans
The findings indicated that about 77 percent of the students thought
about their job future quite a bit, at least a couple times a month or

more often.

This was considerably more often than teachers estimated.

Sixty-five percent of students were fairly or very definite in their

career plans.

This was a much higher percentage than teachers estimated.

Their estimate was 26 percent with the majority of teachers (561) stating
that students were fairly indefinite in their career plans.

Conclusions

:

--Career decisions are a major concern of students.
--The majority of students are fairly definite in their
career plans; however, this may be a certainty based upon
only the next step like college or a job and not a specific
long-term career objective.

--There are misperceptions between students and teachers on
the level of interest and certainty of career planning by
students

Career Guidance
The data showed that most students see a cotmselor for problems

related to school issues (grades and course changes) for a total time of
forty- two minutes a year.

Only 13 percent see a counselor about getting
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mto

a vocationally-oriented
program while in high school, 35 percent

tering ca A eei related programs
or college after high school,

and 33 percent about discussing
what job or occupation they are best
suited for. In any one of
these career-related areas, the average
time
spent with a counselor was
about thirty-six minutes a year.

C^chisMn:

Present counseling services are neither
serving enough

students nor providing adequate
time in the area of career guidance.

Career Education Skills
Hie information obtained from students
and teachers on career
education- skills showed that about one-third
of the teachers taught

these skills in their class, yet only
one-quarter of the students said
that they had been taught those skills.

On the other question of

whether students needed additional training

in.

these career skills, 90

percent of the teachers thought students did aid
about three -fourths of
the students responded they needed additional
help.
There are currently not enough career education
skills
oeing taught, in the public high schools to give students
the kinds of

preparation they need to get a job.

Student Interest in Career' Education

The survey results on this subject indicated that over 50 percent

of the students said they were "very interested

in.

taking career

education and 27 percent said they were slightly interested for a total

of 78 percent of the students interested in career education.

A

statistical cross-tabulation test was performed on the data and showed
that females were more interested

'than

males in career education; students
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“

gTadeS Ilme thr °Ugh
tWSlve were equally interested;
college preparatory
students had significantly
more interest than other
groups; that the
more education students
planned to pursue, the greater
their interest in
career education; and
finally, the more definite
students are in their
career plans the more
.interested they are in career
-education.
There are several possible
explanations why females are more
rested
career education than males.
Females tend to mature earlier
thS31 18316=2 and
P erhaps this makes them more concerned
with long-range
planning. Another explanation
could be that with the women's
liberation
movement, more high school
females are thinking afoot career

m

alternatives.

m

College preparatory students
are possibly more interested

career education because they
may sense more alternatives in their
lives as compared to students
who are in occupatiomally-oriented
programs

and feel satisfied with fewer
alternatives.

This last reason would
probably hold true for those students
pursuing higher educational goals.

Finally, the apparent contradiction
that the more definite students are
in their career plans the more
interested they are iii career education
can
'

possibly be explained that students may have
decided what their next
step will be (a job or college), but that they
really haven’t planned

further than that.

Conclusions

:

--There is strong interest by high school students in
career
education.
--The differing degree of interest among students by sex
and
career objectives must be dealt with when planning future
programs at the high school level.
_

--Career education must begin at the elementary and junior
-high school levels in order to help all students better plan
their career objectives.

'
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Table S.24
COMPARISON OF LOCAL
MANPOWER NEEDS TO
STUDENT AND TEACHER
OCCUPATIONAL

preferences

Area Manpower
Demand
1*

Bus

2

Allied Health

.

3,

Student Interest
Areas

Admin. § Clerical

*

Child Care

Scientific/Engineering

4.

Machine Trades

S.

.Data

.

Publishing/Media

Metal Mechanics

9.

Maintenance Tech,

Food Assem,

__

§

Health Related

Office

Electronics*

Graphic Arts

Woodworking*

Community Servirp*

Child Care*

Land Transportation

Recreation
'

Data Processing

Building Trades*

Building Trades*

Proc

Automotive
Business/Office

Accounting/Data

Automotive Fields

8.

.

*

Air Transportation*

Processing

7.

10

Educ

Health

j

6

f,

Teacher
Recommendation

§

Machining

Tourism*

Food Service

j

source:

(Springfield:

American International College,
n.d.), p. 32
C

Scorf

Stu2te s“^! 0nal

ClUSt<!r

^

V1S ‘ a ” V1S

t0P te " StUdent occu aJ: ional
P
interest areas and teacher
ranking of needed occupational
training for students.

The results show that
five of the student
occupational interest
areas and four of the job
areas
by teaches were not
listed
th® BRI S t0p ten job
clusters
demand by area business.
Conclusions

“

recced
“

'

I

r

’

i

T

^

ents P lan to remain in
this geographical ar-pa
in
to
a

s
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lnl°Tmtl °n

“

5tUdent interest
vocational/ technical
education
educawl pointed out
several
reSt g &Ct0rS
Percent
of those surveyed
said
X
aid
"6r6
Interested and another
28
Percent stated that
they were "sWht,
lightly .. interested..
When the static '

^

'

’

"

“

W

-

.

.

aCCWU

r:rri:: -r
^
“
-: : :r

on

“
“

atoiy

~
^^
-
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interest did occur^
CC
aCT0SS

Colle

- «•

s

-

interest

in

student career pians.

-

courses than were
students who intended
to postpone ettin
g
8 a job in
lieu Ox higher
education.

Conclusions

:

“

specialized
'

T Zt
°

ttfi^Tifthe ^ati^/tecMcal
IrlaT"

»*»* ™t?LS/tXfca!Sin
C

fecugatignaIjntgrgst s and
Need s of

g

.

stnrW^

Knowing the specific
kiids of occupational
training experiences
StUdCTtS *™
unport ant factor in
this study
Measuring thrs interest
according to local
manpower requirements
win
give an indication of the
discrepancy between student
interest and
manpower needs. This is not
an easy task to perform
and it has been the
challenge to vocational planners
for many years.
However, within the
1 units of this study,
some basic comparisons
can be made. Table
5.24
compares the Business Research
Institute’s (BRI) top ten
job clusters

““

*«-
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rfSSX5SS/SL?”? t0 wei«h

"

alternatives of

interest

Summary
In this chapter the
student and teacher questionnaires
were
presented, a comparison
of selected questions was
made between the
student and teacher forms,
and some conclusions were
drawn from the
analysis of the information.
The data indicated that the
students and
teacher questionnaire sample
was representative of the
population that
studied ana information
on counseling programs, career
skills,
and occupational preferences
illustrated the need for expanded
programs
th® area of career md
vocational development for students.

™

In conclusion, this chapter
demonstrated that students and teachers
hoth concur that career and
vocational/technical education is of
interest
to and needed by students in
tire school systems
surrounding Kestover
Air Force Base,
i
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY,! CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOIVMENDATIONS

Summary

objective of this study was
to gather data regarding
the
career and vocationai needs
of secondary education students
in
Hampshire County plus Chicopee,
Holyoke and Ludlow in Hampden
County
order to develop recommendations
for appropriate occupationallyrelated programs at the
recently deactivated Westover Air
Force Base,
Chicopee, Massachusetts. This
study was accomplished under
the
sponsorship of the Hampshire
Educational Collaborative, a
cooperative
of school systems in Hampshire
County.
It was anticipated that as
a
result ot this assessment, educational
decision-makers would be
provided useful data about the
occupational needs of students in the

m

school systems surrounding Westover
in order to make subsequent
program

decisions.

A need as described by Webster
desirable or useful.”-1

is "a lack of something requisite,

To assess, on the other hand, is
"to determine

the importance, size or value of." 2

A needs assessment

is,

therefore,

the determining of the extent of something
lacking or which could be.

Perhaps an easier way to state it is, the
difference between what is
and what should be.

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield,
Mass:
Company, 1974), p. 768.

Memam
.

^ Ibid.,

p. 67.

GSC
Q
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needs assessment
approach to data gathering
is referred to as
context evaluation by
Stuffiebean.
This method defines
the relevant
environment, describes
the desired ari actual
conditions pertaining to
the environment,
identifies unset needs and
unused opportunities, md
diagnoses the problems
that prevent needs from
being met and opportunities from being used.^
These conditions by
Stuffiebean were addressed
tUS StUd/ thr0Ugh
° f career and vncation.1
education in
the United States
(Chapter II); a presentation
of background information
on the ftestover
area-including information about
the air base as well
as demographic, economic
and student data in the
geographical area
(Chapter III) ; the methodology
used in the survey research
questionnaire
to assess student needs
(Chapter IV), and the presentation
and analysis
of the data (Chapter V).
A summary of these findings is
as follows.

“

“

Education in the United States

Vocational and career education
can be viewed as educational
reforms to the traditional academic
character of the schools. Vocational
education is broadly defined as those
programs which prepare a person
for employment in an occupation
requiring less than a baccalaureate
degree. Courses traditionally included
in secondary education programs
are secretarial and office, distributive
education (retail sales and
marketing), and trade and industrial
(automotive mechanics, machining

and building trades)
Career education is defined more broadly
as all those activities,

both school and community, which help one

leam

about and prepare for

^Daniel L. Stuffiebean, et. al.. Educational
„
Evaluation and
Decision Making (itasca, 111.: F.F. PeacockTT^TzJT^ITs:
;

.

~

~

earning a living.

Mare

specify,

this includes self

^

^
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SS , exploring
one-s options, making
decisions and preparing
to

achieve a career
objective.

“

Vocational education
is as old as man
himself where basic skin,
° Pr°Vld 1 f00d
’
“> P-tection were passed fro,
one
generation to another.
Through the ages, the
learning tasks have
become
more structured and
•
formalized. iianual
Manual arts
art, training
evolved in the
Stat6S
**
‘
of meeting the d.ands
of
USt17
the °ne ha"d Which
billed labor and the needs
of
the high schools on
the other hand which
iCIi were
rfere attempting to
*
provide
relevant curriculum for
a mass institution.

"

“

*

^

—

•

Ihe major event which
structured the character
of vocational
education today was the
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917
which provided federal
funds for vocational
training, primarily in the
fields of agriculture,
’
trade and industrial
education, and home economics.
This Act was in
response to the rise of the
factory system, mechanisation,
and the
corresponding decline of the
apprenticeship system.
'

Since 1917, there have been
a number of subsequent
Congressional
authorizations which have expanded
the areas of training
(for example
distribution education and nursing),
populations to be served (such
as
unemployed adults), and service to
students (such as counseling
and
guidance and reimbursement for travel
expenses). As a result,
federal
appropriations for vocational education
have burgeoned from about
$1.7
million in 1917 to over $3.5 billion in
1974.
The percentage of students
enrolled has increased dramatically from
about 13.0 percent of high
school students in 1960 to estimates close
to 50 percent by 1977.
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The entrance of career education in 1971 has added a new dimension
to vocational ism for public schools.

An outgrowth of the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1968, career education has established its own
identity of blending academic pursuits with occupational planning and
development.

Career education emphasizes the integration of living,

learning and working aspects of life preparation by closing the gap

between an isolated school environment from the world of work.

Moreover,

career education has application for all students, whether in college

preparation or the general curriculum.

Career education and vocational

education merge at the point where more specialized training is

required and a student or adult selects a vocational training program.
While career and vocational education have been viewed as antiintellectual and instruments of capitalism, they are nevertheless

receiving increasing support from all sections of the public.

Students

find these programs realistic, educators like their relevance, employers
find them practical and efficient, and the general public sees them as
*

congruent with societal needs.

Background Information on the Westover Area

Westover Air Force Base, located in Chicopee, Massachusetts, was

deactivated in April 1973.

It had been a government installation since

1940 having served as a major air installation for the Military Airlift

Command and the Strategic Air Command.
The Westover Task Force, a community advisory body charged with

Westover 's realignment to civilian use, designated that a portion of the
base be used for educational purposes.

More specifically, the Task
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Force

recorded

that an occupational training
center be developed on

a site which would
service the surrounding cities
and towns to provide
trained Manpower for
the area's labor market. The
buildings and land
se._ asiue i.or this
occupational training center included
seven
dormitories and a dining hall
valued at over $5 1/2 million dollars.

Westover is almost geographically
centered between Hampden and
Hampshire Counties. The two
counties have a combined population
of
slightly over one-half million.
One city and three towns abut Westover.
These are Chicopee, South Hadley,
Granby and Ludlow, respectively.
However, these communities are
overshadowed by the city of Springfield,
the largest municipality in the
two counties and the center of most
political and economic activity. The
Springfield Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA)

,

as the area surrounding Springfield
is called,

contains 90 percent of the population and
almost 93 percent of the

labor force.
Industrially, the Westover area can be identified
as a manufacturing'
center.

Over 30 percent of the work force in the
Springfield SMSA is

employed in that sector.

The next three major industrial employers
are

wholesale and retail (21.9%), services (17.7%), and
government (16.21%).
In terms of occupations, the two largest job areas
in the Spring-

field SMSA are clerical workers (18.7%) and operatives
(17.5%).

This is

justifiable based upon the large manufacturing, retail, service
and
government sectors.

Other large occupational fields are professional

and technical workers (14.4%),
( 12

.

21 ).

craftsman (14.1%), and service workers
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Manpower studies
conducted over the last
couple years by the
us mess Research
Institute (BRI) at American
International College
an Springfield have
led to some important
conclusions about the labor
force in the "estover
area.
In its mld-1975 survey of
the Springfield
*A, BRI found per firm hiring
.had fallen to its
lowest level since
the 1930's. Fewer
than 6 percent of new openings
offered over $4.50
per Hour. Also noted
was a pronounced shift away
from unskilled
positions, a caveat to
future job seekers such as high
school seniors.
The top ten ranking of
job clusters which offered
jobs of good wage
and low turnover were:
business administration and
clerical, allied
health, scientific/engineering,
machine trades, data processing,
automotive fields, publishmg/media,
metal mechanics, maintenance
technology, and food assembly
and processing.
While the BRI study warned that
employers were looking for
skilled personnel, the opportunities
to obtain this kind of
occupational
competence for high school students is
very limited. There are

currently five vocational schools and
one regional Vocational school
in the two counties which enroll
8.5 percent of the total student
population in the area.

Studies of the recent high school
graduates

indicated that 34 percent of the high school
students elect to go to

work directly after high school.

This would indicate a wide disparity

between those who need vocational training and those
who are obtaining
it.

However, there are a number of occupational training
programs in
the comprehensive high schools in addition to the trade
high schools.

Using -those enrollment figures, the percentage of students
receiving
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occupational training would be
approximately 23 percent.

Closer
examination of these ixguies
figures reveals
tpvpi ^ that
i-hntthe greatest percentage of
these students are enrolled in
consumer homemaking and office
occupations (of which typing is
a major subject).
If these two
training programs die subtracted
from the total occupational enrollments,
only 6.4 percent of students are
receiving occupational training.
.

Other information derived from an
analysis of student occupational
enrollment data showed that there is
a strong sex bias in occupational
training programs. Health, consumer
homemaking, and office occupations
were female intensive and agriculture
and trade/ industry programs were
male intensive. Examination of
enrollments for handicapped and

disadvantaged students pointed out that 555
of these students were
receiving vocational training in Hampden
County, and only

9

in,

Hampshire

County.

An analysis of time and distance from Westover
indicated that
there were fifteen high schools in Hampden
and Hampshire counties within'
a thirty- five minute bus ride.

These schools could 'generally be

classified as suburban schools with limited enrollments
in occupational
education (Springfield schools were not counted, of course)

.

Enrollment

trends indicate that these schools represent a total high
school

population of about 23,000 students.

Assuming only 10 percent of

these students were interested in taking vocational education
courses
at a site such as Westover, this would represent a potential
enrollment

of 2300 students, a figure larger than any high school in Western
Massachusetts
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about indent needs
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fate
,
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in career and
vocational programs.
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6 P ‘°“!dUre “ Sed was
the 5 ™Pfo survey
employing the quota

Rre

estlT. 1 "
“

° rder t0 ° bta

“

<*

the Predetermined

each
e
category.

'^ Stl0,mire

elements were

Her of cases

in

“* Pre-testing of the instant
were
critical features of
the sample survey.
Careful thought was
given to
mahe sure that all
questions .re relevant
and „oald yield
helpful
”” StUd6nt qUeStl0mal re had
three major sections
to if
background questions,
questions on career eductin,
education, and career
plannin
Questions which pave studfa-nre
cents an opportunity
to limit specific
occupational areas they were
interested in
r
+
JJJ
^le teacher questionnaire
contained most of the item-?
tt, Q
student questionnaire
but worded fron
the teachers- viewpoint.
The purpose of this
was to obtain an adult
and
professional perspective on the
same issues. The
teacher questionnaire
did contain one additional
section to assess
teachers- opinions about
current programs in career
education.
.

deSiS>

.

m

'

m

*.

,

The student instrument was
pre-tested with high school
sophomores
at Easthampton high school.
Feedback from this pilot
test resulted
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several minor
chafes.

The teacher cgiestio^ire
was not piloted
since xt contained
a majority of the
Rations from the student font
The surveys were
Ministered to twelve schools
in the Westover
^
area
urxng the first
two ileks in June
1975.
Some minor problems

'

.

WSre

“““

«

"“ «**
near the end of the
schooi year,
in
general, the schools
were very cooperative
and the appropriate
number
and type of students
and teachers were
surveyed.
Si

Following the administration
of the questionnaires,
the ferns
were coded and edited
for preparation for
keypunching. Prior planning

“

^ ***** ^ ™-ire
°£

keypunching.

foxm facilitated easy
coding and

Once keypunched, the
data was ready for
statistical

analysis.

anii

Teacher Que stionnaires

^ere were

1100 students sampled
from nine high schools
in
Hampshire County in addition
to the high schools in
Holyoke, Chicopee,
and Ludlow in Hampden County.
This represented about
9 percent of the
total high school enrollment
for those schools, almost
double the
anticipated number. Approximately
52 percent were males and
48 percent
females. By grade level, 22
percent were from ninth grade,
29 percent
from tenth, 30 percent from eleventh,
and 19 percent from twelfth.
Of
those students, 20 percent were
taking courses in the
general curriculum,
13 percent from commercial and business,
6 percent from vocational/
technical, S3 percent from college
preparatory, and 9 percent
from other,

A slightly lower percentage of twelfth graders
were surveyed than
anticipated because of spring graduation
activities, but the actual
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-nber exceeded

the

predated

quota

^^

It Kas concJuded
sampled were
representative of the high
school population
being studied.
.

'

^

reSP °nSe t0 qUeSti °
nS r6lated t0 their
career decisions, the
following
information was obtained
from students:
__

t

they wSted to“purfue?
2

n c0,lslderable thought
to what career

SrcS^g^^ff^

“liege after graduation, 24
3111- the remainder
get some technical
wanted to
^p+
1 train-mo-'
training after
high school before getting
a job.

'

3
'

SreLllais'

«

en
p e?gn

f

-

4n) Were

remainder (355) were
indefinite!

definite in their
d

mlte aad

the

»en

students were asked about
their school counseling
they indicated the
following:
1

prog™,

.

counselor (averagf totafiSe'pe/y^

fcrty-Sfmtautes) ?

^

problems (average°to tal^t hne
pe?
3.

cellar SoSTe^oiunTinT^atSSr
they were best suited for.

S£

t0tal

HE EE

I„

^

3

af^Sre^of^hese SSftte
tSrtyTe^n

was approximately

To assess the area of career
education, thirteen career
skill
areas were presented to students. For
each of these areas they were
asked two questions: "Have you had school
instruction in this area?’
and "Do you need additional training in this
area to help you get a
job?”. The findings are as follows:
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££ ?S4 LX
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2

f
ca r

tVlk SL? tudents

had

'

Students were also asked
specifically about their interest in
taking
career and vocational/technical
courses. The results showed
a surprisingly
high interest in both areas:
1.

Over one-half^ (51%) said they were
very interested in taking
8
ed catl0n and another 27 percent
V
said they were
^ ghtly .interested,
Only 22 percent were not interested.

-

2

.

regard to vecational/technical
courses, 35 percent said
were very interested and 28 percent
said they were
s -lightly interested; the
other 381 indicated no interest.
Witli

In two associated issues with
vocational/technical courses, the

majority o£ students stated that
they wouldn’t mind being bussed, thirty
minutes to another site for training,
but that they preferred the
morning for this activity.
In regard to the specific career
preferences of students, a list

of twenty-six occupational clusters was

presented to students who were

asked to choose their top three occupational
preferences.

'

The alternatives

were designed more for vocational/technical
occupations, and, as a result,
the category "other" was selected most
frequently because of the high

percentage of students who were planning on going
to college.
other

the top ten occupational cluster preferences
were:

-

After

child care

and education, health, air transportation, accounting
-data, building
trades, office, audio-visual, community service. Land
transportation, and

recreational and tourism.

Occupational preferences were also computed for male and female
students who had indicated in an earlier question that they were
very

~r
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interested in taHng
vocations! education.

U1 “ lr S lrMeS
‘

“d

interest areas were:

A

°" 0,15

Occupations! areas ran,cin
g

— **

“ St ** ““

elsctr icity- electronics

.

fashion and apparel and

transportation

For females, higher

confer homing.

cross. tabulation of
those students most
interested in career and
vocational education
was accomplished in
order to identify the
charactenstics of these students.
Significant differences are
noted as
follows:

in career education
1.

3

Females more than males-.
Preparatory curriculum students
over other areas
Thnse^ci

in vocation ednr. a

t^

gSKteas

JOL relatively soon after high
school.

srggft

Hie teachers sampled represented
ten -schools and an average
of 30
percent of the high school faculties
from those schools.
Fifty-five
percent were male and forty-five
percent female. The curriculum
they
primarily taught were: general studies
(281), commercial and business
(19^), vocat xonal/ technical (51), college
preparatory (43%), and other
(41).
These quotes were considered representative
of the schools being
studied.
.

"

As was mentioned earlier, teachers were sampled
in order to provide
an adult and professional perspective to the
student responses.
instances, the teachers' perspective coincided with
students',

similarities and differences are highlighted below:

In most

The
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Differences
1
’

u d ® restimated hc w
livedo ? ° CCUpatian the®ich
>

i

ihlir {iff I

thought students had

y wanted to pursue during

2.

feachers underestimated how
definite students were in
tneir career goals

3

U de Stijna ted how interested
students were in
S
learning about
career education.

'

'

4
’

r

ers und ?^estimated how
I®£*
taking

interested students were in
vocational/ technical courses.

Besides the questions just
discussed which were on both the

student and teacher survey forms,
the teachers were asked to respond to
a series of questions about
current career education programs in
the
schools.

On all questions the teachers were
in general agreement one

way or the other.

Statements with which teachers strongly
agreed were:

-Students need to have career education
integrated into the
curriculum to a greater degree.
-More and varied vocational/technical
training is needed for
students
.

-Bussing students to another site for vocational
training is
sometimes necessary.

Those statements with which teachers strongly
disagreed were:
-Counselors have adequate time to help students determine
their
occupational suitability.
-Most teachers have implemented career education into their
curriculum.
-Local businesses work regularly with school personnel to ensure
relevant curriculum for student employability.

-Students with "special needs" have adequate resources for
vocational training.

-High school students who don't go on for post-secondary education
have adequate vocational skills to get a good job and keep it.
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Room was provided on
both the student and teacher survey
forms to
" ate COfflments and
suggestions, of which about
10 percent of 'students and
took the opportunity
to do.
Students’ comments fell into four
general categories:
1} the need for career education
(’We need a program
ich informs us or
jobs that are available and
what the requirements
are.”), 2) the need for
specialized training (’Vocational
courses prepare
you a lot more than English
or science.”), 3) criticism
of the schools
("Our school bends over
backwards for the college-bound.",
and 4)
criticism of counseling
("Guidance isn't much help at all.").
Teachers' comments touched upon,
many of the same points that the
students mentioned but added
others such as parents need to be
more
involved, schools must work with
local industry, schools should share
resources instead of duplicating new
ones, and college -bound students

need career education, too.

Conclusions

From the preceding information in this chapter,
six conclusions

can be deducted:
•

•

Career_ _and vocational education are significant
reforms in

^Kgricanjublxc education which are growing

in popular ity.

Since 1917

when federal aid for vocational education was introduced,
the number of
dollars spent and the number of students enrolled in vocational
education
has steadily increased over the years.

Hie advent of a broader concept

of vocational education, career education, has further increased
the
schools’ involvement in better helping students prepare for their
life's

work in a technological age.
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SUS^B^S^L!^

Force Ease offer.

surrounding

^

„

ro

for developing

^^

riu - concept has been
endorsed by the Westover

"

Task Force, a civilian
advisory committee in char*,
of Westover's
reaiignment to community
reuse. Available for
occupationally related

activities are eight large
buildings and about thirteen
acres of land
worth approximately $S
% million dollars.
3
'

Cn-e Springfield SMSai

JkfflSjSSSHl-

Studies by the Business Research
Institute in

Springfield show that while the
job market is tight, businesses
have
need for trained personnel
in a variety of fields such
as business
administration, office occupations,
health fields, machine trades
and
data processing.
4
.

MLgghggLstudCTts^

Westover area lack opportunities

Existing trades and vocational
schools serve

about 8.5 percent of the area’s students.

Programs Vithin the academic

high schools are severely limited in
their course offerings.

Opportunities for disadvantaged and handicapped
students in many. school systems

are non-existent.
5

*

Studentsjn^

area are interested in taking
career

gidvocat ional programs currently not available

to them

.

Through a

sample survey of twelve area high schools, the
results showed that
students wanted and needed career skills to plan their
careers and

specialty training to prepare them for a job.

'
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6

school

'

gtag jiurroimding

s

Westovwr concur

that:

w

and rocational

In these areas
In a sample
survey ot ten area high
schools the results correlated
with many of the
students responses in
their need and interest for
career and vocational
programs. However,
teachers' perceptions on the
degree of interest in
career and vocational
areas was underestimated
.

Recommendations for Future Research
Needs assessments are becoming
increasingly popular within
education as decision-makers
seek to have relevant information
about
the needs, interests, and
demands of, not only their clients,
but of
legislators, taxpayers, business
representatives, and others. Educational
scholars such as Stufflebean have
made strides in this area, but there
is still much to know about
developing reliable and valid data on

conducting and measuring needs assessments.

regard to needs assessments:

As Coffing has stated in
«

aS ySt n° de£in i tiv e conceptualization
of the problem.
IvStiu some processes for
Altnough
delineating needs are evolving and
although at this moment there are probably
hundreds of stSdiS
1
eed assessments- go.ing^on, Kaufman
?
cautions that
r:L.""c
^
Professionals specializing in this difficult
area emphasize the
tentative nature of any models or procedures
extant " ^
1

•

It is with these thoughts in mind that
the following recommendations

for further research are made.

™

lchar
Co££ ™? and Tr
s E
Hutchinson, "Needs Analysis
,
?
f I'
M
Methodology:
A
Prescriptive Set of Rules and Procedures for
Identifying
Defining and Measuring Needs," paper presented at the Annual
Meeting
of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago
Illinois
mo15 .
*
April -17, 1974, p. 2.

^

-

'

5

'
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1.

Future studies could include populations
other than students

and teachers,

ouch populations might be parents, school
administrators,

counselors, school committees,
or recent high school graduates.

This

latter group would be especially
valuable since they would have had

experience outside of education by which
to judge school programs,
owever, they would also be an
indicator of the movement of young people
xn terms of the labor market for which
schools should be preparing

students.

"

developing a measuring instrument to compare client
interest

and demand with actual labor market positions is
very difficult.

In

this study different occupational alternatives
were presented to students,

£md then to teachers, and finally compared to a third
study, of job

openings in the Springfield SMSA.

While general comparisons could be

made, the analysis was not totally satisfactory.

Future research should

seek to standardize occupational titles and vocational course offerings
so as to permit better comparison between the two.
3.

Needs assessments in the future must be m®re cognizant of the

decision-maker who will use the information once the study is completed.
Since the utilization of the information is the ultimate goal, input by

decision-makers prior to the study of exactly what information is needed
will aid the researcher and decision-maker alike.

Recommendations for Programs at Westover

One of the stated objectives of this study was to develop specific

recommendations for the establishment of occupationally-related programs
at the deactivated Westover Air Force Base.

Ideas based upon the data
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contained in this study
as well as suggestions and information garnered
local school officials,
vocational educators, and other persons

knowledgeable in the formation of
such a career development center are

presented below.

Some of the concepts such as the career development

campus represent longer-term
objectives and should be viewed as such.
In any event, the following
recommendations are the basic outline of a

broad-based career development center which
could provide services to
a Wide range of students and adults
in the Westover area.

Purpose
That a career development center be established at Westover
Air
Force Base for the purpose of training students and
adults to plan and

prepare for vocational careers.
1.

That the name of this center be called the Westover Career
Development Center (WCBC)

2.

That the WCDC be composed of two major components:
a Career
Education Resource Program and a Vocational Preparation
Program (see Figure 6.1).

The Career Education Resource Program

That the Career Education Resource Program be for the purpose of

helping all students to plan and prepare for their careers.
1.

That the primary clientele serviced by the Career Education
Resource Center be all public school students grades K-12;
other groups would be served as the need arose.

2.

That the purpose of the Career Education. Resource Center be to
help students increase their awareness of themselves and
careers, to explore careers, and to help students make
vocational decisions which will enable them to select and
prepare for vocational careers which are personally satisfying
and meaningful.
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giejfocatiogai Preparation
Program
That the Vocational
Preparation Program be for the
specific purpose
of teaching occupational
skills which will prepare
students as skilled
craftsmen or technicians for
immediate employment after high
school or
for continued training.
1

.

1 ien el ®

serviced at the Vocational
5
be high school students,
grades 10-12
from schools
Hampshire and Hampden Counties which
Ire’
within a Jmrty-five (3s) minute
bus ride of Westover
Hi°h
consideration will also be given for
training tandiSpped fnd
disadvantaged students, both school
age and adult
Potential
population to be served is about
1,850 students.
^'

PremratinnT
^
epara.ion Center

|

m

“

e rail?™g o£fe ed be ba sed
upon bus iness- industrial i with
I
labor needs
consideration
toward student interests
These
vocationa! areas which should be given
highest priSity'arf
health careers, distributive education,
machining trades,
office and data processing, culinary
arts, metal mechanics
automotive fields, and graphic arts.
’

liiat the training take place at
Westover, initially in the
dining hall (Bxdg. 5906), then expanding to
northwest adjacent
dormitory (Bldg 5901) , and finally that a new
stmctolK
built between these two buildings to house
such heavy laboratory
y
training programs as automechanics.
_

4.

That training should be conducted using a split
day program
one group of students from 8:00 a.m. - 11:00
a.m./and the
second from 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Late afternoon,
evening
and summer programs will be highly encouraged in
order to serve
as many students as possible.
’
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Ihat craft advisory
committees composed of skilled trade
°rganized f
each course cluster Offering
as soon
as building renovation
funding becomes available.
.

^

^£-^gZggr Development Campus
...

IMt

a career development campus
be established around the

Westover Career Development Center
to include an Mult/Continuing

Education Component, a Public Service
Component, amd a direct link with
the Westover Industrial Air Park.
lm

c^lus^
2
*

3.

Sh° Uld bG Called the

WeStWer

^eer

Development

the Campus shal1 be for bringing
together those
components which can
planning, human resource
development and office and training
space which will enhance
their goals, both individually and
collectively as a

2,®

service
business
Bon? 1, °t^uma2from
-utually benefit
coordinated

a

^

The Adult /Continuing Education component
should include
linkages with the University of Massachusetts,
Division of
continuing Education, the area community
colleges (Holyoke
Community College and Springfield Technical
Community College)
the Department of Mental Health, the Hampden
County Lnpowef
Consortium and any other adult or special
programs which
have training as their major focus.
.

_

4.

The Community bervice component should include
linkages with
the appropriate agencies in order to establish
a Regional Fire
Academy and^a Regional Police Academy, aond to
coordinate with
odier agencxes pj.aiin.ing to use Westover such as
the Holyoke/
head
Chicopee
Start and the Massachusetts Commission
for
Elderly Affairs.
^

’

•

We™
specified
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The Advisory Committee

That an Advisory Committee composed
of business, labor, industry

and education leaders be
established to advise, plan and assist with
the

development of the Westover Career Development
Campus.
^he size and membership of the Advisory
Committee will be left
to the discretion of the director of
the Westover Career
Development Campus, but it should be a
representative crosssection of the Community and heavy consideration
should be
given to retaining those advisory committee members
who have
been involved during the initial six month
planning.

Organizational Responsibility
That until such time as the area school districts in
Hampden and

Hampshire Counties can meet to develop an organization body,
that the
Hampshire Educational Collaborative continue to act as administrative
and financial agent for the Westover Career Development Center.
Future Funding
That local, state

and.

federal Hinds be sought to underwrite the

initial building renovation and programming for the WCDC.
1.

Federal funds, either Department of Defense or Health,
Education and Welfare should be sought for building renovation.
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Massachusetts State Department

of Occupational Education, should be

sought
0 nt xor program implementation

sbould be souSht for such agencies as
the
(CEm) and the Department
o?£al^ ie 51 tbrou gh sub-contract arrangements
to serve
disadvnnf“ - auA antaged and
handicapped students.
1
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Postscript

As a result of this needs
assessment study, architects were hired
to determine building
specifications and program costs for the
courses
recommended in this study. Based
upon the anticipated demand, state
school building code requirements,
and projected costs, the architects
*

ecommenaed that the original site of
the dormitories and dining hall be

abandoned in lieu of utilizing the former
base hospital.

That structure

covers about. 100,000 square feet of space
and can be modified to include

shop space not possible at the originally
planned site.

In addition, it

contains three elevators which would be necessary
to meet the building

code requirements for handicapped persons.
#

On May 3, 1976, school systems in the Westover area
were invited
to view the proposed plans for the West-over Career
Development Center

and to discuss possible implementation steps.

As a result of that

meeting nine school systems pledged to contribute $1200 each for the
retention of. a lawyer to draw up alternative organizational plans and
an.

architect to work with a planning committee of the participating

school systems to develop further program and equipment specifications.

Hie Hampshire Educational Collaborative, under the directorship of
Peter Demers, has continued to take the leadership role in the promoting
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of this project,

It is anticipated
that, if the planning
continues

on schedule,
the center can
begin to offer courses
in the fall of
1978.

Se “ TCh StUdy
COncludes with the satisfaction
that the time
e 01t expended
into the collection
of this data and information
&r * TOthy
that future students and
adults will
ad nor_ satisfying
and productive lives as
a result of the career
development center at
Westover.

”

“
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR
CAREER PLANNING
WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Ihls questionnaire is an attempt
to access the career needs
and interests of students in Hampden
and Hampshire Counties.
It
is designed to enable students
to give school administrators the
kind of information they need in order
to plan better career and
vocational programs for you.
_’

For purposes

may be helpful.

c

C:

'

this questionnaire the following definitions
er Education is the knowledge you need to

successfully plan > ;r career (example:
how to find information
about a job), V ocat onal/Technical Education is
the specialty
training you need to prepare for entering an occupation
(example:
a nurse-aide learning how to take a blood pressure
reading).

Because this information will be used to plan future programs,
we encourage you to answer the questions completely and honestly.
It is not

necessary for you to indicate your name any place on

this questionnaire.

INSTRUCTIONS

:

Please mark your answer to each question by circling the
number beside your choice, or by placing an "X" on the line which
represents your answer.

Remember, there are no correct answers

so please indicate your true feelings.

Westover Occupational Resource
Center
541 South Street

Holyoke, Massachusetts

01040

SECTION

I
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BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
ID--/--/--/
What is the name of your school?
(2)
Sex?

IS- 6)

'

(i)

Male

(2)

Female

(7)

Grade level this year?
9th grade
(1)
(3)
11th grade

(4)

(1)

10th grade
12th grade

(8)

Which of the following areas of study is most
like the one you are now
taking or expect to take in the future?
(2)

(3)

—

GH^ERAh CURRICULUM
My courses all prepare me for high school
graduation but not for a specific job after graduation or for
going on to college.

C^gRC IAL

—
—

GR BUSINESS
My courses prepare me to work in a business
as a secretary, bookkeeper, keypunch, or retail sales.
VOCAT IONAL/TECHNI CAL
My courses prepare me to work in a trade, in
a shop or factory, to enter a technical school, or to
become an*

,

apprentice.

.

(9)

(43

COLLEGE PREPARATORY - --My courses prepare me to gain credits and
training to work toward enrolling in a 2 or 4 year college program.

(53

OTHER- - -My courses are different from any of those described above.

How much thought have you given to deciding what
want to do during your life?

j

ob or occupation you
( 10 )

don't’ think, talk, or read abut.it much at all.

(1)

I

(2)

I think, talk or read about it only once in awhile,
like a couple
times a year.

(3)

I’ve read a little about it or talked to a few people about it and
think about it like a couple times a month.

(4)

I've read alot about it or talked to many people about it a great
deal, like once a week or more.

What are your career plans at this time?

(Select one)
(11

(1)

Not planning on finishing high school.

(2)

Going to get a job right after high school or join the Armed Services.

(3)

Going to get about one year of training after high school and then
get a job.

(4)

Going to a two year vocational/technical school after high school and
then going to get a job.

-CONTINUED-

(CONTINUED)
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(6)

Going to a two year junior
college and then get a job.
8
ySar jUni ° T C° llege and then transfe
r to a four
ye^ college!°

(7)

Going to a four year college.

(5)

How definite are you in your
career plans at this time?
Very definite.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Fairly definite.
Fairly indefinite.
Very indefinite.

( 12 )

S

f0r «hich
/° u
TOi7le«e indicSftL
er
LunLloftiSs sctoo?yea?

EXAMPLE

a counselor's help.
Would
you SP t taIking with a

“

:

t
k
W
^counselor 3 times about how to study better.
time it wl
fS 1/2 hour, answer would
was for
be 1 1/2 hr.

S

Did you talk
with a counselor
about this problem?
vAyuiNoc.Li.uNu

A.

JAKnn

YES

NO

.

B.

School problems (grades,
scholarships, etc.)
•

........

C.

Getting into another training
or vocational program while in
high school.
...

D.

Getting into a training -program
or college after graduation.
.

E.

What job or occupation
best, suited for.

I

How many hrs.
this year did
you spend talking
about this
problem?
#

Personal problems (family, dating,
drugs , etc

Each

OF HOURS

(13)

hrs.

(14)

(15)

hrs.

(16)

(17)

hrs.

(18)

(19)

hrs.

(20)

(21)

hrs.

am
(22)

'!

m m
ON

QUESTIONS

EDUCATION

II

CAREER
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training

job?

a
get
additional

you

need-

help
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you
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Do

instruction

had
area?

you
this

school

Have
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promoted

know
hired.
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me
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I

order
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appropriate

do
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SECTION III

CAREER PLANNING
QUESTIONS
49.

IVhich^of the following best expresses your interest
in taking career
education courses which help you plan your future while in MgfTlicKooX?
(49)

50

.

(1)

I

am very interested.

(2)

I

am only slightly interested.

( 3)

I

am not interested now but could be in the future,

(4)

I

am definitely

not.

interested.

Which of the following best expresses your interest in taking vocational/
^
t echnical courses in high school (example:
automotive, data processing,"
child care) to help you prepare to enter a job.
(50)

51.

(1)

I

am very interested.

(2)

I

am only slightly interested.

( 3)

I

aia

(4)

I

am definitely not interested.

not interested now but could be in the future.

If the school provided travel to take vocational/ technical training at
another location or school, when would you prefer to take this training?
(51)

52.

(1)

During the morning (9-11:30)

(2)

During the afternoon (12-2:30)

( 3)

Later afternoon (2:30-5)

(4)

In the evening after school.

(5)

I’m not interested

in.

*

taking vicat ional/ technical training.

If vocational/ technical training courses that you need in order to prepare
for your future career were offered at another school, would you ride school
transportaton 30 minutes one, way to take advantage of that training?
(52)
(1)

Yes

(2)

No
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR
.CAREER PLANNING

WILL YOU TAKE 10 MINUTES TO HELP US?

You are one of a selected sample to help us assess the career needs
and interests of students in Hampden and Hampshire Comities. This
questionnaire is designed to enable teachers to give school administrators
the kind of information they need in. order to plan better career and
vocational programs for students.
For purposes of this questionnaire the following definitions may
be helpful. Career Education is the knowledge that students need in order
to successfully plan their careers (eg. how to find sources of information
about a job). Vocational/Technical Education is the specialty training a
student needs to prepare for entering an occupation (eg. teaching a nurse
aide how to take a blood pressure reading)

Because this information will be used to plan future programs, we
encourage you to answer the questions completely and honestly. It is not
necessary for you to indicate your name at any place cm this questionnaire.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please mark your answer to each question by circling the number beside
your choice or by placing an "X” on the line which represents your answer.
Remember, there are no correct answers, please indicate your true feelings.

When you are finished filling out the questionnaire, please return it
to the principal's office no later than June 19, 197 5.
WESTOVER OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCE CENTER
541 South Street

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

01040
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
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SECTION

I

BACKGROUND' QUESTIONS

1

.

/

/

2

3

~

/
4

/

5

What is the name of your school?
(6,7)

2.

Sex?

3.

How long have your been teaching?
(1)
(2)

5.

4.

(3)

(1)

Male

(2)

Female

Less than 3 years.
Three years or more but less than 6 years.
Six or more years.

The students you teach are primarily in what area?
Business/Commercial
(1)
College Preparatory
(2)
General Curriculum
(3)
Vocat ional/T echnical
(4)
Other (specify)
(5)

(8)

(9)

( 10 )

In general, how much thought have the students you teach given
to deciding what job or occupation they want to do during their
life?
They don't think, talk, or read much about it at all.
(1)
They think, talk, or read about it only once in awhile
(2)
(11)
like a couple times a year.
'They read a little about it, talk to a few people and
(3)
think about it a coyple times a month.
They read, talk, and think about it very often, like once
(4)
a week or more.
6.

How definite are the students you teach in their career and
vocational plans?
4
Very definite.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

7.

8.

Fairly definite.
Fairly indefinite.
Very indefinite.

^2,2)

With regard to learning about career education (planning for a
future occupation) most s tuaents today are:
Very interested.
(1)
Only slightly interested.
(2)
Not interested now but could be in the future.
(3)
Definitely not interested.
(4)

With regard to taking vocation-al/ technical education (specialty
training for employmentT most students today are:
Very interested.
CD
Only slightly interested.
(2)
Not interested now but could be in the future.
(3)
_

(4)

Definitely not interested.

_

( 13 )

(14)
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SECTION III

QUESTIONS ABOUT CURRENT PROGRAMS
IN CAREER EDUCATION
10.

—
a.

Would you please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the
following statements by placing an "X” on the appropriate line.
Strongly
Agree

——
Counselors have adequate time to
assist most students in determining what occupation they are best
suited for.
—

—

—

„

-

«*-•*

--

Agree
_w.
_

.

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

_

———
(41)

b.

Students need to have career
education integrated into the
curriculum to a greater degree
than, it presently is so that they
can, better plan their careers.

c.

Most teachers have implemented
career education into their
curriculum in order to better
relate academic subjects to
future occupational needs of
students
.

d.

(43)

Local business, industry and labor
work regularly with school personnel to insure that students have
the necessary skills to meet
employability standards after
gradual! on.

(44)

_

•

e.

f.

•

g.

h.

In order to prepare students for
tomorrow’s jobs we need more and
varied vocational/technical
programs for our students.

Students with "special needs"
(physically, emotionally, and
mentally handicapped) have adequate resources available for
vocational, preparation.

(45)

“

(46)

In order to offer students
vocational training opportunities
not available at the home school,
busing students to another site is
sometimes a necessary alternative.

(47)

High School students who don’t go
on for 'post-secondary education
have adequate vocational skills
to get a good job and keep it.

(48)
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SECTION IV

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

NEEDS QUESTIONS

.

We are seeking your perceptions about future vocational training needs for
your students. Given your experience of living and teaching here and listening
to student needs and interests in your school, which of the following occupational
education experiences should be available in your school district? Please rate
according to the following scale:
4
3
2

1

High need and interest
Average need and interest
Low need and interest
Not needed

Mechanical

Auto Body
(6)
Auto Mechanics (7)
Electronics
(8)
___
Machine Shop
(9)
__Metal Fabrication (10)
P lastics
(11)
Printing and Graphic Arts (12)
^Woodworking
(13)
Other (please specify)
(14)

Services
-

~~

C hild Care
(15)
Clothing, Garment Industry, and related jobs
C ommercial Art
(17)
Cosmetology
(18)
Food Services and related jobs
(19)
Photography (20)
Plant Maintenance (21)
(22)
Recreational Fields
Tourism (Motel/Hotel)
(23)
“Security and Law Enforcement
(24)
(25)
Other (please specify)
.

Business
(26)
Business and Office Fields
Data Processing (27)
Distribution, Marketing and Sales
(29)
Accounting and Finance
(50)
Other (please specify)

AAfCTPTMl ICTY

(28)

(16)
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SECTION IV

CAREER EDUCATION NEEDS QUESTIONS

(continued)

Scale
4
3
2

1

High need and interest
Average need and interest
Low need and interest
Not needed

Construction
_BuiXding trades

(31)

Furniture construction
_Plumbing
(33)
Other (please specify

(32)

(34)

Agriculture

Agriculture and related jobs

(35)

Environmental controls and related jobs
Forestry
(37)
Other (please specify)
(58)

(36)

Health

___ Health related fields
'Other (please specify)

(39)
(40)

Do you have any suggestions about career or vocation education that you would
like to see included at your school or at another educational center such as at
We stover.

Please return to the Principal's office no later than June 19th.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR. HELP

APPENDIX

C

ABSTRACT OF FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
LEGISLATION, 1862

-

1972
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ABSTRACT OF FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
LEGISLATION, 1862

-

1972

Morrill Act of 1862, It established land grant colleges for the purpose of
deve lopingTour’year college institutions for training in agricultural
and mechanical trades. This was the first response by the federal government
to assist a special interest group through educational and training support.
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917
This was the first federal legislation which
provided funds for occupational training which required less than a
baccalaureate. The Act provided for the promotion of vocation education
in agriculture, trades, and industries and funding for the preparation
of vocational teachers in cooperation with the states. To receive money,
a state had to:
create a state board, for vocational education, 2)
1)
prepare a state plan, 3) mahe an annual report, and 4) develop a public
school program for fourteen-year-olds and above to prepare for occupational
entry using state plants and equipment.
.

George -Reed Act of 1929
It provided for further development of vocational
agriculture and home economics and removed home economics from the trade
and industrial area and placed it under the same features as agriculture.
.

George-Ellzey Act of 1954
It modified the regulations for home economics,
part-time c lass’~es“foF"alT training programs and. permitted funds for
attendance as professional meetings.
.

George-Deen Act of 1937
It added distributive education to vocational
education subjects and established federal matching fends on a graduated
basis to all states.
.

George-Barden Act of 1947
It amended the George-Deen. Act and allowed
increased authorization levels with greater state administrative flexibility.
Covered in the new authorizations were salaries for vocational
counselors, occupational information, data collection, and a variety of
alternative training as part-time, out -of- school, apprenticeship, evening
classes, and for students over eighteen.
.

George-Barden Amendments of 1956. Title I of the Act allocated monies
to universities and colleges to prepare scientists ami technicians
need in commercial fishing. Title II provided funds for the training
of practical nurses.
George -Banden Amendments of 1958 and Title VIII of the National. Defense
Education Act. The Acts emphasized the training of highly skilled technicians.
For~ins tince , to receive funds, states had. to document labor market demands,
how the curricula was developed, that courses were of -sufficient duration
and provided a good general education, that instructors had the technical
knowledge to teach, and that instructional equipment rand laboratories
were appropriate. In addition, for the first time gptdan.ce funds were to
be used for job retention purposes.
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Area Redevelopment Act of 1958
This Act was the first of several to
be geared to aiding unemployment and underemployment. The Department
of Commerce would designate certain impact areas and federal monies
would be available for local officials to operate educational and training
programs
Contracts for services could be with either public or private
agencies. This act is an indictment of the general education track
which turned out most of students who ultimately participated in this
program.
.

,

Manpowe r Development and Training Act. (MDIA) of-1962. Like the preceding
act, it was designed to help the unemployedand those on public assistance
through contract services at the local level. Initially, the act was for
those technologically unemployed, but more and more it was for the disadvantaged. The Job Corps Concentrated Employment Program, and the
Neighborhood Yough Corps are all examples of later amendments to this
,

act.
Its overall purpose was to service
Vocational Education Amendments of 1963
wider populations and include a greater variety of occupational training.
This was done by providing greater flexibility at the local level so that
programs could be responsive to changing demands. Groups served included
for the first time the handicapped as well as secondary students, unemployed
and underemployed, and those who wished to continue training beyond the
secondary level. Training institutions could be any program as a junior
college or technical institute as long as it was less than a baccalaureate.
Finally, the Act established the National Advisory Committee to evalute
and recommend vocational programs.
.

With the exception of the
Vocational Educational Amendments of 1968
Smith - Hughes Act (and MDIA) , all previous vocation acts were repealed.
Provisions of the Act followed training for a job cluster instead of a
single occupation. Pre-technical and occupationally related courses
were added. Funding permitted greater guidance and counseling and ancillaryservices as teacher in-service training, demonstration programs and evaluation.
The same populations would be served as in the 1963 Act. Funding permitted
constructing area vocational school facilities and post -secondary schools
as technical junior colleges. Finally, the Advisory Committee was changed
to a permanent body called for National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education with 21 members appointed by the President, In addition, State
Advisory Councils were established as a funded and essential component of
the planning and evaluation process.
.

Educational Amendments of 1972. While this Act applies to all educational
programs, it has' some important features related to career education. For
one, it established the National Institute for Education, which had as one
of its major goals to evaluate and develop alternative delivery systems for
career education. Secondly, it established the Educational Division in the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, headed by an Assistant Secretary
and placed the bureau of Occupational and Adult Education on equal status with
all other educational departments. Lastly, six sections of the 1968 Act
were given extentions. These were: exemplary programs, residential vocational
schools, consumer and homemaking education, cooperative vocational^ education,
curriculum development, and the National Advisory Council on Vocational
.

Education.

